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ABSTRACT
Ringer, Andrea Lynn. PhD. The University of Memphis. August 2018. “Big Top
Labor: Life and Labor in the Circus World.” Major Professor: Aram Goudsouzian.
By the turn of the twentieth century, circuses had established themselves as
entertainment giants throughout the United States and much of Europe. With thousands
of workers and animals traveling every day in the “tented city,” the circus constituted a
unique workplace. The circus was also a highly transient workplace, with a long history
of exploiting its workers. As the golden age of the circus began in the 1870s, marked by a
move to the railroad shows and use of big top tents, workers became part of a huge
transient community that had roots only in the winter months. The show was often
described as a systematized business, both in its efficient cross-country travel and the
daily setup witnessed by its patrons. Once a show set out on its annual tour in the U.S., it
would visit up to thirty-five states, with a new venue nearly every day.
People in small towns around the country celebrated Circus Day holidays when
the tented shows had the power to shut down local business. Although people attended
the shows to see the performances of acrobats, lion tamers, and trained elephants, they
often stayed on the circus lot to see much of the behind-the-scenes labor. Collectively,
these circus workers made up the daily public performances. Circus folks could expect to
stay in the public eye from the time the train rolled into town at sunrise until it finally left
close to the midnight hour. This daily schedule lasted more than nine months each year,
leaving workers to find seasonal employment in the winter.
The circus was a workplace and this project examines the life and labor of people
who labored in tented shows during the Golden Age, from the 1880s until the late 1950s.
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This work asks fundamental questions about what is work, who is a worker, and what a
transnational corporation really looks like. The circus payroll was one of the most diverse
during these decades, employing men, women, children, and animals from around the
world. This project seeks to explore the history of these transnational circus laborers,
their roles in a shifting workplace, and the agency or limits of their agency around the
world. Like other labor histories, this work examines labor unions, working-class culture,
and industrial relations. However, it also takes a broader definition of work by parsing
out emotional, manual, and performance labor.
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Introduction
The Circus World in the Golden Age
Curious New Yorkers gathered onto a Brooklyn pier to watch the Greatest Show
on Earth. The largest circus in the world was loading onto the S.S. Furnessia for an
opening two-week stand in London during its 1889 season. The ship, dubbed “Noah’s
Ark” by the press, had been making trips across the Atlantic for nearly a decade, carrying
immigrants from Britain to the United States. Its impressive size made it a perfect fit to
carry the circus. Crowds had gathered for several days to watch the animals get their
meals inside the metal cages that lined Baltic Street. The cages were covered, but people
waited for glimpses beneath the tarps. They marveled at the sight of carpenters hurriedly
building more than one hundred pens for the horses below deck under newly installed
electric lights on the pier. They saw zebras filled the pier’s storehouse. The wharf was
filled with trapezes, ornate wagons, costumes, and even the stuffed remains of Jumbo the
elephant. Crowds anticipated live elephants, a staple of the circus per P.T. Barnum, but
their arrival would be just hours before the ship left the dock. Sideshow performers,
circus managers, animal trainers, and aerialists hurried around the pier, readying the ship
for the long journey.1
No big top performances were given that day and the public did not expect
anyone to don an intricate costume. But the performance of readying the ships was

1

Newspapers on both sides of the Atlantic extensively covered the circus’s first trip to England. For
coverage in the United States, see: “Noah’s Ark in 1889,” The Evening World, October 17, 1889, 1; “A
Circus Cargo,” The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, October 18, 1899, 6; “She is a Modern Ark,’ The Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, October 20, 1889, 2; “Barnum’s Show Safe Home,” The Evening World, March 5, 1890; For
coverage in England, see: Times (of London), November 12, 1889; “Barnum’s Embarkation,” Local
Government Gazette, February 20, 1890, 12.
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enough to draw large crowds. For more than a decade, since circuses began loading their
shows onto trains traversing the country and showing under gigantic canvas tents, called
big tops, audiences had marveled at the ticketed shows. But they also watched the unique
performance of camels being unloaded from train cars, tents pulled into place by
elephants, young men hammering tent stakes into the ground, horses pulling wagons
across the lots, and animal handlers rolling cages of lions and tigers into the menagerie
tent. Newspapers deemed this the “gratis performance” and it became an intrinsic part of
circus day. Ticket sales soared in the nineteenth century as men, women, and children not
only flooded the big top and sideshow tents to watch high-paid performers, but also lined
the railroad tracks to watch underpaid workers ready the lot.2
Nearly a decade later, in 1897, the Brooklyn pier witnessed an almost identical
scene. The Greatest Show on Earth, now solely under the direction of James Bailey
following Barnum’s death, prepared to make a second London debut. This time, the show
committed to a five-year tour throughout Europe and departed with a substantially larger
crew. Again, New Yorkers gathered on the streets to watch the manual labor required to
load the S.S. Massachusetts with camels, horses, elephants, zebras, and hyenas. As the
circus pulled away into the Hudson River, the sideshow band stayed on the top deck and
played the familiar tune, “Mr. Johnson, Turn me Loose.”.3
Aboard the ship, circus workers milled about among familiar faces. Most of the
performers had left for London a week ahead of the Massachusetts. But a few equestrians

2

“Tent City to Be Built This Morning: How the Work is Done,” The Washington Times, May 10, 1903, 5;
Janet Davis also provides extensive analysis of the workingmen and their “spectacular labor.”
3

“Will Sail the Seas,” The Inter Ocean, October 24, 1897, 18; Charles Theodore Murray, “At Sea with the
Circus,” McClure’s Magazine, Vol XI, October 1898, 77.
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and the dozens of people with “boss” as part of their work title took this voyage with
most of the animals. Even on the ship, work did not stop. Before reaching the open ocean,
the workers had already begun making their rounds to check on the 600 animals. The
turbulent waters took a toll on them. The elephants seemed noticeably rattled as they
struggled to stay on their feet. Gorillas began suffering from sea sickness. Workers
remedied this with whiskey. Tigers, lions, and other wild cats found a home in the ship’s
darkened forward hold. Workers wearily squeezed past the cages of the disgruntled
animals while inevitably being thrown against the metal bars with each wave. By the
third day, Daisy the Giraffe, a regular in the advertisements for the London opening, had
broken her neck and died in her stall. Like Jumbo more than a decade earlier, Daisy’s
hide was quickly stripped before disposing of the body. After all, the beautiful coat could
still draw a crowd. Before the show reached London, three additional horses would be
buried at sea.4
For the workers, circus life on the Atlantic looked like their life on land. They had
loaded the boat in the public eye, shared cramped quarters once they were aboard, and
found their living and working quarters to be nearly the same space. The solidarity
among the new shipmates and the mobility of their workplace also resembled their
regular place of employment. The close-knit bond among circus workers was necessary
to keep such an intricate workplace running smoothly. As for the animals, life on the ship
was nearly as bleak as life on a train.5

4

Charles Theodore Murray, “At Sea with the Circus,” McClure’s Magazine, Vol XI, October 1898, 77;
“Big Circus at Sea: Barnum’s Show Animals Go Across the Atlantic,” Chicago Daily Tribune, November
28, 1897, 10.
5

Ibid.
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For hundreds of animals and laborers, this was a return trip to Europe. Even
though the shows were based in the U.S. and exclusively toured the North American
continent for more than a decade, the show’s workers hailed from all parts of the world.
Manual laborers often came from small U.S. towns and ran away to join the shows as
they traversed the country, but the circus often boasted of its international cast of
performers and billed them as top acts. Many of the animals had also made an arduous
journey across the ocean before, as they had moved through the animal trade business
that brought them from Africa and Asia, through Europe, and then to the United States.6
Despite a workplace that thrived on laborers born outside the United States, the
show itself was uniquely American. The modern circus had European roots, but
specialized wagons, acts, and general appearance made the shows that developed in
America much different from its predecessors and contemporaries. And in the American
economic landscape, the shows developed a distinct capitalist business model. In 1889,
Barnum told the press that he was “willing to spend $100,000 to show the English what
an American circus is.” Lion tamer George Conklin reiterated this a decade later when
he boasted of the circus parade and its allure among English circusgoers. He claimed that
the American circus “showed the people of Manchester what a parade was.” Conklin

6

Historians have studied this animal trade, particularly when it intersected with Carl Hagenbeck’s business
in Germany. Hagenbeck hired and deployed animal catchers to Africa to catch whatever they could.
Working at near wholesale prices, animal deaths during the transport back to Europe were inevitable. But
Hagenbeck still maintained a substantial stock of animals that were sold to circuses around the world. Like
any other business, the market value of these animals fluctuated wildly within seasons and felt the presence
of near monopolies in both Europe and the United States. Elephants became the largest draw and even
smaller shows exhibited at least one. In 1880, Barnum took credit for the first elephant born into captivity,
but such births were rare in the business. Instead, in 1898 most of the animals had been caught in the wild.
See: “The Baby Elephant,” The News and Herald, December 25, 1880, 2; “How Bailey Beat Barnum,” The
Central Record, January 21, 1898, 4
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claimed that he had never seen such an enormous crowd, even counting the yearly New
York stands.7
As the Massachusetts set sail for London, a third ship followed, carrying dozens
of wagons refitted especially for the European tour. By 1898, shows had established a
bigger-is-better model for equipment, animals, and acts. The three-ring, and later fivering, shows were American inventions that overshadowed the one ring of their European
counterparts. Circuses displayed their ornate gilded wagons that often served no practical
purpose outside of the free parade that officially welcomed the show to town. Despite the
impracticality of keeping this sort of equipment, U.S. audiences expected it. When the
Barnum show began planning its European tour, it had to contend with railroads that
differed wildly from those in America. European tracks snaked through tunnels and train
cars were therefore shorter, forcing American circus workers to labor tirelessly on resized
wagons suitable for their new tour.8
The uniqueness of the U.S. circuses did not mean that they were disconnected
from shows across the globe. Instead, an international market of circuses, performers,
animals, and equipment operated throughout every continent. As the Massachusetts
navigated through the dense London fog and came into port, famed animal trader Carl
Hagenbeck met the show on the Alberta Docks and chatted about the weather with the
resident lion tamer. Hagenbeck had run a moderately successful circus and cutting-edge
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“Barnum’s Embarkation,” Harper’s Weekly, November 2, 1889; George Conklin, The Ways of the
Circus: Being the Memories and Adventures of George Conklin, Tamer of Lions (New York: Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 1921): 265.
8

“Barnum’s Embarkation,” Harper’s Weekly, November 2, 1889; George Conklin, The Ways of the
Circus: Being the Memories and Adventures of George Conklin, Tamer of Lions (New York: Harper and
Brothers Publishers, 1921): 256.
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zoo. He held a corner on the animal trade market from his home country of Germany. As
part of his empire, Hagenbeck employed animal catchers who brought back significant
inventory from Asia and Africa, and trainers who prepared tigers and lions to move into
the circus business. His animals proliferated throughout the circus industry, especially in
the Barnum show. As the Barnum circus traveled across Europe, its performers and
animals traveled on railcars built by England-based W.R. Renshaw & Company. This
near constant flow of animals, people, and equipment created a global circus business
that had origins in the early nineteenth century.9
These two snapshots of trips across the Atlantic occurred in the opening decades
of the circus’s Golden Age. But mobility had long characterized the tented shows. The
scene on the Brooklyn pier captured the intersections of labor and performance, as
audiences scampered to watch menial tasks performed by underpaid men, women, and
children. Although primarily remembered as a source of entertainment, the circus was
also a single workplace that held many trappings of a developing site of capitalism,
colonialism, constructed gender roles, and labor. Yet the circus was most important and
unique because of its undeniably cosmopolitan workforce.
This dissertation examines the circus as a workplace during its Golden Age, from
the 1870s until the 1960s. It is not focused on one particular circus. Instead, it considers
the “circus world”-- the wider collection of traveling shows on rails, wagons,
steamboats, and cars each year. The shows traveled at a near-constant pace, captivating
small towns across the country. Surrounded by these audiences, up to five rings held

9

Harvey L. Watkins, Four Years in Europe: The Barnum & Bailey Greatest Show on Earth in the Western
World (Self Published, 1901) George Conklin, The Ways of the Circus: Being the Memories and
Adventures of George Conklin, Tamer of Lions (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1921): 261.
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bears, elephants, acrobats, horses, and clowns. Prior to the show, audience members
meandered around the circus lot, venturing into the menagerie tent to see caged animals,
then checking out the sideshow tent to watch people on display on small stages. Each of
these performers and their onstage labor in the circus tents were integral to the popularity
of the shows. Behind these tented performances of people and animals, circus workers
performed menial tasks, also under watchful eyes.
Performances of tigers jumping through rings, acrobats flying at dangerous
heights, and young roustabouts fetching water for the caged animals in the menagerie tent
collectively made up the circus experience for audiences. Behind-the-scenes glimpses
into the circus world, whether through the gratis performance or newspaper articles like
“What Circus People Eat,” kept the circus as a culturally relevant institution for decades.
The cheap circus ticket that people purchased included these performances of mundane
labor by the circus working class and their seemingly extraordinary lives.10
This fuller circus experience meant that the daily lives of workers were inherently
part of the circus experience. The circus regulated employee behavior both in and out of
the tent.11 Circus workers underwent significant emotional labor, in addition to the
grueling physical tasks of the job. Families squabbled behind curtains seconds before
flashing smiles in the center ring. All circus workers knew that every offstage moment on
the circus lot was part of an unscripted performance.12 Workers even conflated their own
10

“What Circus People Eat for Breakfast,” Ringling Brothers. Barnum & Bailey Magazine and Daily
Review, 1929, Raymond Toole-Scott Circus Collection, University of California- Santa Barbara Library,
Santa Barbara California.
11

“Suggestions and Rules: Employees: Ringling Brothers,” Series 1, Box 29, Raymond Toole-Scott Circus
Collection, University of California-Santa Barbara Library, Santa Barbara, California.
12
Historians have examined emotional labor, particularly in the postwar service economy of the U.S. Amy
Tyson’s work, for example, consider museum workers. A deeper breadth of scholarship has examined
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labor and leisure. They often organized their own internal Sunday baseball games and
accepted the normalization of reporters getting scoops on their daily lives. The most
attended performance in 1898 for the Forepaugh & Sells Brothers show was a gratis
performance. During an off day in Des Moines, Iowa, the show announced that their
elephant herd would be bathing in the local river that afternoon. A shocking 35,000
people attended the impromptu performance.13
Despite the public nature of their work, circus laborers maintained an insular and
static view of their world. They referred to their workplace as the “circus world,” which
created a networked sense of belonging and identity politics in an otherwise transient
space. Despite their varied backgrounds, the “pot pourri of workers” found cohesiveness
in the circus world.14 Articles that attempted to shed light on this world filled local
newspapers in the days leading up to a show, but circus workers would still insist that
“towners” could never understand them. Although the shows made temporary homes in
the middle of towns, the worlds of “towners” and “circus folks” often remained

African-American workers in service jobs in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. See: Louwanda Evans,
Cabin Pressure: African American Pilots, Flight Attendants, and Emotional Labor (Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, 2013); Zachary Schwartz-Weinstein, “The Limits of Work and the Subject of Labor History,”
Rethinking Labor History: Essays on the Working-Class Experience, 1756-2009, Eds. Donna T. HavertyStacke and Daniel J. Walkowitz (New York: Continuum, 2010); Amy Tyson, The Wages of History:
Emotional Labor on Public History’s Front Lines (University of Massachusetts Press, 2013). Mary Rawls,
“The ‘Big Top Show Goes On: An Oral History of Occupations Inside and Outside of the Canvas Circus
Tent,” interviewed by Juliana Nykolaisyn and Tanya Finchum, Oklahoma Oral History Research Program,
Oklahoma State University, June 13, 2011, 24.
13

Michael Daly, Topsy: The Startling Story of the Crooked Tail Elephant, P.T. Barnum, and The American
Wizard, Thomas Edison). (New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 2013); Fred D. Pfening, Jr., “Circus
Baseball Teams,” Bandwagon, Vol 11. No. 5, Sept-Oct 1967, 10-11; “The Backyard is the Social Center of
the World’s Largest Circus,” Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Magazine and Daily Review, 1935,
Circus and Buffalo Bill Collection, Long Island University Archives and Special Collections, Long Island,
New York; “Home Life of Circus Freaks: Many of the Human Prodigies Own Their Own Homes and Make
Good Citizens,” The Washington Post, April 19, 1908, 7.
14

“Impressions of the 101,” The Reno Gazette, May 3, 1912, 3.
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separated. Shows often regulated this separation to ensure that their thousands of workers
did not cost them needless amounts of money. But the rule also had the effect of further
isolating circus folks. Circus workers rallied around each other, and although the circus
season lasted only half of the year, the circus world identity remained constant. The
close-knit community of the circus world created a sense of family, kinship, and identity,
which reinforced the idea that towners could never understand the circus life.15
Life in the Circus World
Edward J. Kelty did more than simply document circuses in the 1930s. His
photographs of entire workforces together elicited a strong sense of community among a
diverse group of laborers. Most famously, Kelty took a group photo of the 830 employees
under the Ringling Brother banner in 1934. Easily recognizable workers appear in the
front rows wearing suits, clown paint, or leotards conducive to aerial work. But the
remaining thirteen rows of people include hundreds of unnamed cookhouse workers,
roustabouts, and animal handlers.16
The circus provided more than a job for its workers. The circus world acted as an
inclusive working, political, and social identity for employees. The efficiency needed to
keep moving an entire tented city demanded intense worker devotion, both to their own
jobs and to pick up the slack on other people’s jobs.17 This requirement cultivated a

15

Mary Rawls, “The ‘Big Top Show Goes On: An Oral History of Occupations Inside and Outside of the
Canvas Circus Tent,” interviewed by Juliana Nykolaisyn and Tanya Finchum, Oklahoma Oral History
Research Program, Oklahoma State University, June 13, 2011, 13, 16. 25-26.
16

Jennifer Lemmer Posey, “On the Cover,” Bandwagon, 59: 5.
Philip A. Loring, “The Most Resilient Show on Earth: The Circus as a Model For Viewing Identity,
Change and Chaos,” Ecology and Society, 12 (1), 2007. Anthropologist Philip Loring describes the circus
world identity as a tribe.
17

9

unique kind of identity politics that sometimes blurred the lines of race, class, or gender.
Even though employees recognized circus paternalism, they spoke fondly of it. Workers
recounted the homecooked food and free, albeit flea-infested, sleeping quarters. Despite
their meager pay, they remembered circus world paternalism as a system of free benefits,
without any “taxes or takeout money.”18
A unified circus world identity existed and dictated life in the tented shows for
workers, but this did not mean that they lacked national identity. Workers hailed from all
around the world, but part of their appeal sprung from their place of origin. Particular
skill sets were expected to be associated with certain nationalities. Circuses advertised
Japanese workers as acrobats, Frenchwomen as the most death-defying performers, and
American women as the most profound trick riders. Personnel boss Pat Valdo reported
that the circus recruited its best women workers from American farms because “they are
healthy, pretty, they like animals, and they don’t expect circus life to be easy.”19
The circus world created an inclusive relationship among workers. But additional
relationships between circus folks were often familial. As the golden age marched
forward, performers often bragged about their place as a second, third, or fourthgeneration circus star. This long-rooted history in the business solidified their loyalty to
the shows.20 Shows capitalized on this by boasting about their royal lineages in the ring.
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Mary Rawls, “The ‘Big Top Show Goes On: An Oral History of Occupations Inside and Outside of the
Canvas Circus Tent,” interviewed by Juliana Nykolaisyn and Tanya Finchum, Oklahoma Oral History
Research Program, Oklahoma State University, June 13, 2011, 12.
19

Beverly Kelley, “The Wonder City That Moves by Night,” The National Geographic Magazine, March
1948, 294, Box 20, Folder 13, Heiser-Alban Collection of Circus Historical Materials, Houston
Metropolitan Research Center,“With the Ladies of the Circus,” New York Times, April 1, 1906, SM3.
20
Philip A. Loring, “The Most Resilient Show on Earth: The Circus as a Model For Viewing Identity,
Change and Chaos,” Ecology and Society, 12 (1), 2007.
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Performing families, either real or created, drew crowds. It legitimized the use of child
labor as entertainment and created a financial opportunity for circus proprietors. These
family units often received a single paycheck.21
Despite long careers in the circus world, workers rarely stayed with a single show.
Harry “Cookhouse” Kelly made a meager paycheck preparing meals on the circus lot.
But he stayed in the business for more than thirty years with nine different circuses and
traveled throughout the U.S. and Europe. William Fraser experienced similar mobility
among circus outfits throughout the U.S. During a career that lasted more than twenty
years, Fraser spent most of his time traveling. He was employed with multiple shows
during that time, laboring “in every [manual labor job] on the show except ticket seller.”
He had even been a supervisor as an assistant boss animal man.22
Quick start-ups and closures were a reality for most circuses. Barnum and the
Ringling Brothers were notable exceptions in profit and longevity. Even when smaller
shows could guarantee salaried paychecks for workers, they often did not have the capital
to finish a season. Called “closing ahead of the paper” in the circus world, shows would
pack up and liquidate when that yielded bigger profits. In these cases, worker paychecks
were hardly guaranteed. When a small Texas show went under midseason, a family of

21

Mary Rawls, “The ‘Big Top Show Goes On: An Oral History of Occupations Inside and Outside of the
Canvas Circus Tent,” interviewed by Juliana Nykolaisyn and Tanya Finchum, Oklahoma Oral History
Research Program, Oklahoma State University, June 13, 2011, 10-11.
22

J. Louis Sampson, “A Real Old Time Circus Man,” Bandwagon, 1955, 8; Statement by William Fraser,
Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Combined Shows Inc. v. American Federation of Actors, July 12, 1938.
MSS 131 Box 28, Folder 1, Union Strike Papers, Robert L Parkinson Library and Research Center,
Baraboo, Wisconsin.
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jugglers and tightrope walkers ended up broke and stranded in Missouri. Throughout
their careers, veteran circus workers quickly joined other circuses.23
For high-paid performers, a closed circus simply left them as temporarily
unemployed performers. But circus closures made the circus working-class
indistinguishable from otherwise unemployed hobos. When Albert Zeno went before a
judge in South Chicago after he allegedly stole rides on freight trains, he did not deny the
charges. Instead he justified his illegal cross-country journey from Philadelphia to
Chicago by claiming his status as a circus worker. He claimed to have been stranded in
the Northeast. He was probably a victim of red-lighting, the underhanded business tactic
of leaving unpaid workers behind at rail stops when the shows fell short of cash to pay
them.24 But he defended his actions by telling the judge that he had traveled around the
world with various shows. Despite his hobo appearance, Zeno and other members of the
circus working-class were well-traveled, cosmopolitan, and employable.25
Burlesque shows, vaudeville, the circus, and wild west shows overlapped and
influenced each other. Workers often crossed these imagined boundaries between

23

Mary Rawls, “The ‘Big Top Show Goes On: An Oral History of Occupations Inside and Outside of the
Canvas Circus Tent,” interviewed by Juliana Nykolaisyn and Tanya Finchum, Oklahoma Oral History
Research Program, Oklahoma State University, June 13, 2011, 11.
24

Red-lighting had a long, yet largely undocumented, history in the shows. Circuses became famous for
leaving uncontracted workers behind in towns rather than keeping them for the season and paying them for
work they had already completed. Without their backpay, these workers immediately entered local
communities, much to their dismay. Although circuses never officially spoke of the practice, workers
recounted memories of themselves or others being red-lighted during the season. See, for example: Letter
from Robert Hunt to Al, February 4, 1943, Series IV, Box 36, Folder 8, George Eells Papers, Arizona State
University Libraries: Special Collections, Tempe, Arizona.
25

“Circus Acts Shown in Court,” The Inter Ocean, June 10, 1900, 3; Janet Davis, The Circus Age: Culture
and Society Under the American Big Top (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002): 80.
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stages—sometimes even during a single season.26 Workers often spent decades in the
circus world, despite unemployed winters each season. When a circus headed back to
winter quarters, hundreds of employees had to find a way to make ends meet for months
before the show started back up in the spring. Performers such as Ruth Budd seamlessly
took their acts from vaudeville stages to circus center rings. Mary Rawls, a nearly fiftyyear circus veteran, remembers her family making a career out of busking immediately
following the Great Depression. Like Budd, Mary Rawls’s mother tried her hand in
vaudeville as a juggler before the entire family embarked on a long circus career.27
The circus was not always a final resting place for performers, and many
navigated in and out of the circus world. Some stayed in entertainment, but others
pursued lives outside of show business. Famed clown Felix Adler began his circus career
at the age of twelve, serving as a waterboy for the dogs and ponies in the Ringling outfit.
After a quick foray into acrobatics, Adler took up clowning. This quick succession of
jobs, beginning at a young age, was not abnormal in the circus world. But Adler made a
more unprecedented move by leaving the circus world to attend college. Following his
time at Iowa State, Adler served in World War I and then joined the family construction
business. His career finished, however, as the “King of Clowns” in the Ringling show.28
Circus experiences varied greatly. Not every worker even stepped foot on the lot.
Aside from the constant use of outside contracted workers, the circus also hired a barrage
26
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of advance men. These workers prepped townspeople for an upcoming circus day,
thereby guaranteeing full shows. Clowns often joined these groups to stage photo ops
with potential circusgoers. Advance men rode in railcars to upcoming cities and plastered
the streets with circus bills, posters and banners. They also secured the lot and obtained
permits when necessary. Entertainment press agent Townsend Walsh noted in the early
twentieth century that more than one hundred men employed with the Ringling show had
already visited a town before the circus even arrived.29
But even the lot itself included more than just performers and manual laborers.
Priests began traveling with the Ringling Brothers show in the 1920s to “work with
people on the move.” Nuns associated with the Little Sisters of Jesus also lived in the
circus world and other “migrant communities” for decades. Neal Hoskins, ran away to
join the shows as a teen, went to college, and then rejoined as a physician. Veterinarians,
fireman, accountants, and seamstresses all carved out unique places in the circus world.30
Despite the almost-constant mobility, circus workers still found communities to
put down roots. Winter quarters for the larger shows, such as Peru, Indiana and Baraboo,
Wisconsin also became a winter home for many workers. Sarasota, Florida, became
synonymous with the circus when the final two Ringling Brothers moved their formally
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Midwestern winter quarters to the warmer climate in the late 1920s. The winter months
brought an influx of circus folks to otherwise small towns who readied the shows for the
next seasons. While Americans showed a seemingly unending support for the tented
shows and their short stays in small towns across the country, permanent neighbors
seemed more likely to lament the uncouth part-time residents. They complained of
animals noises, unsightly trapezes, and dangerous cannon fire.31 But the circus also
brought a more permanent class of workers who often chose to retire in a place that felt
like home.32
The Circus World Business
Business practices in the American circus stayed in step with, and at times led, the
rest of the corporate world. Like the “robber barons,” circus owners practiced identically
scrupulous business and labor tactics. Mergers, behind-the-scenes trusts, monopolies, and
profits drove business decisions in the tented shows. Yet circuses maintained an outward
“circus world” appearance of benevolence and paternalism. Through decades of
popularity, circus owners acted in accordance with other big businesses, facing similar
economic depressions, labor disputes, and market effects. Although the workplace itself
was undeniably unique-- sequined costumes, man-eating work hazards, and an always-
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moving workplace-- its back-of-house operations were indistinguishable from the rest of
corporate America.33
Terms such as “show business” and “showman” emerged in the mid-twentieth
century to describe entertainment like the circus and owners like P.T. Barnum. Yet “mass
culture,” a term that has its roots in the 1930s, captured the American circus at the turn of
the twentieth century. The circus utilized the new culture of advertising and famously
printed lithograph posters that plastered small towns across America. The advertising
business had reshaped people’s relationship to entertainment. Almost all facets of mass
culture relied on this cutting-edge technology and capitalized on growing nineteenth
century literacy rates. But the circus, with its iconic color lithographs, did not depend on
literate audiences. Instead, they used images to attract all walks of life.34
But circuses also made use of written advertisements. Audiences felt connected to
circuses through the intimate reports in newspapers. Circuses and newspapers had
somewhat tumultuous relationships. While the papers brought part of the much-needed
advertisement to the traveling shows, they also provided bad press without hesitation.35
Circus performers graced posters and their behind-the-scenes stories often appeared in
newspaper columns and editorials. Contracted performers and animals became household
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names and circusgoers looked forward to seeing the acts they had read about in the
newspaper. The same readers could read about the circus lot that laborers populated.36
Circus owners faced high start-up and maintenance costs, especially among the
bigger shows. Costs could vary greatly depending on the year and location, but they were
almost always high. Animals, in particular, cost a lot. Lions, for example, did not have set
prices, but instead varied by sex, age, temperament, and place of origin. This fluid market
operated under the control of animal capturers, traders, trainers, and sellers. When
animals made their debut or were rare under the big top, their prices stayed high. A
rhinoceros, like the one in the 1912 Barnum show, went for about $10,000 but if traders
had placed more on the market, that value could have dropped by half. But, the short
shelf life of most shows meant that once the golden age was underway, the circus market
was constantly flooded with surplus equipment and animals. Labor, however was not a
significant business cost. Aside from the star attractions, who most often opted for larger
operations, circus could get away with paying employees very little. The circus relied on
underpaid labor.37
As a mobile workplace, the circus owned its own labor, animals, and equipment,
but not land. Shows, then, were usually at the mercy of landowners who were willing to
have a circus on their property. Smaller circuses that showed in a single state, like Mollie
Bailey in Texas, circumvented this issue by buying dozens of small tracts of land across
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the state. But this was the exception and proved impractical for more mobile shows.
Instead, circuses had to contend with securing and showing on a different piece of city or
private property for each show. Sometimes residents gladly opened their land to the
shows. To secure this land, however, circus usually depended on knowledgeable advance
agents who scoured small towns weeks ahead of time, guaranteeing land, permits, and
resources were ready for the tented cities.38
Despite high start-up and maintenance costs, the shows produced significant
dividends. In its first season, the Barnum & Bailey Circus grossed more than one million
dollars and profited just over $350,000. By the next season, that number had nearly
doubled with the newly minted circus kings profiting more than $600,000. These high
profits were not spread evenly over the given season. Instead, shows could expect profits
to vary wildly from place to place. Variables in each town, like weather, could contribute
to poor attendance.39 Even while competing among newly created circus giants such as
Barnum & Bailey, smaller shows still turned a profit. The Adam Forepaugh Circus kept
up with its larger competition from its debut in 1863. Within fifteen years, the circus had
moved from a wagon show that served predominately rural communities, to a rail show
that rivaled the Barnum and Bailey Circus. The show even led the way in circus world
innovations, like the first regular use of a cookhouse tent for employees in the 1870s.40
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Aside from enormous advertising costs, circuses operated on low budgets that
were essentially subsidized by the government. They turned the biggest profit as railroad
shows, and the number of train cars required to move the circus often became a stand in
for calculating the size of the show.41 Railroads allowed the proliferation of the circus
and became intrinsically tied to this workplace. By allowing rapid transportation between
cities, railroads had a tremendous effect on the growth of the circus. Through the early
twentieth century, this sort of travel was also relatively cheap and reliable. But utilizing
these government subsidies could also prove disastrous for the shows. The high-speed
travel on the rails brought danger alongside sought-after efficiency. Train wrecks lived in
both circus workers’ memories and circus folklore. They posed an incredible threat to the
livelihood of circus workers and circuses themselves. When the Hagenbeck-Wallace
Circus train collided with a government train in the middle the 1918 season, leaving
eighty-six people dead and another 175 injured, the show faced a significant financial
loss. Although personal responsibility fell onto the engineer of the non-circus train, the
circus bore the brunt of the cost. All trains at the time were run by the federal
government, who was impervious to lawsuits. Aside from the massive loss of revenue
from losing employees and animals, the show also doled out more than $1 million from
lawsuits. It folded the at end of the season.42
The circus’s uneven relationship with the government occurred on several fronts.
As an international enterprise, shows had to contend with multiple national governments.
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Animals could be detained at borders, such as when Seliko and Valtor had to temporarily
end their travels after the Mexican government confiscated all their property. Even within
the United States, circuses had to contend with state laws. In 1908, Adjie Costello, the
famed lion tamer, had a public dispute with officials in California over the shipment of
her cats.43 The government also provided benefits, like labor for circuses. Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West Show, a subsidiary of the Sells-Floto Show by 1908, gladly accepted bonded
Indian laborers to perform in their western pageantry.44
Larger international events continually shaped the circus. The Allied blockade
during World War I drastically cut into the animal trade business under the German
entrepreneur, Carl Hagenbeck.45 The war also created the first major labor vacuum for
shows as nearly five million men throughout the U.S. joined the military. Draftees and
volunteers poured out of various U.S. industries, including the circus, to serve. The SellsFloto Show lost more than one hundred men at a California stop when the workers
enlisted in the Army. The lost labor nearly crippled the show. The John Robinson Circus,
one of the Corporation Shows, proudly claimed that most of its laborers had served in
World War I and they had gladly welcomed back the animal handlers and roustabouts
after the war. The war also left a shortage of available land for the shows. Circus agent E.
P. Wiley remembered contracting out a private residence for workers during an Oxnard,
California show because most of the lot had been reserved for victory gardens. And
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although he recalled the circus horses trampling through manicured gardens, he
compensated the families with fifteen dollars and ten free tickets to the show.46
The cohesiveness of the circus “cosmopolitan canopy” was remarkable, given its
constant influx of workers during periods of war. During World War II, several workers
joined the show as refugees. Arthur Konyot, a horse trainer, fled Poland with his wife and
two children before joining the Ringling Brothers show during its stateside tour. And
while trapeze performer Elly Ardelty found her way into U.S. shows during World War
II, her husband remained captive as part of the French Resistance.47
As a traveling show, the circus had tremendous effects on local economies. While
some critics complained that the tented shows drew income away from local businesses,
most acknowledged that the circus drew in large populations from surrounding areas,
filling local pocketbooks. In 1912, the Hagenbeck-Wallace show received a month’s
worth of backpay just before their day-long stint in Chanute, Kansas. Locals reported that
it was a “good day for… merchants” as workers splurged on shoes and other goods.48
Towns began taxing the shows a flat rate fee. In 1868, Rutherfordton, North Carolina,
announced a ten-dollar tax for menageries and a five-dollar tax for sideshows. Texas
operated under a more lucrative system, charging a $500 tax for circuses and ten dollars
for any other kind of traveling show.49 Circuses countered with tactics to avoid these
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pesky fees, like operating just outside of the city or refusing to describe themselves as
circuses, despite how evidently they fell under the banner. But the parade, as part of the
necessary gratis performance, wound its way through the main streets and brought the
circus back under the umbrella of city fees.50
Although circuses excited townspeople, they could also cause damage. When the
Gray and Wheeler Circus set up the lot in a small New York town following a torrential
rainstorm, it became evident that the ground would be too soft for a show. A worker later
reported that the bleachers immediately sank into the ground. Fearing a payout to the
landowners, the circus quickly reassembled on their wagons and silently left town.51
With such a quick-pace schedule, shows could literally afford to provide a show that did
not live up to its hype and delivered empty promises. Circuses could even cost towns
unimaginable amounts of money with little to no consequences. It happened often enough
for people in the circus world to name the practice “burning the territory.”52
Unlike people living in metropolitan centers, rural residents did not have a choice
as to what show to visit. New Yorkers could stroll down Broadway in the opening years
of the twentieth century and choose from a multitude of theaters and shows. Residents of
places like Oshkosh, Wisconsin, however, had to wait for the circus to come to them.
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And when they came with their thousands of animals and workers in tow, they shut down
small towns across America. “Circus Day” holidays included schools dismissed, factories
closed, and a near guarantee that every seat under the big top would be filled.53
Circuses essentially brought more than a thousand hobos into a town. In the case
of red-lighting, these hobos became longer and more unwelcome visitors. The motley
crew of circus workers possessed a unique skillset that left them unemployable beyond
the tented shows. Even when the circus retained its entire workforce, its one-day stay
could also prove disruptive. Sometimes, the large population of manual laborers clashed
with local populations, leaving a wake of newspaper reports about uncivilized circus
workers. Even more disruptive were the hundreds of exotic animals. Performances
notoriously went awry, animals broke loose during parades, and shows dealt with rogue
elephants and disgruntled lions.
A newspaper feature in 1912 suggested that circus women were “intelligent
tourists” between the performances. Although the claim was used as an effort to draw
audiences into the lives of circus workers and find connections to an otherwise odd
occupation, its message rang true. Circus workers lived in an insular community, but it
did not always remain on the lot. The circus captivated entire towns, while mixing labor
and leisure. As the circus pulled into town, it brought thousands of new people who
explored the world around them.54
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The Circus in the Labor Landscape
Although the circus is primary remembered and studied as a place of
entertainment, it was a workplace. In many ways, it was unique and unparalleled. The
thousands of people employed with big top shows in the nineteenth and twentieth century
had skillsets that were not translatable to other jobs. Lion trainers, acrobats, and sideshow
barkers could not find employment in other markets that best utilized their talents. The
work was also uniquely dangerous with man-eating hazards just feet away from sleeping
quarters. Regulation and workers protections also operated differently in the circus. The
circus thrived as an unregulated industry with a deep-seated reliance on underpaid and
unpaid labor. Workers took advantage of these circumstances when they could and saw
increasing regulation as a threat to their jobs.55
The circus form and function of the circus workforce was also unique. Shows
began as transnational and global companies, and they banked on cosmopolitan and
“foreign” workforces.56 “Foreign acts” brought value to shows, who billed themselves as
a window for American audiences to view faraway places from the comfort of their own
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hometown. Larger shows, like Barnum & Bailey and the Ringling Brothers often billed
themselves as having more foreign performers than Americans. Country of origin often
dictated what labor looked like for circus workers. Although all workers worked for the
shows under the same government categorization, men, women, and children of color
worked in different capacities than their white counterparts.57 This transnationalism was a
draw for circusgoers, who yearned for glimpses of “never-before-seen” animals and
people. But these animals and people, who collectively made up the circus workforce,
offered the most unique aspect of the circus as a workplace. Lion tamers headed social
groups, bearded ladies led strikes, and elephant handlers demanded better pay. Workers
used their unparalleled skills, identities, and value as leverage against their employer.
And despite their varied identities, workers banded together under the “circus world”
banner.58
Like the circus world itself, the business and labor practices of the tented shows
were neither static not insular. Early owners in the Golden Age, such as P.T. Barnum and
the Ringling Brothers, resembled other late nineteenth-century industrial capitalists who
favored monopolies and profited from horizontal business practices. Additionally, the
logistical efficiency of railroad shows mirrored the assembly line innovations in factories.
Even the labor on the lot had common threads with factories. Workers worked at
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dangerous paces for the sake of efficiency. They lacked any control over their work pace,
lest they interrupt a carefully controlled daily schedule of performances. The circus
resembled growing factories even more closely as it used an underpaid working-base for
increasing profits. Although these manual laborers remained nameless in the public eye,
their lives and labor did not go undocumented as circusgoers read about their unscripted
performances.59 The mobile tented cities did not quite resemble railroad and lumber
company towns in appearance, but they did operate similarly. Paternalistic circus owners
kept workers clothed, fed, and housed. Overt paternalism characterized circuses of every
size. While larger shows, such as the Ringling Brothers, provided nicer living quarters
and more menu options, smaller shows relied on paternalistic measures because they
provided less financial stability for workers.60

Paychecks could prove elusive. Workers

received salaries rather than hourly pay, and indication of blurred lines between work and
home.61 By the mid-twentieth century, its business and labor practices continued to
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resemble America’s corporate landscape, with similarly staged labor showdowns in the
public eye and increased corporatization behind the scenes.62
While the paternalism of circuses resembled company towns, its control of the
labor supply looked like twentieth century government-sponsored immigration.
Operating in an era when government cracked down on immigration and movement to
the United States is characterized as largely agricultural, the circus provided a space for a
different immigrant experiences. Guest worker programs, ranging from the Bracero
Program that affected Mexican workers to the H2 programs that capitalized on Caribbean
migrants, depended on outsourced labor. For guest worker recipients, deportability made
those particular laborers desirable.63 While international circus workers had appeal for
different reasons, the circus still leveraged control over their employees as deportable
people.64 Paternalism also played a role in immigration. Like their Jamaican guest
worker counterparts, international workers in the circus world had a deeper dependence
on their employer because they were constantly away from home. They lacked close
family and community ties outside of the circus. This, in turn, created an even stronger
circus world identity. The circus also provides a way to view processes of legal and
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illegal immigration. As notions of illegal and legal immigration surfaced and borders
seemed to tighten, circus workers constantly moved across otherwise carefully controlled
boundaries.65
The circus operated in a system of legal and visible immigration. Show business
created a subset of laws that made an array of exceptions to worker protection. The
relationships between government and business, which define the landscape of
transnational corporations, remained intact for the circus. Yet the circus business also
defied industry standards by practicing carefully controlled migration. Circus migrants
were visible workers. Instead of attempting to lure migrants in large numbers and outside
of government protection, circuses openly changed what immigration looked like.
Workers navigated local, national, and international labor laws that determined what
circus labor looked like at any given time. In later years, circus workers born outside of
the United States labored in American circuses with P1 visas, designed for show business
folks.66
Even in the inner-workings of the tented shows, similarities existed between the
circus and other industries. Industrial relations in the circus looked like it did in any large
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workplace. Workers negotiated contracts with their employers and used their skills as
leverage to get better pay and working conditions. But the Circus World identity often
dictated the course of union formation and labor activism. The circus is also lens into
industrial relations.67 Circus workers interacted with national labor unions sparingly in
the early decades of the Golden Age. Instead, workers negotiated the terms of their labor
within their workplace. They formed internal organizations that framed their circus world
identity. This work is also on the periphery of animal labor studies and the nascent field
of animal autonomy, where industrial relations scholarship is part of larger work on
animal husbandry. Rather than viewing animals as cogs in the circus business, this work
views their labor as indispensable to the larger circus working-class.68
This study aims to contribute to a labor scholarship that is still asking questions
about mostly monolithic workforces and types of labor. Viewing the entire circus
workforce—from uncontracted men who swung hammers to men billed as living
skeletons to globetrotting tigers-- provides insight into cosmopolitan and transnational
workforces. The circus actively sought out diversity each season. Barnum & Bailey’s
Congress of Nations always drew more respect and earnings than a midwestern dog and
pony show. Although the shows themselves were working-class forms of entertainment,
the actual laborers ran the gamut from working-class to highly-paid professionals. Even
beyond transnational workforces, the circus also employed men, women, and non-gender
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conforming people for a variety of jobs. The relationships that circus workers formed
with one another included both legally-recognized and informal families. This brought an
influx of children into the circus world who began training at a young age and followed
their parents’ footsteps as members of circus dynasties.69
The diversity of the workforce demonstrates that an expanded definition of labor
is necessary to fully understand how the circus world functioned as a workplace. The
circus offers of view of physical, performance and emotional labor. Circus workers
performed physically challenging tasks, whether they were practicing their acts, hauling
hay bales to the equestrian stock, making coffee for thousands of people, or sewing
sequined costumes. But additional kinds of labor proliferated on the circus lots.
Contracted center-ring stars clearly engaged in performance labor each day as they dared
to do feats that seemed impossible before paying audiences. But as the Brooklyn scene
demonstrates, no circus worker escaped the role of performer. Teenagers who jumped on
circus trains at the age of sixteen immediately became performers. This sort of
performance history also intersects with the tourism industry. Scholars have noted that
while nineteenth-century New Orleans riverfront workers also performed physical labor
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under the eye of curious tourists, circus workers engaged in similar work.70 Whether in
the center ring, under the sideshow tent, or performing menial tasks on the circus lot,
workers underwent emotional labor. They flashed smiles and left their personal lives
exposed. By doing this work, which was sometimes sincere and sometimes disingenuous,
circus workers tacitly endorsed corporate paternalism.
The circus offers a unique site to view the intersections of these labors. Although
historians most often view circus performers through cultural lenses, performers saw
themselves as workers who negotiated contracts and collected paychecks each week.71
As one circus worker noted, “even the bird-like ‘queens of the air’ descend to draw down
a thick yellow pay envelope every Saturday afternoon.”72 The blending of labor and
performance, from highly paid contracted stars and lowly-paid workers, makes the circus
an important site to examine performance labor and to rethink what defines work, while
the shows themselves provide new insights into the corporatization of the United States.
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In this way, the circus is pertinent to rethinking who we view as laborers and how
corporations brand themselves.73
Methodology and Chapter Outline
By considering the daily labor of workers as a performance, this dissertation
recovers a larger history of the circus and considers previously overlooked sources that
proliferate in circus collections around the U.S. Mobility allowed circuses to create
markets out of small towns. Everyone, it seems, has a circus memory. The magic that
came with turning empty fields and quiet main streets into exciting cities within hours
captured the public’s imagination. Circus fandom caught men, women, and children who
not only frequented the shows each year, but also collected souvenirs. But a particular
circus enthusiasm developed in the twentieth century in response to the visual appeal of
the shows. Model builders formed clubs and networks, trying to capture the circus on a
miniature scale. They strove for accuracy and consulted multiple sources to ensure that
their models accurately captured a moment in circus history. Although photographs often
provided invaluable information, they could not offer enough details. Builders, then,
sought circus workers to fill the knowledge gaps about the colors of the calliope wagon
and the number of bars on the tiger cage. But within this correspondence, workers also
complained of pay, working conditions, recalled interactions with audience members, and
told of their lives between the shows.
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Museums and libraries boast of their circus collections, which are often among
their most exciting holdings, and these letters between model builders and workers often
fill the collections. They are often tucked away in “miscellaneous correspondence”
folders. Curated circus collections have been combed through by cultural circus
historians who have focused on contracted performers that have scripted acts under the
big top and sideshow tents. But the same collections contained untapped glimpses into
other parts of circus life. But uncovering these voices is still tedious. Scholarship on
unskilled workers has noted the difficulties in finding voices from working-class
transients, who have been called “the most elusive social group.”74
In addition to curated collections, this work relies on newspaper reports from
small towns across the country. Barnum made New York City an early hub for circus
excitement, but as the shows realized the financial gains and cultural relevancy of
focusing on less populated areas, they quickly moved out of metropolitan areas. Winter
quarters and daily shows became the mass culture of small towns. For this reason, larger
national news outlets do not provide the most intimate look into circus life. Instead, daily
reports from local newspapers in towns that the show visited provide a more complete
picture of how the shows were welcomed and understood. So, while the New York Times
reported on the season opening and larger events deemed newsworthy, papers like the
Oshkosh Daily Northwestern provide a better look at the real relevance of circuses.
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***
This work asks questions about the daily lives of circus workers as part of the
history of mobile workforces and corporatization in the United States. The next chapter
considers the labor it took to put on a single Circus Day. It provides an overviews of jobs
through the lens of a 1912 Barnum & Bailey show in Wichita Falls, Texas. The third
chapter looks at people such as elephant trainer Eph Thompson to ask about the unique
mobility of animal trainers, and how mobility afforded them new labor and performance
opportunities. Their careers placed them in the middle of nineteenth-century global trade
and labor markets. Much of their control rested on their ability to own capital, and their
success depended on their knowledge of these markets.
Chapters next two chapters depart from the analysis of individual worker mobility
to examine larger swaths of the circus workforce. The fourth chapter explores the role of
women in the shows. While many women performed side-by-side with men under the big
top and sideshow tents, their labor and experiences differed. Audiences expected women
to perform a particular emotional labor onstage, and their gratis performance played out
in behind-the-scenes newspaper stories rather than during the tent set-up at each new
town. The history of women workers also demonstrates how the circus world intersected
with larger social and political movements happening in the places that the circus visited,
such as their involvement in the women’s suffrage movement. The fifth chapter considers
the men, women, and children who labored in the sideshow and focuses on their unique
labor and activism. Their work was some of the most contested on the circus lot, as
audiences alternatively cast them as performers or otherwise unemployable workers.
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The next two chapters zoom out to look at how circus management and audience
participation affected circus labor. Chapter six takes a top-down perspective, digging
deeper into the business of the circus and examining how workers felt about increasing
corporatization. The seventh chapter explores the role of circus audiences; it asks how
they interacted with and affected shows, and how they understood worker autonomy. The
conclusion briefly examines the concept of the circus world by considering cohesiveness
among a diverse and transient group of laborers, and the decline of the circus as a cultural
institution and workplace.
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Chapter Two
Making the Circus World
On the morning of September 24. 1912, residents of Wichita Falls, Texas, found
an exciting announcement in the local paper: the Barnum & Bailey Circus billing crew
had arrived in town. This group of two dozen men drew paychecks from the circus, but
they were never present on Circus Day. Like their 15,000 coworkers, the billing crew
rode the rails across the country, jumping between small towns for short stays. But rather
than fill the railcars shared with acrobats, clowns, elephants, and snake charmers, the
billing crew rode “up ahead” of the show in an advance car.1
Although unreported by the Wichita Falls press, the car also carried contract men,
who secured land and food for the circus and its workers. Later in the Golden Age,
contract men would be increasingly responsible for cutting through red tape.1 Men would
spend their entire circus career in this job, working their way toward the well-respected
role of “boss poster.” These workers made humble incomes of around $40 per month at
larger shows.2
By day’s end, before the big top even arrived in Wichita Falls, the town would
look different. Wichita Falls residents would not see elephants that day, but they would
see circus workers plastering advertisements in a thirty-mile radius. They knew that
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Circus Day would be a familiar site, with a parade and two shows. But the show was
bigger than ever. Barnum & Bailey had reportedly spent more than $3 million for the
season. At least some of that bankroll was spent on a plethora of new performers who
were “making their first tour of America.”3 As the billing crew pasted colorful posters to
conspicuous places throughout the town, Barnum & Bailey performed a show in Tuscan,
Arizona. The people of Wichita Falls had to wait nearly three weeks. In the meantime,
they might catch glimpses of several more advance cars carrying dozens of other circus
employees who ensured that the show would run as smoothly and efficiently as promised.
Even hours before the arrival of the circus, the traveling agent kept an eye on the weather
and gave one final approval for the show while the “24-hour man” delivered contracts to
local businesses for food and made sure the required 50,000 gallons of water were
secured.4
Routing agents worked on calculated decisions rather than luck. They had
carefully chosen Wichita Falls as a circus stop for the season. While some towns bragged
that their true fandom made them a premiere destination for the shows each year, in truth,
seasoned routing agents made calculations based on local economic markets. The show
wound its way through the southern states each fall to wrap its season. During the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, they turned “to thoughts of the cotton picker’s
money,” particularly southern African American circusgoers. Good routing agents knew
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the cotton reports from the South and the wheat reports in Texas, claiming that “when the
cotton crop is big it is lucrative as a circuit of gold mines.” Shows also familiarized
themselves with the presence of boll weevils, lest they “eat into the receipts of the
circus.”5
The practice for performances in 1912 began weeks prior to the opening date. On
March 10, the show had made its way from the Bridgeport, Connecticut, winter quarters
and had settled into Madison Square Garden by 10:00 p.m. that evening. In the winter
months, the show had been kept up by a regular skeleton crew of workers, including
twenty-one blacksmiths, twelve wagon repairmen, and sixteen painters. Many of the acts
were still in Europe or on their return route from other overseas performances, but full
rehearsals began three days later.6 The 1912 Barnum & Bailey season had begun in
March at its annual Madison Square Garden premiere. On March 21, New Yorkers
purchased tickets from the box office, entered through a side door, and walked past the
menagerie of thousands of animals before reaching the tiered rings on the main stage.
They passed a sign that read “Don’t Touch! Wild Animals! Danger! Danger!” as they
walked along cages of nervous mother animals with babies and anxious animals in
solitude.7 Much of the labor required to assemble the Garden shows were done behind
the scenes for the month-long opening stand. Each day before the performance, the New
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York arena was filled with high-paid performers practicing their daring stunts and animal
handlers feeding formerly-wild beasts.8
Following the New York City opening, the show traversed the entire length of the
United States and back again on eighty-five double length railcars carrying “twelve
hundred birds of passage forever on the wing.”9 By the end of the season, the show
would travel more than 40,000 miles.10 The entire performance troupe traveled together,
but people working in the show knew that each person’s job dictated which railcar they
could call home. Despite the claim that “each man has a wide berth to himself,” the circus
working-class of roustabouts shared cramped quarters.11
The well-paid center ring performers usually attracted a few newspaper headlines,
as did the lesser-paid sideshow performers.12 But in keeping with public curiosity of
circus life, local papers also investigated other labor in the circus world. A network of
behind-the-scenes labor, of so-called “animal trappers” and “jungle hunters,” existed to
put on a show with thousands of “exotic” and “never-before-seen” attractions and
workers. Circuses portrayed themselves as benevolent employers and paternalistic
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environmentalists. The public read about animals who “take kindly” to nomadic circus
life and “show signs of unrest and ferocity” when they are away from the big top for too
long. The “blazing heat” of the summer seasons had “the touch and homelike feeling of
the jungle.” The work hazards associated with training and performing with wild animals
were recast as “courageous,” “brave-hearted,” and “longing to thrill the public.”13
Circuses also boasted of their collection of “strange people” and their unique ability to
procure them from equally strange places.14
The Wichita Daily Times continued the work of the advance men by keeping the
circus in the headlines in the weeks leading up to the show. The words “bigger” and
“better” became synonymous with the show each season, lest somebody argue that they
had already seen the circus the previous year.15 Often, newspapers would also post the
circus parade route so people could prepare for the traffic-blocking excitement on each
street.16 New performers hailing from twenty-two countries were on the payroll,
promising a true “congress of nations.” It announced individual costs for acts, and gave
people sneak previews and behind-the-scenes looks. Anticipating that people would be
excited for the ornate wagons that would be pulled down the street, the newspaper told
readers that they were crafted in Europe “in the foreign workshops of the circus for many
months, both day and night.” But they also reported on other back-of-house labor
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involved in the performances. The costumes were sewn in Paris, the laces in Ireland, the
scarves in Japan, and the tapestries in Turkey. The harnesses and mechanical parts were
created in the United States.17
As the circus finally pulled into Wichita Falls on October 14, crowds gathered to
watch the impressive array of people, animals, and equipment exit the train after a full
night. As one newspaper later stated, the always staggering number of curious onlookers
might have meant that many people “would rather see a circus train arrive than witness
one of its performances.”18 Those who lived in the surrounding areas could still be in
Wichita Falls via the special Circus Day commuter train. This ensured that visitors would
be spending an entire day on the circus lot.19 Upon arriving, circus people immediately
went to work. The speed at which workers unloaded the trains drew praise and curiosity.
The Wichita Daily Times made special notice of how seemingly easy it was to derail the
show. The first section of train, nicknamed the Flying Squadron, held only equipment.
Even though crowds saw only tents and poles emerging from the cars, they could hear the
trumpeting of elephants, who were anxious to depart from their railcar. Handlers began
unloading caged animals. Finally, “led” animals emerged from the train car. The
trainyard now contained a motley crew of elephants, horses, camels, gnus, and “sacred
cattle.” Each of these cars were unloaded by workers who performed this labor nearly
every day. With job titles like razorbacks, polers, and snubbers, these workers performed
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the skilled labor of unloading wheeled wagons, unwieldy equipment, and unruly
animals.20
Excited onlookers followed the unloaded show to the circus lot. Workers referred
to the often-grueling procession as the haul. By this point, workers had already spent
hours unloading the train and preparing the animals and equipment for the short trek to
the lot. Teamsters would use this time to hitch a few horses to a wagon and make their
way into town to get hay and feed that had already been secured by the advance men.21
Their work would continue, uninterrupted, until the train left later that evening. “Happy
Jack” Snellen, a decades-long circus veteran and boss canvasman, oversaw this process at
each stop. The circus lot began to take shape under his direction. Thousands of human
and animal manual laborers began pounding tent stakes into the ground, erecting poles,
and pulling tents into their locations. A circle of nine men quickly and efficiently
alternated swings with their sledges at a tent stake. Newspapers noted that “Barnum &
Bailey employ a good sized proportion of colored helpers.” Indeed, African American
men performed much of this work. Within two hours of the circus’s arrival, coffee would
be boiling in giant cauldrons while cooks fried eggs under the designated dining tent.22
The midmorning circus parade “would have made Noah jealous.”

It was led by

nearly forty elephants, which the circus dared people to count as it made its way down
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the city’s main streets.23 More than 700 horses, from Clydesdales to Shetland ponies,
followed closely. Criers, who seconded as sideshow talkers, used their skills to yell out
directions, such as the famous “hold your horses!” This year, it promised to be more than
three miles long. The stars of the show and the circus underclass were on display as they
marched down the main streets of Wichita Falls. The parade was the first opportunity to
experience the sights and sounds of Circus Day, and larger shows like Barnum & Bailey
spared no expense. The shows carried wagons just for the parade and treated it as a live
index of their featured performers. The wagons pulled by horses on uneven roads elicited
the roars and grumbles of caged big cats, to the delight of audiences. If anyone had
missed the throngs of crowds that had already joined the shows, they would surely hear
the approaching sound of brass bands, led by Edward Brill. All parades, including the one
that made its way through Wichita Falls, ended with a calliope wagon.24
For townspeople, the parade was not an isolated event, but part of a larger circus
experience. They trailed behind the final wagons into the circus lot, watching each
minute of work. People complained about the sweltering heat but showed less concern for
the “crowd of working men” building the tented city. Instead, circus folks were
considered lucky workers who get to enjoy Circus Day every day, and viewers welcomed
the smell of fresh sawdust. Animal laborers also remained in the public eye during the
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tent set-up. Babe, a matriarchal elephant and center-ring star, also dazzled people by
performing manual labor. She “seemed to take delight” in doing so. The designated
circus lot quickly became a tented city, covering nearly fourteen acres.25 The big top
tent, with performance rings and stadium seating, was the final part of the lot set-up. Its
assembly happened while the dining tent was already serving nearly 1,000 of the 3,000
daily meals, by waiters who, according to the press, had to “double as linguists” to serve
the entire circus world. In truth, separate interpreters were on the Barnum payroll.26
The circus working class erected twenty-four separate tents before lunch that
housed performances, animals, and spaces for workers in their downtime. This
“backyard” as circus folks called it, attracted curious onlookers. During the set-up,
workers strategically placed wagons to block views of this private space.27 The same year
that the Barnum show played in Wichita Falls, a picture show in Kansas, featured
photographs of the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus with “nothing pertaining to the circus or
menagerie left out.” It explicitly advertised the backyard as an attraction. The small show
encouraged people to witness the arrival of the train, attend the shows, line the streets for
the parade, watch the putting up of tent poles with horses, and witness “750 people at
breakfast” in the “scene of the kitchen camp.”28
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Scenes of backstage life and low-wage labor became known as the gratis
performance. The patrons to the local Kansas theater were there to witness pictures of an
actual circus day. A complete circus day performance included the array of animals and
people from around the world as much as it did the midwestern workers who set up tents
and cooked meals for circus folks. People attending actual circuses, like the Barnum &
Bailey show, had similar expectations.29 Some of the curiosity was about the physical
labor. People wanted to see the blacksmiths in action and handlers bringing food and
water to the collection of caged animals. But people were also curious about the more
personal and intimate moments of the lives of circus folks. One newspaper in 1912 noted
that “many peered into the menagerie tent to watch the animals eat or stood around the
entrance to the cooking tent… where employees were at supper.” The desire to see them
eating, washing costumes, and interacting with one another meant that nearly all circus
workers were constantly working and could not separate private life from public life.30
Circusgoers read that women in the shows changed their outfits thirteen times each day.
Although this gendered exaggeration probably did not hold true, it did illuminate the
constant performances on Circus Day and the miniscule reprieve that the backyard
provided.31
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Although private life was viewed by the public, circus folks still constructed
backyards and filled them with things that were necessary to circus life beyond
entertainment value. Veterinarians set up shop and crossed behind the “Do Not Touch”
signs in the menagerie. Doctors spent their mornings on the lot helping sick circus folks.
Then they patiently waited in their tented offices near the dressing room during big top
performances for the slew of injuries that would need their attention. Audiences often
saw the injuries that brought workers to near-death, but performers more often left the
ring in pain or “suffered physical torture in order that the act may go on.”32 Circuses
intermittently had a variety of priests, nuns, and other religious leaders traveling with
them during the season. Reverend Doc Waddell did not travel with the Barnum show, but
by 1912 he was a known chaplain and minister in the circus world. His career took place
in the backyard and included service on Sundays, Sunday School for circus children,
counseling, weddings, funerals, and baptisms.33
Circusgoers often made their way through the menagerie tent as they waited for
the 2:00 p.m. show. The massive display, kept up by workers called menagerie men,
served as a mobile zoo and pseudo-museum. The public likely saw many of these animals
as the train unloaded and during the free parade.34 Usual menagerie animals, like the
hippopotamus and rhinoceros, continued to be a draw. But of the 110 cages under the
menagerie tent, the big feature this year was the baby giraffe, who was on her first exhibit
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and was the only one in the United States. John Patterson, the head of the department,
had a pet dog who frequented the backyard. Given that giraffe keeper Andrew Zingara
“practically lived with the strange animals,” he might also be found around the
menagerie.35
The ticketed performance showed twice to packed houses with nearly 15,000
seats. Any manual laborer working in the big top officially fell under the property men
department. Venders, called butchers in the circus world, hawked sweets and programs to
the incoming guests, who began streaming in one hour before the show started, after
purchasing a ticket from the sellers outside the tent.36 As people made their way to their
seats, a military band of seventy musicians played in the center ring.37 The usual array of
acrobats, clowns, and trained animals spilled out of the big gates at one end of the
arena.38 But the $500,000 Cleopatra opening spectacle made promises of being “the
greatest spectacular, theatrical, and circus event in the history of amusements in
America.” It did not disappoint with “a cast of 1,250 characters, a grand opera chorus of
400 voices, an orchestra of 100 musicians, a ballet of 350 dancing girls, 650 horses, five
herds of elephants, a caravan of camels, and an entire trainload of scenery, costumes and
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stage effects.”39 The impressive number of bodies required to put on the spectacle
included several well-known people in the circus world posing as Egyptians for the show.
James Wolfscale and his experienced crew of circus minstrel performers donned
Egyptian dress and teenage roustabouts posed as palace guards.40
The 2:00 p.m. and 8 o’clock shows looked identical on paper, but circusgoers
might choose to attend both shows. With multiple rings under the big top, no single seat
could give circusgoers a good view of every performer. Three rings and two stages filled
with seventeen separate acts.41 The newspaper’s afternoon review encouraged people to
view it again under calcium lights.42 The labor involved in putting on the Cleopatra
spectacle, as well as the other ring performances, was intense. Additional big top
performances drew press and praise. The Siegrist-Silbon family of aerialists was a circus
dynasty of gymnasts who had reportedly been practicing circus acts since they could
walk.43 The stars commanded public adoration.44 High-paid stars, like Australian
equestrian May Wirth, drew applause, as did the novelty of a Jiu Jitsu demonstration. 45
The performances given by these workers were the culmination of decades of
practice in an industry that required constant physical labor to remain top-billing stars. As
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usual, elephants garnered attention for their center-ring performance that demonstrated
the best that the circus had to offer. In this performance, three elephants—named Taft,
Roosevelt, and Wilson—competed in a lively baseball game. Newspapers gave a playby-play with thinly-veiled political commentary, and audiences reveled in the seemingly
gentle giants. As with most elephants in the tented shows, this small herd had undergone
years of extensive training before center-ring appearances. The baseball gimmick was
two years in the making, under the direction of head elephant trainer Harry J. Mooney
and other behind-the-stage trainers and handlers. Although training methods and trainer
effectiveness varied, a commonly-held belief persisted that “elephants love applause as
much as a chorus girl does.”46 Elephants played integral roles in gratis and center-ring
performances.47
The labor continued between the big top shows. Between the performances,
circusgoers stayed on the lot, often making the most of their cheap ticket. If they had
already visited the menagerie, there was still plenty of activity to fill a few hours. Candy
butchers, like the ones they encountered under the big top, stood behind stands. Pink
lemonade, an invention of Barnum & Bailey circus employee Henry E. Allott, was “an
almost sacred institution” in the tented shows.48 Peanuts, popcorn, and cotton candy also
sold in high volumes.49 Souvenir venders, such as balloon men, also found steady work
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during the season. The circus compensated this labor with a small salary and
commission.50
This nonstop entertainment, under several tents, provided the circus with constant
income throughout the Circus Day. Sideshow tents lured thousands of circusgoers for just
a few more cents. “Slver-tongued” barkers gave quick pitches about marvelous, neverbefore-seen, exotic, once-in-a-lifetime freaks of nature available for viewing. The
massive canvas banners that hung outside the tent gave a caricatured preview of the top
billing sideshow performers. In 1912, sideshow workers included the “smallest living
woman” and the seven-foot tall boy. A host of minstrel musicians performed just a few
feet away from the sideshow entrance.51
As intentionally public as the set-up was, the dismantling was much quieter. With
no time to spare after the final performance, circus workers began loading the train before
the performances even began. The cook tent was dismantled, rolled, and packed onto the
train following the 6:00 p.m. meal. The stable tent, which housed 700 horses, was the
next to come down, followed by “incidental tents,” such as the hospital and blacksmith
shop. As people filled the big top for the final show of the day, circus workers began
disassembling more of the circus lot. The menagerie and sideshow tents came down and
caged animals began their trip back to the train. By 9:30 p.m., as circusgoers sat under the
calcium lights, workers had cleared the entire lot, save the big top and dressing room
tents. By 10:00 p.m. the first section of train had departed. With a length of 580 feet, the
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final tent was the most daunting to disassemble. One hundred fifty canvasmen got to
work minutes after the final circusgoer left the big top. Within thirty minutes, the big top
was down, packed, and headed back to the train. The circus departed for its final month
of its forty-first season before ending in Meridian, Mississippi.52
Working in the circus world meant performing this labor each day during a ninemonth season, while trying to make ends meet during the winter months. Circusgoers
enjoyed a full-day event that started and ended with watching circus workers earn their
paychecks. For workers, too, their job was an all-day affair. Even center ring stars, whose
contracts provided substantial paychecks for just two performances daily, found
themselves under the eyes of audiences as they ate lunch, ironed costumes, or fraternized
with their coworkers. The amount of physical labor required to work in the circus varied,
depending on occupation, but other sorts of labor coexisted on the circus lot. Emotional
labor, undertaken most by sideshow workers and women who felt pressure or demand to
undertake a persona, proliferated on and off stage. Performance labor also abounded
among contracted stars and manual laborers, who hitched horses to wagons and swung a
sledge hammer to the delight of expectant audiences.
The categorical differences in types of labor on the circus lot created a diverse
workplace, as did the type of workers. All labor in the circus was skilled. Apprentice
models abounded in all levels of labor in the shows. Working-class men spent entire
careers in the big top shows, working their way up to positions with “boss” in the title.
Animal trainers fell into the positions under their mentors. Sideshow workers were on
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display for natural abilities or features, but they also needed the ability to perform intense
and constant emotional labor as people on the receiving end of stares and gasps.
Though often overlooked by contemporaries and scholars, animals also made up
an important part of the circus workforce. Their ability and willingness to learn and
perform particular tricks was a make-or-break for the shows. Animals interacted with
other workers under the tents, on the trains, on the lot, and in the backyard. Shows
blurred the line between animal and human workers, enticing the audience to consider the
amazing feats of their menagerie as extraordinary and beyond the capability of mere
beasts. When Wallace and Company Great World’s Menagerie and International Circus
announced its 1884 show, the show bill called animals “brute actors” and begged the
audience to consider where “instinct ends and reason begins.”53 Animal labor was
indispensable for the success of the circus. The mixture of salaried, commissioned, highearning, underpaid, and unpaid labor by human and animal laborers from around the
world made the circus more than just a place of entertainment.
This is what created and sustained the circus world. These labor conditions
allowed the circus to thrive as a growing corporation for nearly eighty years. The Barnum
& Bailey merger in 1881 signaled the beginning of the Golden Age. Rather than a
complete break from earlier shows, the golden age amplified features that made the
American circus business unique and popular. The Barnum & Bailey Circus, briefly
under Flatfoot management, became the premier show. Although circus acts stalled, and
circuses prided themselves on never-before-seen performances, they could maintain the
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same acts for consecutive shows, thanks to constant mobility. A new venue each night
meant that circusgoers had only read reviews of the previous shows. The Golden Age
development of multiple rings meant that audience members simply could not take in the
full show from their seat. Their attentions were constantly diverted between the center
and side rings.54
In the early years of the tented shows, circus outfits often gained exposure and
stayed relevant through modernizations in travel and show. The golden age of the circus
quickly materialized when large-scale travel became feasible through railroads. In 1869,
Dan Costello took his relatively small circus from the West Coast to the East Coast.
Larger and more noteworthy shows soon followed. Shows capitalized on this new form
of transportation by designing new cars and loading techniques that efficiently unloaded
thousands of people and animals within hours. Shows often defined themselves by the
number of railcars it took to transport them. Joshua Purdy Brown, a member of the
Zoological Institute and a Flatfoot, imagined and implemented a canvas tent for shows,
which allowed circuses to quickly create a tented city in remote fields across the U.S.
This move away from the urban center, save for the New York opening, allowed circuses
to dominate rural landscapes without competition from other cultural institutions.55
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P.T. Barnum thrived in the nineteenth-century circus world at least partly because
of the absolute necessity for advertising. Although menageries and Barnum’s museum,
which preceded the Golden Age also relied on advertising, the circus more efficiently
marketed itself by dominating small markets. Barnum depended on New York City as the
primary audience base for his early business ventures. But with increased mobility,
circuses could dominate entire towns rather than drawing just a small percentage of New
Yorkers. By routing shows through small towns, circuses offered American mass culture
to more markets outside of major cities. They also had the power to shut down towns.
The circus came of age during the advertising revolution. Shows plastered small towns
with lithograph prints advertising the coming attraction.56
Even as a site of amusement and culture, the circus was a business and circus
owners were businessmen. But for nineteenth-century circus owners, their performative
image often overshadowed their managerial style. A popular publication remembered
Barnum as “a fairly good businessman—for a showman.” Barnum’s success was indeed
most dependent on his showmanship. But circus owners, including Barnum, often
boasted of profits, smart business dealings, and deep pocketbooks.57
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Chapter Three
Eph Thompson and Animal-Training Migrant Laborers
The 1906 Canadian National Exposition (CNE) in Toronto attracted thousands of
excited tourists. Set on the edge of Lake Ontario, the exposition featured activities,
performances, and new technological innovations. Children lounged by the lakeside to
escape the late summer heat. Families enjoyed bicycle races, a horse show, an automobile
exhibit, and even a butter competition. The tourists also excitedly ate peanut butter
sandwiches, a new feature food of the CNE. The event attracted the international press,
which reported on mundane features such as attendance and the extraordinary cost of
buildings and shows, as well as unexpected disasters, such as a bear attack.1
The Toronto Daily Star, clamored to get an interview with circus performer Eph
Thompson, who was in town for a brief stint in conjunction with the fair. The newspaper
sought out Thompson as an expert on elephant training. Thompson was in the midst of a
career that had not yet peaked; it would continue to rise in the global circus age.2 His
impressive career had already spanned more than three decades. He labored, first as an
animal assistant and then as the lead elephant trainer, for slightly less than ten years in the
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Adam Forepaugh Circus, a recognized name throughout the United States. Whether
through the lack of employment opportunities in the US or the allure of better
opportunities abroad, Thompson joined the workforce of the Carl Hagenbeck Circus, a
household name throughout much of Europe. His somersaulting, boxing, dancing herd of
elephants attracted crowds and generated significant income for Thompson. Through his
individually and collectively coordinated international performances, Thompson
reportedly amassed an amazing $250,000. When asked about his current financial
backing, Thompson replied, “I am my own backer.”3
The newspaper painted Thompson as cultured, as indicated by his fluency in five
languages. As a transnational worker who had placed roots in Europe, Thompson was
also described by the paper as an expatriate. His dizzying performance schedule, which
had taken him to most countries in Europe, as well as parts of Asia, Australia, and North
Africa, had earned him the description of “cosmopolitan.” Yet despite this impressive
career, the Toronto Daily Star began the article by identifying Thompson by his race. The
cosmopolitan expatriate was “colored.”4
This forced reminder of Thompson’s racial identity in North American media
outlets was relatively constant. When newspaper advertisements preceded the popular
performer, they enticed patrons to witness the well-trained herd of elephants, led by the
“colored” or “negro” trainer. The press also eagerly reported on Thompson’s marriage to
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a white woman. As an African-American man, Thompson had seemingly sidestepped the
role of either manual laborer or sideshow freak, to which other black circus workers had
been relegated in the late nineteenth century.5 But his act became acceptable only
because it reaffirmed white dominance and racial stereotypes. Prior to his European tours,
the young Thompson performed racialized tropes in the United States that provided him a
center stage spotlight. Donning a clown suit and staging a boxing match that inevitably
left the elephant victorious, Thompson entertained the nearly lily-white audiences with
the racialized physical comedy.6 Race, then, affected more than simply the job that
circus workers were allowed to hold. It also affected the way that workers could perform
their job. Thompson’s boxing antics reinforced that his labor was also a racial
performance.
Among the other performers, the fair also featured Madame Adjie.7 While
Thompson’s performance elicited laughter and applause, Adjie’s performance often
brought gasps and “painful suspense.” Audiences were shocked to see the young woman,
wearing a floor-length dress, bravely enter a small metal cage containing three full-sized
lions. Reports from the Toronto Fair called Adjie “without peer.” Although other trainers
were performing similar acts at the turn of the century, Adjie’s act stood out among other
performers. Advertisements often referred to her as the woman lion tamer. And although
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she seemed to command the big cats, her performance included a “hoochie-coochie”
dance while “massive paws claw[ed] at her skirts, tearing the bottom into shreds.” While
male turn-of-the-century trainers carried whips and bravely fought off caged lions to
cheering crowds, Adjie opened her act by lying down between the paws of one of her
lions. Crowds anxiously held their breath, and Adjie did not always leave the cage
unscathed.8
Like Thompson, Adie faced a public that was interested in more than just her
animal-training skills. She stood on stage as a seductress. The petite woman seemed even
smaller when seated next to three-hundred pound cats. Her floor-length dress matched the
long black hair that flowed down her back. News stories praised Adjie as a beautiful
Armenian, French, or Spanish woman, even though Adjie often spoke of her Mexican
heritage. They also noted her fluency in three languages.9 For audiences, her nationality
was less important than the fact that she was foreign. And just as Thompson capitalized
on racial tropes, Adjie engaged in a gendered performance.
Thompson’s long career ended just a few years after the Toronto Daily Star
interview, and Adjie retired less than a decade after her stint in Toronto. Their careers are
a window into the individual mobility of circus workers. Both Thompson and Adjie
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began their performance careers as children, moved in and and out of tented shows,
crossed paths as trainers under Carl Hagenbeck’s animal empire in Germany, and
performed at some of the same venues. They also maintained significant control over
their own careers by owning the animals with which they performed. But their careers
also looked different from one another. They began and ended in vastly different places,
and they found success on different stages. Thompson ran away to join the circus as a
young teenager. He then navigated the world of animal training as a solo performer in
Europe, just as dozens of other trainers were following similar career paths. But for each
of these trainers, the migration pattern looked starkly different. As a Michigan-born black
man with more than a decade of experience in the United States, Thompson faced much
different job prospects than some of his contemporaries. Adjie began her animal training
career as a child in Mexico before following her father to Germany. Her staged career
took her to the United States where she eventually signed a contract with the Barnum &
Bailey show. But she found the most success on Vaudeville stages.10
Thompson and Adjie are part of the circus’s labor history of people and animals
in the United States during its golden age.11 Their lives and careers as transatlantic
10
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migrant workers demonstrate the interconnectedness, mobility, and autonomy of people
living in the circus world. As animal trainers, these features remained particularly true
over their careers, since their performances had an irreplaceable value to the business.
However, sideshow performers, acrobats, and other circus workers had similar
experiences. The plight and migration of individual workers deserves a close
examination. The highly mobile, cosmopolitan, and transnational shows employed
thousands of people that worked in a circus diaspora. Circus folks referred to their careers
as “gypsying on a grand scale.”12 The personal migrations of Thompson and Adjie
across North America, Europe, Asia, and Africa slightly predates such mobility in the
circus outfits. Prior to the 1890s, the major US shows toured the states but did not
regularly venture across the Atlantic. Because historians have largely focused on entire
circuses, they have missed the opportunity to critically examine the global nature of the
shows before they ventured abroad. The lives of Thompson and Adjie, then, provide an
opportunity to view global circus labor before the actual workplace itself became global.
Moreover, their experiences and portrayals in the media are a window for how larger
racial and gender constructions dictated or affected labor for circus workers well into the
twentieth century.13
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The careers of Thompson and Adjie are outliers compared to most people who
lived and worked in the circus world. They reached extraordinary levels of fame and
fortune in a business that reaped profits on the backs of exploited laborers. As circuses
sought to capitalize on racial and gendered stereotypes of workers who had varying
amounts of autonomy, Thompson and Adjie gained empowering control of their careers
by emphatically performing their race and gender. But their careers demonstrate how
individual circus workers could gain a foothold in the face of growing circus
corporatization. Their experiences in the animal training world at the turn of the century
were part of global economic and labor markets of animals and people that were
indispensable to the success of circuses.
***
Creating and Maintaining Circus Trade Markets
Jumbo stood in his shipping container, just big enough to hold the elephant, as it
rolled through New York City. Crowds gathered to watch as circus workers hitched
eighteen horses to the crate. As part of a backup plan, elephants Gypsy and Chief waited
nearby just in case horsepower was not enough. Their presence proved necessary as
Jumbo’s cage ran into mud on Wall Street. The parade of horses, elephants, and workers
attracted the attention of hundreds of New Yorkers who followed the spectacle past City
Hall. 14
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Jumbo came under the purview of most Americans as he journeyed down the
crowded New York streets. But his life began in East Africa, where the eventual circus
phenomenon fell victim to the animal trade market that captured babies while usually
slaughtering the rest of the herd.15 The next leg of Jumbo’s journey brought the elephant
to Ethiopia, Jardin des Plants in Paris, and then the Royal Zoo in London. P.T. Barnum,
an architect of the circus business, sent an agent to London to bring the well-traveled
elephant across the Atlantic. Jumbo worked under Barnum. The elephant made his way
across the U.S., until his untimely collision with a train in 1885.16
Like Jumbo, people from places outside the U.S. also found themselves on public
display with little autonomy over their labor. The year after Jumbo made his way through
New York crowds, a group of Nubian men, women, and children began giving scripted
performances in Philadelphia under the Barnum & Bailey banner. The Nubian
performers, who remained nameless in the public eye, danced and staged hunting scenes
in their white cloth costumes. The eager audience and press were too preoccupied with
their facial features, hair color, and exotic backstory to question the ethical misgivings of
displaying underpaid migrant workers.17
Like Jumbo, the Nubians were involuntary participants in the global circus trade
market. Like the thousands of animals who stood in the center ring in the nineteenth
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century, the Nubian performers entered the circus business under the auspices of German
animal trader Carl Hagenbeck. With animal catchers and talent procurers in Africa, Asia,
and Antarctica on his payroll, Hagenbeck ensured that nearly all non-Western circus
laborers passed through his Hamburg headquarters.18 The Austrian-born circus owner
held incredible sway throughout the global circus economy. He had a corner on the
market of exotic animals and non-Western people. His name graced companies and
animal displays around the world, but he held a much larger influence behind the scenes.
Hagenbeck held a near monopoly on the animal trade and hired trappers to capture wild
game in West Africa, Central Africa, and Asia, and ship it to Europe for captivity. Large
circus operations around the world and individual buyers relied on Hagenbeck’s constant
stock of elephants, lions, giraffes, hyenas, and tigers.19
Animal catchers under Hagenbeck and those working independently became an
important part of the circus network. In the nineteenth century, unofficial networks
connected local populations of animal catchers and Hagenbeck’s traders, but by the
1920s the business of procuring animals in Africa shifted to the settler colonies.20 The
first zoological garden in East Africa had several overarching goals and implications for
the circus business. The animal catching business was becoming modernized and
streamlined through the East African zoo. Stationed in Nairobi, the zoo was open to the
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public and offered glimpses of animals native to the colonized country. Visitors viewed
the zoo’s first animals, a pair of lions. Soon after, they also saw hyenas, antelope, and
monkeys contained in a “natural habitat” behind wire fences. The zoo resembled those
that Hagenbeck had made famous in Germany. But the Nairobi zoo served a larger
purpose that directly affected the animal trade business. Acting as a sort of holding pen
for animals bound for European and American shows, the zoo fundamentally changed the
business of animal catching. No longer did catchers need to venture into East African
savannahs and highlands, depend on the expertise of locals, and risk their lives for the
possible capture of a few animals. Instead, the zoo served as a middle ground
marketplace where shows could choose their next animal investments from those already
on display.21
Germany served as a central hub and supplier of circus animals. At the end of the
nineteenth century, an indiscriminate white building sat in the middle of “ill-reputed” St.
Pauli, a suburb of Hamburg. The exterior of the building was indistinguishable from any
other storehouse in the Hamburg outskirts. Inside, however, it contained a collection of
animals that rivaled any show traveling across the U.S. countryside. The building did not
host the general public, but instead operated like a traditional late nineteenth-century
company. Dealers frequented the grounds in search of profitable animals that could be
sent to circuses in the U.S. and beyond. Before they reached the crated and caged
animals, they passed more than a dozen clerks who meticulously tracked the nearconstant arrivals and departures. Men with holstered revolvers and bowie-knives
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introduced themselves as keepers as they paced the floors. They appeared ready to defend
their own lives, but they needed the weapons more often to keep the motley crew of
confused and often malnourished animals from escaping and turning on one another.22
Like the circus winter quarters in the American Midwest, the Hagenbeck
headquarters fundamentally changed the way that St. Pauli looked and operated. “Sailors
of all nations” gathered in the small town between shipments. When the animal catchers
arrived in the German town, they quickly made their way to Hagenbeck’s collection
“armed with some specimen from the tropics.” In truth, catchers and dealers returned
from every continent with animals that could turn a profit. The local animal-trade
business tied up not only seafaring vessels in local ports, but also trains that sent the
animals throughout Europe. The enormous animal collection also made St. Pauli home to
a sizeable butcher operation that slaughtered horses for the constant influx of carnivorous
animals.23
Even more appealing for circuses, Hagenbeck offered circus animals that were not
“green.” Although circuses advertised their collection of animals “fresh from the jungle,”
that was not what they actually sought. Newly captured animals had high mortality rates
and had yet to prove their capacity for performance in a center ring act. Broken animals
fetched triple the price of newly-caught green animals.24 This required a retainer of
trainers to break and train the previously wild animals before shipping them around the
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world. Well-trained animals fetched higher prices at market. Once an animal became a
recognizable name, such as Jumbo or Thompson’s elephant Mary, its monetary value
skyrocketed. It is no surprise that both Thompson and Adjie worked under Hagenbeck as
animal trainers prior to their solo careers, and that their animal costars hailed from
Hagenbeck’s stock. Those deemed untrainable were sold at lower costs to other sites of
display, such as zoos.25
Trained animals became part of the global circus network. Lions and elephants
broken under Adjie, Thompson, and other trainers made their way into a variety of
American circuses. Like their human counterparts, circus animals were part of the circus
world. While circus workers engaged in a particular identity politics that accompanied
their careers, they projected the same feelings of solidarity onto their animal costars.
Trainers spoke of animals as “troupers” who enjoyed the nomadic life of riding trains
each night and socializing with crowds of people each day.26
Animals and animal trainers ventured around the world in this global network
with Hagenbeck’s trademarked style of training. Two distinct training styles emerged as
distinctly American and European. Hagenbeck and his trainers avoided the more
American version of performances that famously included using a chair as a means of
self-defense in animal cages. Instead, Hagenbeck’s big cat trainers often carried a whip
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during the performance and adhered to what the industry considered “kindness training”
behind the scenes.27
Hagenbeck also changed the way performances looked. He moved the big cat act
from small traveling cages to a larger circular one that became synonymous with the
circus performance. This seemingly small change signaled a very different performance
for both the cats and the trainers. Prior to Hagenbeck’s new cage design, acts
demonstrated human dominance over wild animals by forcing the cats into aggressive
behaviors. Growling, crouching, lunging tigers and lions often retreated to the corners of
square cages where trainers would encroach on their personal space.28 But the new
performance space worked well with Hagenbeck’s trainers who asserted their authority
by proving a friendlier relationship with the animals.29
Learning the Taming Trade
Animal training did not blossom under professional networks. Instead, trainers
often stumbled their way into the jobs. The U.S. circus boom in the 1870s meant that
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circuses had to quickly fill new labor openings. The impact was largest on animal
trainers, as inexperienced people clamored to fill the role. High turnover rates, typical of
seasonal laborers, which characterized the job, were much more common than long
careers. Those who stayed and kept their animal training jobs over multiple seasons faced
a constant barrage of stress. Drunk animal handlers became a stereotype among circus
folks.30
Some handlers worked their way into the high-profile job from more menial
positions. One of Hagenbeck’s lead trainers went into the business after years as a school
teacher, claiming “it is much easier to teach animals than children.” Thompson was only
fourteen when he joined the ranks of Forepaugh Circus elephant department as an
assistant. Some trainers, like elephant trainer Teddy Metcalfe, began much earlier as part
of a circus family dynasty. Similarly, George Lockhart’s first memories were in the
circus while both of his parents were performers. He took up the elephant-training trade
after spending time in an Indian circus. Without any sort of professionalization, animal
training worked almost exclusively as an apprentice system. Tricks, trades, and styles
developed within circuses and families.31
Although Hagenbeck brought trainers to Hamburg, he also sent them around the
world within his own shows and into other circuses. When Hagenbeck made his 1893
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U.S. debut at the World’s Fair in Chicago he brought animals and trainers who
showcased brand new acts to the American public. Russian performer M. Beketow, who
doubled as a clown and animal trainer, broke in new arrivals of wild boars. Patrons were
shocked at the “King of Beasts” act, a lion riding a horse. But the sudden death of the
trained horse just after their arrival in Chicago also provided an intimate glimpse into
Hagenbeck’s training methods. Ed Darling, whose father was a veterinarian, began
training wild cats in his early twenties. With more than fifteen years of experience,
Darling had become an expert in mixed animal acts. The trainer quickly found a local
cart-pulling horse and broke him into the lion-carrying act.32
Animals trainers around the world had power over their careers because they
often owned high-valued animals and pulled in a substantial paycheck. In 1910, nearly
one-third of equestrian performers with the Ringling Brothers show owned their own
horses. Ringling provided the strongest job security in the circus business, but other
circuses could hardly guarantee a full season. By owning their act, animal trainers were
financially appealing to circus owners if they ever found themselves between jobs. For a
single salary, the circus could get a trainer, performer, and several animals. Once
employed, they often commanded some of the highest salaries.33
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Trainers also possessed significant fame. Although no single trade journal was
dedicated exclusively to animal training at the turn of the century, circus papers,
magazines, and newspapers reported extensively on animals and their trainers. People
were not just interested in seeing a tiger jump through a fiery hoop. They also wanted to
know how the trick was learned and who taught it. As with other circus workers, the
public was curious about trainers’ personal lives outside the ring.34
The public also took note of trainers’ dangerous working conditions. Owners
offered additional pay for especially dangerous acts, but workers faced constant fear of
injury or death. Louise Montague demanded increased salary for her work with a
particularly dangerous elephant and sued the circus after sustaining injuries.35 William
Philadelphia and Fraulein May Berg each suffered substantial injuries from big cats at the
World’s Fair in 1893. Papers reported on the horrific injuries and the determination of the
trainers to get back into the ring as soon as possible.36 Child labor, which proliferated
throughout the circus world, brought more attention to the dangers of animal training.
Martha Frazier, a twelve-year-old lion tamer, died during a 1911 performance in
Mississippi. Although child labor laws existed in the U.S., the entertainment industry in
the U.S. remained largely exempt. As death became a consistent reality for animal
trainers, arguments over training methods, tricks, attire, safety, and performance pitted
proprietors, handlers, and trainers against each other. The business of the circus meant
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that safety and profits often produced different performance visions. Injury and death
occurred in the ring, to the shock and awe of audiences. And although trainers faced
significant risk during their performances, the low-paid handlers who fed and watered the
animals were in much more danger on a daily basis and had even less employer
protection.37
This tension between trainers and their employers often came to a head during
contract negotiations. Worker contracts dictated more than just wages. Sought-after
performers resisted non-compete clauses when they tried to navigate the circus world.
Jack Joyce, a horse trainer with the Cole Brothers- Clyde Beatty Circus, found himself in
court when he violated a stringent non-compete clause by providing services to the
Hagenbeck-Wallace show.38 Freelance performers often signed away full control over
their animals outside of the scheduled performances. Circus proprietors, meanwhile,
demanded or negotiated extra appearances. When Raymond Toole-Scott quickly created
his small English circus in 1936, he depended almost solely on these freelance
performers. The ensuing contracts, which guaranteed almost no protections to the
performers, included a mandatory clause that required the show animals to be exhibited
on the sideshow and charged the performers for their upkeep.39 Performers who had
acquired their own herd often refused to do their acts with any other animals.40 This
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package deal sat well with circus owners. For Scott, this opportune situation allowed him
to have top-billing animals performing both onstage and offstage without purchasing
them from expensive dealers like Hagenbeck.
Although many American animal trainers found more success in Europe, they
also faced heavier regulation, tougher employment, and, at times, discrimination. In the
midst of a lengthy animal rights campaign in the 1920s, Britain began investigating
animal abuse charges in shows and passing regulations. The apprentice model of work
that meant an almost complete lack of transparency, though eyewitnesses accounts of
animal abuse were damning.41 But in this post-World War I Britain, real instances of
racial discrimination surfaced among the charges. The allegations of abuse occurred more
frequently and intensely against trainers that were deemed “foreigners.” The desire to
have new acts each season, particularly in Europe, meant that freelance performers had to
switch employers much more frequently than their U.S. counterparts. This created new
relationships among proprietors. Fred Rosaire, an English circus owner, also acted as an
agent and trader, as he sought to unload old acts and acquire new ones.42
Trainers constantly updated their act to stay unique and relevant in the circus
world. Once Thompson left his restrictive contract with Forepaugh and moved to Europe,
he retired his clown suit for a more regal uniform. But hundreds of other men and women
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held similar positions in locked contracts with circuses around the world. The evolution
of Thompson’s onstage persona reflected the move from white Americans to new
European audiences. But it also fit well within the shifting image of authority among
animal trainers. The militaristic appearance of Thompson as he performed throughout
Europe matched popular expectations.43
Alternatively, American trainers could remain relevant in Europe by delivering
something that seemed purely American.44 William “Buffalo Bill” Cody created an
entertainment phenomenon when he began reenacting cowboy-led battles against Native
Americans on his turn-of-the-century traveling show. Cody became financially
competitive with the larger tent shows, eventually buying stake in the Barnum & Bailey
show and often joining forces with the circus. His shows remained popular among
dignitaries and the general public through several European tours.45
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Most independent animal trainers found their first successes in the United States
before traveling abroad. But as the circus more often traveled outside of the continental
U.S., performers gained an international following while staying under a single big top.
Mabel Stark, a Kentucky-born tiger trainer, found her big break when a circus manager
thought that her little stature next to large cats would be a good draw for the show in the
1920s. Like Adjie nearly twenty years earlier, Stark faced a public that was more
enamored with the idea of a woman training the big cats more than her actual talents as a
trainer.46
But work looked different for trainers in the first few decades of the twentieth
century. While Adjie remained in the public eye for a short stage act during each
performance, Stark and other animal trainers in the 1920s stayed in the cage with their
animals for much longer. This meant that the public witnessed more animal attacks on
trainers than in previous decades. Stark suffered from several attacks during her
performance, as well as a horrifying mauling during a free street parade when the horse
carrying the cage slipped and jostled the already disgruntled tiger. People inside and
outside of the circus world constantly noted that Stark’s body was a “network of scars”
and “clawed.”47 At least partially because of these attacks, as well as the clear
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mismanagement of animals and increasing public pressure, the larger circuses ceased big
cat acts for nearly a decade.48
Trainers in the United States continued to take substantial risks with their big cats
in front of audiences, particularly after the acts returned to the Ringling Brothers Circus
in the 1930s. Popular trainers also moved away from any semblance to kindness training
in the ring. Instead, Clyde Beatty and other popular trainers of the 1940s exerted
dominance over the cats with a holstered pistol, a whip, and a chair. Beatty famously
changed big cat performances by introducing “mixed” acts. As Beatty stood in a cage
with up to forty different male and female lions, tigers, and bears, his act signaled a quick
departure from the Hagenbeck revolution of training.49
***
Animal training emerged as a necessary, high-profile, and often high-paying job
in the circus world. As with other circus performers, trainers became household names
throughout the U.S. as the circus rolled in on the rails in rural communities from coast to
coast. Through this workplace mobility, they found favor among audiences that
stationary cultural sites could not reach. Their celebrity status increased as they navigated
throughout the circus world. While circus manual laborers sometimes received no
monetary compensation for their work, trainers received high paychecks that allowed
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them to purchase their own animals and essentially control their own careers.
International mobility made animal-training migrant laborers even more appealing to
audiences. Circus proprietors procured performers who appeared “exotic” and reaffirmed
the American identity of audiences.50 While most American trainers were U.S.-born,
their animals served as the “exotic” draw for audiences. But as their careers took them
across oceans and continents, trainers gladly added “international” and “cosmopolitan” to
their headlining acts.
But unique, exotic, and new performances could not keep the business afloat, and
as the circus declined, so did careers in animal training. Aside from simple shifts in
entertainment and popular culture by the mid-twentieth century, audiences had more
options to view wild animals. Zoos and theme parks proliferated across the American
landscape. Unlike their turn-of-the-century counterparts, when mid-century American
audiences watched a circus performance, they typically were not seeing a tiger for the
first time.51
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Chapter Four
Josie De Mott and Gendered Circus Labor
As a political activist, Josie De Mott became a high-profile name in 1911, but as a
circus performer she had been dominating newspaper headlines for decades. She began
her career as a child, traveling the tented shows with her parents. Equestrian
performances came naturally to her, and she quickly developed an impressive tumbling
routine atop a horse. Her parents’ show traveled across the U.S. on horse-drawn wagons,
but it never gained much traction. After the show folded in 1883, the De Mott family
immediately joined the Orrin Circus on its tour of Mexico. Her equestrian skills brought
her under the purview of the Ohio-based John Robinson circus and eventually the
Barnum & Bailey show.1
By the turn of the century, De Mott had faded from the purview of circus fans, as
she had opted for an early retirement as the wife of Charles Robinson. Circus folk
admonished the couple as “gillies,” and the press stopped reporting on the former circus
personalities. The couple quietly spent their earnings on a Hempstead farm and later
trekked through Alaska to make a living taking censuses. She reportedly chose love over
work and “left the circus to preside over the home of her generous husband.”2
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When De Mott returned to the circus world in 1906, fans in and out of the arena
eagerly awaited the woman who had left the profession as a renowned figure. In her first
appearance in center ring, the horse threw her to the ground. But she climbed back on to
finish the act, reportedly with some torn ligaments. Her tenacity brought delight to the
audience and reaffirmed the “artistic instinct that gives circus women their individuality.”
Her dangerous somersaulting act upon a galloping horse remained a headlining act,
because she was the only woman in the circus world performing the feat.3
Although later details about her unhappy marriage would emerge, the public saw
her return as a sign of the circus performer’s addiction to the limelight. She reportedly
could not find happiness outside of the circus world and in “the pleasure of society.”
Following this reasoning, De Mott’s return to a circus career seemed an easy choice—
after consulting her husband, of course.4
But De Mott returned with more than just a flashy performance. She began
publishing articles and letters about women in the circus world. In The Washington Post,
De Mott asserted herself as a worker. She stated that “if there is any glamour to the
circus, it is not apparent to the woman, who by virtue of her profession, is always behind
the scenes.” She claimed that for women in the tented shows, a circus career “is a very
practical thing—a means of making a living—usually a very good one.” De Mott framed
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circus women as stronger and more practical than their “towner” counterpart because of
life in the “narrow confines of a Pullman car” rather than “a cozy bedroom.” But she
noted that any woman could manage a circus life.5 Other publications seconded this
notion, claiming that anyone who “had an ounce of circus blood….pities stay-at-homes
with their modern conveniences.”6
While acknowledging that circus women’s lives looked unique, she framed her
coworkers as relatable and idyllic models of American womanhood. She emphasized the
second shift of women cleaning costumes and the costs that women bore in buying
costumes. Leisure time, according to De Mott, meant women could finally get to their
book groups, needlework, and the exclusive “Young Women’s Tea Table.” Reiterating
the concept of unity in the circus world, she made clear the place of women in the
working world. With very “little bickering or jealousy,” the women worked and lived “in
close intimacy.” She credited strong women for the relatively low divorce rate in the
circus and praised their typical decision to stay in the workforce after marriage, despite
her own experiences.7
De Mott also assured readers that they “need have no fear” about race suicide.
Despite the diverse backgrounds of circus employees, De Mott’s comments tugged at a
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prevalent fear in the early twentieth century: that white birthrates were being outpaced by
people of color and new immigrants. Other columnists seconded this notion and praised
circus women for raising families despite their ardent schedule.8 De Mott’s progressive
views toward women’s equality and work derived from experiences in a mixed gender
workplace. But that same sort of progressiveness did not touch all aspects of De Mott’s
worldview. And, interestingly, xenophobic and nativist sentiment colored her
commentary despite years spent in an immigrant-filled workplace.9
Although De Mott gestured toward mainstream nativist conspiracies, she
continued to advocate for circus women as workers and feminists, promulgating the
image of the “New Woman” in the tented shows. Her political work culminated in the
women’s suffrage movement when she cofounded the Suffragette Ladies of the Barnum
& Bailey Circus. Following her circus career, De Mott stayed connected to the circus
world. She started a stock farm, bought retired horses from circuses, and trained young
women in equestrian acts. But her post-circus life spoke more to her feminist activism
than it did to her place in the circus world. De Mott noted that “the woman before the
public is always on display.” She sought to establish a refuge for everyday women to
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regain the athleticism lost in the everyday monotony of turn-of-the-century American
life. Her life in and out of the circus created a particular idea of feminism for the circus
star. As De Mott subtly insinuated and blatantly stated in the shows and writings, life as a
circus worker made her tougher, while society made women outside the circus world
softer. While she advocated for fellow women, she also spoke of the strength of the entire
circus world workforce, claiming that “you rarely hear of circus people complaining of
being tired.”10
De Mott and other women navigated the circus world as gendered workers.
Unlike men in the tented shows, they did not engage in the unpaid labor of the gratis
performance. Instead, they often graced posters and newspaper headlines that drew in
audiences. Always serving as contracted performers, women often had a different
experience than men. Josie De Mott and other sought-after stars retained circus-world
fame and fortune decades after leaving the ring, while the other tent that employed
women, the sideshow, contained a more exploited base of women workers. But no matter
their tent, women performed obvious emotional labor. Women workers played the role of
performer in the ring and then wife and mother or (idealistic single woman) behind the
scenes. Both sets of performances were in the public eye. The public consumed the
celebrity of both their staged and unstaged work. Rather than performing dazzling and
daring feats, sideshow women often performed stereotyped representations during the
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ticketed shows. And while big top women hid pregnancies and motherhood, sideshow
women underwent the grueling emotional labor of performing these processes.
Women carved out their own spaces and formed networks of solidarity yet often
clung to the larger circus world identity. Through their performances, writings, and
political activism, circus women showed their solidarity to each other and their fellow
circus workers. The mobility of entire shows put circus workers in contact with
burgeoning political and social movements. Given the gendered dynamics of labor, the
women both in the tented and gratis performance performed a double shift.11 Circus
women also pushed on gender constructions, which helped provide job opportunities.12
Their activism on and off stage demonstrates the permeability of the circus world,
growing consciousnesses outside of their labor identity, and a long history of political
activism among circus workers.
***
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Recreating the Wild West
The public infatuation with Wild West shows, which often toured in conjunction
with circuses and included performers who skirted between the two stages, stretched far
beyond American shores. Like business-savvy circus owners, Wild West show owners
realized significant profits overseas. William “Buffalo Bill” Cody dominated the industry
and made several early trips to Europe prior to 1900. With his large workforce of Native
American and white men and women, Cody provided battle reenactments and skill
demonstrations that claimed to transport its audiences to life on the American frontier.13
During Cody’s 1891 tour, the European public seemed most interested in the
twenty-three prisoners of war whom he had acquired just after the Wounded Knee
massacre. These bonded laborers were not actually Ghost Dance participants, but the
publicity materials and performances told a different story. Through song and dance, the
prisoners showed audiences what they wanted to see—authentic Native American
savagery. Audiences, in Germany, Belgium, and Britain witnessed singing and dancing
that appeared to give a nearly live play-by-play of the conflict between Native Americans
and the U.S. government.14
Most of the workers in Cody’s show were men. But Cody understood the intrinsic
value of women in his Wild West shows, and he featured additional Native American
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women in other parts of the show. Like big top circuses, Wild West shows contained a
host of sideshow performances that were available to audiences as they awaited the main
attraction. As one example, Lakota women demonstrated more mundane parts of life on
the frontier, such as beadmaking. But the press and audiences still raved about this
display of home life.15
Cody carefully crafted contracts with Native American women. Unlike the men,
Native American women were not contracted as individuals. Instead, they joined the
shows only if their husbands had also joined the show. Contract stipulations with the
Office of Indian Affairs also directly addressed the role of women, promising to keep
them fed and cared for. This narrow interest in only certain women workers helped craft
the particular way that audiences consumed the image of Native American women. Their
image reinforced their roles as spouses of warriors and caretakers of the home.16
When Cody returned to the U.S. in 1907, his shows gave similar performances.
The 1907 season included nineteen battle reenactments, demonstrations, and exhibitions
that showcased men on the Western frontier. Audiences saw Cody’s sharpshooting skills,
a generalized Indian attack on an emigrant train, a Pony Express reenactment, the famous
Rough Rider impersonators, and train robbers. In the “Battle of Summit Springs,”
cowboys hunted down Native Americans who had been accused of murdering setters in
Nebraska and Kansas. True to the 1869 conflict, Cheyenne Dog Soldiers performed a
pivotal role in the resistance against the U.S. government. However, Cody’s depiction of
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women’s roles was markedly different than reality. In his version, warriors were killed,
Indian women and children were captured, and two white women prisoners were saved.17
In the real story, however, one white women prisoner was injured and another died, while
Indian women and children were massacred.18 This creative retelling of Summit Springs
positioned the U.S. government and American cowboys as protectors over womanhood.
By engaging in this new narrative in front of audiences, Buffalo Bill turned a story about
the real role of women into idealized stories with rigid gender roles.
Cody’s show depicted Native American women as savages who were staunchly
different from their white counterparts, but also as universally relatable mothers. As
Buffalo Bill’s show toured Europe, Indian women performed in the sideshow, alongside
fire-eaters and magicians. Like the popular beadmaking women of earlier decades, the
Native American women on this tour had more to offer the public than simply battle
reenactments. When Chief Standing Bear’s wife, Laura, gave birth to their daughter
while on tour in Birmingham, England, Cody saw a publicity opportunity. Like circuses
that advertised new attractions, the mother and her two-day old daughter became a media
sensation. In these moments that European audiences passed by the mother and baby, the
private labor of motherhood became public.19
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Indian rights activists criticized the savage imagery on display and the potential
moral corruption that workers faced.20 An array of reports claimed that the shows had
introduced gambling, alcohol, and abuse to the Native Americans. In response, Secretary
of the Interior John Noble began refusing permits for the show. But silence surrounded
the emotional labor that women underwent in sideshows and other circus performances.
Activists pushed back against the corruption of Western influences, but took less issue
with workers being contracted to perform intimate moments.21
Even in other Wild West and performances, women played pivotal gendered
roles. Pawnee Bill’s Wild West Show always seemed second-rate next to the competition
of Buffalo Bill. Unlike the more famous Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill claimed to have
“drifted into show business.”22 He began his show business career under the direction of
Buffalo Bill when he signed on as the Pawnee Tribe translator, hence his stage name. His
behind-the-scenes work transformed into a starring role. Within five years, Pawnee Bill
and his wife, May Lille, introduced their own Wild West show.23 Several years later,
when Buffalo Bill embarked on his two-year tour of Europe under the urging of co-owner
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James A. Bailey, Pawnee Bill modernized, updated, and enlarged his Wild West Show to
capture the American market. The investment paid off, as evidenced by his $15,000-perweek receipts in 1906. His battle reenactments, trick riding, sharp shooting, and
glamorized portrayal of life in the West attracted audiences. His wife, May, found fame
as one of the show’s stars.24
Pawnee Bill enlarged the careers of his performers and capitalized on one of the
circus’s most beloved traditions—the free circus parade. Folks lined the streets to see the
costumed stars stroll down the street on horseback, foot, or in wagons. Audiences seemed
captivated by many of the women who stole headlines. And yet after parade-watchers
viewed May and other workers deemed “cowgirls” on horseback, they walked the circus
lot to witness Native American women caring for children in so-called Indian villages.
Onlookers sought a peek inside the constructed teepees as the women worked under the
supervision of Native American men.25 Unlike her Native American coworkers, May’s
family life was never physically on display for gawking audiences. And the stars who
seemed to transgress gender norms on horseback stood in stark juxtaposition to the
Native American women who performed the emotional labor of mothering for eager
audiences. Yet May’s private family life was also scrutinized by the public, most notably
her struggles with fertility.26
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Women’s Work in Tented Shows
Even beyond the Wild West shows, the circus had long employed women in
visible public work. Women populated big top shows in the early Golden Age,
performing flashy and dangerous feats that appealed to audiences. Women were the
equestrians, dancers, and acrobats under the big top, as well as the bearded lady in the
sideshow tent. Women also stepped outside of these roles and occasionally dazzled
audiences with big cat acts. Although each of these acts demonstrated a unique feature or
skill, they also lived up to certain gender expectations.27
Snake charming, in particular, became associated with women workers in the
circus and Wild West shows. These women either hailed from faraway places or were
made to appear so. One feature story described the typical snake charmer as a “tall,
majestic woman garbed in gorgeous Eastern costume with raven tresses and an imperious
gaze, who smokes cigarettes, wears strange jewels, and sits all day with boa constrictors,
cobras and rattlesnakes entwined around her shapely form.” When undeniably white
women played the role, their title was more likely to include “snakeologist” than
“charmer.”28 Like other animal trainers, snake charmers seemed to possess an
unknowable skill that the public was desperate to understand. The “secret” lay in some
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innate essence of womanhood. Whether they really charmed the animals, snake charmers
spoke of their gentle nature as the key to their success.29
Snake charmers and other women workers did not avert danger in their staged
performances. As snake charmer Mdlle. Octavia noted in an interview, “Nowadays the
act where there is the greatest possibility of your being taken straight from the stage to
the mortuary is the one that is the most sought after.” Octavia described her multitude of
snake-bite scars as medals, which she supposedly earned through her successful
treatments of morphine, a caustic pencil, and a shot of whiskey.30 Other women also
found injury or death in daring stunts during the parades, sideshow acts, and big top
performances in front of live audiences. Shows did not shy away from placing women in
dangerous working conditions. Audiences seemed accustomed to women handling
snakes, stunt cars, and trapeze bars. But circuses also assured audiences that the morals
and chastity of these women were protected. As one Barnum employee noted, “the
unmarried [girl] who does a daring act in the air has never gone through the streets of
New York alone.” The same sentiment surrounded the ballet girls who premiered in the
opening spectacle in 1912. The feature, which included dozens of young, unmarried
women, prompted particular regulations by the circus that more strictly limited
fraternization between men and women.31
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Audiences could find Octavia and other women workers in the sideshow tent, but
they were much less likely to see women milling about the lot. While working-class
circus men readied for the show during the gratis performance, women were noticeably
absent. Yet audiences still yearned to catch glimpses of their roles behind the scenes.
Women filled these desires in newspaper articles and behind-the-scenes glimpses that
were often publicized through the show programs. Much of this work would have been
invisible otherwise, and it broadened their role beyond the tented performances. Their
offstage performances included social gatherings and domestic labor. In 1906, the New
York Times dedicated a full-page spread to the internal social lives of circus women.
Aside from the scattering of costume trunks on the outskirts of the meeting place, the
reporter noted that the room looked rather ordinary, with women “crocheting or writing
down a cookery recipe.” Even more notable, the women went from “circus girls” to an
“ordinary-looking” woman as she changed from “yellow tights and pumps” to a brown
cloth dress [and] a modest hat to match.”32
The press often noted that circus women often handled familial obligations behind
the scenes. While Cody regulated Native American women more heavily and only hired
those who were married, circus proprietors often had more lax rules. Both single men and
single women worked for the show. However, single women’s offstage time included
more regulation, such as returning to their sleeping cars “at a reasonable hour” after the
nightly show.33
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Most women joined the show with their spouses and extended families. Privately,
these celebrity women played mother, wife, and daughter. The public became enthralled
with not only how women played these roles, but also how similarly their family lives
looked to those outside the circus. For instance, the train car, otherwise part of the mobile
workplace, also served as a home whose decorations “suggest[ed] the feminine instinct of
homemaking.”34 Under a similar pretense, reports assured audiences that the body
modifications of Padaung women, who performed as the Giraffe-necked women of
Burma, did not “interfere with domestic duties.” On the contrary, “the more brass, the
better the bride.”35
As a functioning city, the circus also employed back-of-house employees that
washed and sewed uniforms. This hard labor continued throughout the winter, making
these women more akin to permanent workers. After a full season in sawdust rings, circus
uniforms needed constant upkeep. As W.C. Thompson noted during his travels with the
shows, “articles of attire for the army [of circus workers] is heavy and ceaseless.” During
the season, circuses maintained a staff of wardrobe mistresses or seamstresses that
readied and repaired costumes for daily use. Mrs. White, the head wardrobe mistress for
the Barnum show in the early twentieth century, kept a staff of twenty women in New
York during the winter months. Her sewing talents required her to do measurements and
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fittings for the elephants, camels, and human performers.36 Some shows employed a
“circus mother” to oversee the “homelife” of circus people. Officially employed by the
wardrobe department, circus mothers like sixty-year-old Mrs. Talbot oversaw the upkeep
of the aesthetic parts of the shows.37
But the constant emphasis on how circus women resembled ordinary women
ignored the different reality of life on the circus lot, which stretched beyond sewing
animal costumes. With the usual exception of very young children, circus families
constituted a group of workers. Despite the multitude of families and children on the
circus lot, only sixty-five “pretty, young girls” did not have a place in the tented
performance in 1942. Yet they still acted as uncontracted, probably unpaid, “fill-ins” by
riding on elephants and floats in the spectacle. According to circus workers, bareback
riders had to begin working as children if they ever wanted to look graceful. Part of the
skill, they claimed, was “the feel” for the horse that had to be mastered at a young age.
Famed equestrian Lizzie Seabert seconded this notion when she recounted her own
experiences as a child in the circus. As a third-generation circus worker, Seabert noted
that as a young age her “father was beginning the lessons of [her] life’s work.” She
traveled with her family during the season and spent the winter months at a riding
academy in New York “from morning til dark.” The difficulty of her somersaulting job
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was not lost on Seabert who noted that other women have been “exhausted by the strain
and violence of the performance and compelled to abandon their careers in their early
prime.” 38
The reality of child labor loomed large for circus workers who defied danger
nightly. And the double burden that married circus women faced did not exactly mirror
non-circus women, since their familial obligations were circumscribed by their
professional roles. Circus women were wives and mothers who did not cook or clean.
Rather, the circus world created a different home and work life for women within a larger
circus world family. The press was unwilling to see the difference, praising women for
preparing additional meals outside the cook tent or providing a quick stitch to a
uniform.39
Women composed a substantial part of the workforce and forged their own space
in the circus world. Their experiences are a swath in the larger fabric of women’s history.
But the uniqueness of the circus world also offered a much different sent of social norms,
boundaries, and expectations. Unlike for most early twentieth-century women, career
often trumped marriage for circus workers. Pregnancies could shorten, alter, or end their
careers. Tightrope walker Mary Rawls remembered how her father disapproved of her
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impending marriage because he would “lose her” in his act. Sure enough, she formed a
new act with her husband. When she became pregnant soon after, she sewed new
costumes to hide her belly and continued to perform; ruffles around her midsection
adequately hid her five-month pregnant belly.
Raising children on the road presented more challenges. Mary recounted rushing
to the center ring for her act after unsuccessfully trying to change her toddler’s diaper and
clothes. Minutes into the act, her naked son also made his way into the ring in front of
thousands of laughing audience members. Famed bareback rider Earnastine Clarke made
waves in the circus world as a premier performer by the age of fourteen. Her life in the
circus world, however, began when her mother returned to the big top when Earnestine
turned five months old. She proudly boasted that she slept in her mother’s costume trunk
during performances.40
Aside from the gendered backstage performances, life as a circus worker also
presented opportunities to represent women that transgressed gender norms. When
British circusgoers meandered around the circus lot during the 1897 season of the
Barnum & Bailey Circus, they witnessed a cast that included men and women. As the
circus entered the town, circusgoers rushed to the railcars to see workingmen unload their
animal stock. Per usual, men dominated the gratis performance. Women, however, would
soon populate the circus lot as sideshow and big top performers, behind-the-scenes
workers, and family members readied for the show. Women modeled for the posters that
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the shows plastered on walls and served as spokespeople in the advertisements that filled
the program pages, while also serving as real workers in and out of the ring.41
The New Woman
Under the Big Top, women were working under the banner of the New Woman, a
term of empowerment created and popularized in the 1890s. The New Woman
represented, among other things, a career-driven and athletic ideal.42 The image
described circus women well and management capitalized on the seemingly perfect fit.
From 1895-1898, the Barnum & Bailey circus offered audiences a feature called the
“New Woman” under the Big Top in an all-woman performance. They dedicated one of
their three rings to a female cast that included a ringmaster and clowns. Famed
equestrians looked different in the ring as they jumped hurdles in outfits more conducive
to horseback riding. Other members of the New Women cast worked as clowns, chariot
drivers and ringmasters. Other circuses, like the John Robinson show, also capitalized on
the trend with similar gimmicks.43
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The female-led New Woman performance contained a sense of novelty, but it also
signaled a degree of feminism among circus workers that existed outside of that scripted
performance. This feature brought a new image of women to the performance state and it
carved out new employment opportunities for women in the tented shows. Following the
end of the New Woman feature in 1898, women retained several high-profile
performance jobs.44 The years-long performance was also significant because of its
timing. The transatlantic performance debuted in Europe and continued in the United
States.
Even after the shows abandoned the New Woman performance, the term
continued to be applied to female performers under the big top. Katie Sandwina, born
Kate Brumbach, bent gender conventions in the arena in the years following the shortlived New Woman spectacle. The Barnum show advertised Sandwina as a beauty with
brute strength. She had already made a name for herself on European stages and the Keith
Vaudeville circuit, earning fans and substantial paychecks. Her popularity earned her a
center-ring promotion by 1911.45
Like Josie De Mott, Sandwina pushed her celebrity status into the realms of
political and social activism on behalf of women. Her newly-earned center-ring celebrity
status gave her a platform, particularly within the growing movement around women’s
suffrage. Newspapers made quippy remarks about Kate Sandina’s participation in the
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movement since her onstage persona included feats of strength, such as lifting men off
the ground. Reporters noted that her physical equality with men meant that women could
perhaps have voting equality, too. Articles written in response to the movement still had
headlines like, “Barnum and Bailey’s Circus is one of the Greatest Beauty Shows on the
Road.”46 But Sandwina and other circus women used their unique career and social
positioning to play integral parts in the movement.
In 1911, as women’s suffrage campaigns were in full force around the country,
the circus brought immense publicity to the larger movement.47 As the Ringling Brothers
Circus pulled into Los Angeles in the final months of their tour, it entered a politically
charged arena that was weeks away from deciding on a measure that would give women
the right to vote. Women activists in Los Angeles had been campaigning in immigrant
neighborhoods and holding tea parties with elite women in an effort to attract supporters
and members.48 The popularity of the circus offered a unique platform for the Los
Angeles activists to continue their campaign. As the circus began its 9:00 a.m. march
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down Washington Street, men, women and children lined the streets to view a glimpse of
the performers. Elaborate wooden wagons rolled down the streets, filled with big top
celebrities and magnificent animals behind golden bars. This typical scene that preempted
every circus show became politicized for the first time with the suffrage movement. At
the urging of several local activists, a brightly colored “Votes for Women” banner hung
around the neck of Jennie the elephant as she walked in the usual procession.49
Although Jennie’s politicized walk served as an early example of both activism in
the circus parade and support for the suffrage movement among women, it was not the
last example of either. Women were a visible presence in the circus and became
increasingly active in the campaign for the vote. Aerialists, animal trainers, costume
designers, and equestrian performers banded together to form their own faction of the
suffragette movement, “The Suffragette Ladies of the Barnum and Bailey Circus.” With
more than 800 members, including stars such as Little Lizzie Hanneford, the organization
garnered significant attention from both the press and the larger activists in the
movement.50 As the activism surrounding women’s voting rights grew within the circus
world, male and female performers donned suffrage sashes on several occasions,
brandished banners in parades, and distributed literature to willing patrons. Even the
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Buffalo Bill show carried a “Votes for Women” banner to promote the cause.51 In the
short off-season, the political stirrings gained momentum. When the show opened in
Madison Square Garden in 1912, circusgoers were again treated to a growing women’s
movement within the circus world.52
This political activism promoted a sense of solidarity among women and their
circus world identity. Their use of circus parades as legitimate political exressions
reinforced women’s desire and ability to include true political activism within their
performance. Recounting her time in the movement, Josie De Mott remarked, “I could
ride Comet and make him stand straight in the air, while I waved a suffrage banner with a
firm hand and a high arm. I could lead a parade.”53
When the suffrage movement broke into the circus world, it capitalized on a
significant female presence. The circus had a large, cosmopolitan female workforce, as
well as women who traveled along as family members. The lot had a strong female
presence that still fell under the circus world umbrella. Married manual laborers often left
their spouses at home, but high-paid performers traveled with their families.54 The
suffrage movement was part of the larger circus world. Men dominated most jobs in the
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circus, but the number of women employed grew to nearly half of the workforce by
1910.55
The public appeared infatuated with the community of women workers on the
circus lot. Aside from emphasizing their domestic duties and connections to housewife
identities, the press also lauded the seemingly strong community bonds that women
workers formed with one another, despite their multiple national identities.56 The public
praise of circus women was deeply embedded in the ideas of womanly work that Josie De
Mott pushed. The Washington Post called these working women “an honor to their sex.”
Despite their public work, their less-scripted private life, which adhered to more rigid
turn-of-the-century gender norms, made their uneven balance between home and career
more acceptable. And the constant presence of men on the lot, whom the press reported
as a “protector” of that honor, did not serve to overturn gendered norms.57
There were gendered realities to starting a circus career. Individually, some circus
women had stories about becoming captivated by the circus lights and running away from
farm life to join the shows.58 But the more prevalent stories about running away to join
the circus came from the circus’s transient population of workers—the uncontracted,
underage, and often underpaid male manual laborers. Women on the lot, whether under
contract or a family member of someone under contract, were more readily described as
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being “born into the business.” And Cody’s publicized policy to accept female
performers only when accompanied by a husband, remained newsworthy sentiment for
other shows well into the twentieth century.59
Because women always remained contracted or able to bend the ear of a
contracted performer, their political activism occurred on a larger stage. Movements such
as the Suffragette Ladies gained significant attention, without significant pushback. As
money-making workers, circus women were less vulnerable to the circus’s scrupulous
tactics in dealing with increasingly autonomous workers. And shows themselves
benefited immensely from circus women’s involvement in feminist causes. As easily as
shows could spin stories about circus women living under the paternalistic protection of
men, they could also demonstrate that women workers had unprecedented control over
their lives. Either way, shows gained the press attention that sustained them.
Circuses, then, seemed immune to bad press for its women workers. But for
women themselves, the grueling, abnormal, and often life-threatening work did not
completely escape critics. As exemplified in earlier decades by Josie De Mott, circus
reviews that centered on women touched upon anxieties over their roles as wives and
mothers. Reports assured audiences that circus women worked only “as long as maternity
did not interfere with her profession.”60 At a show in Raleigh, North Carolina, the
equestrian was “as graceful as wreathing smoke… [and] poetry in motion.” But it
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seemed odd that she was performing given her very recent wedding. Her success in the
ring did not exempt her from being a ‘failure as a wife.”61
***
The lives and careers of circus workers complicate the overarching circus world
identity of the tented shows. Women had different opportunities, duties, and experiences
than men. Their behind-the-scenes work-- an invisible second-shift for non-circus
women—was consumed by an eager public. Meanwhile, their staged and scripted work
under the tents emphasized gendered work while toeing the line of femininity. And
despite the hokey press coverage of their labor and politics, women took real measures to
practice activism and solidarity.
As the most visible snapshot of this activism, the Barnum Suffragettes promoted
feminism and a vision of gender equality that had emerged among circus women prior to
1910. As workers, De Mott and her predecessors had labored, organized, and fought
alongside their fellow circus workers for decades. They had asserted their places as
workers and women within the circus world.62 The relationship between circus women
and first-wave feminism demonstrates the permeability of the circus world, the
relationship between circus workers and “towners,” and the social and political
ramifications of mobile workplaces. Women in the circus found themselves in competing
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identities that became entangled with movements and people as they moved around the
world.
As Josie De Mott demonstrated, performing daring feats in the circus ring
constituted only part of circus women’s careers. Circus women made a name for
themselves as activists and so-called ordinary women with extraordinary jobs. But
women like De Mott had opportunities even when the center-ring light began to dim.
Women continued to work with the shows in behind-the-scenes capacities and offered
their skills and knowledge to the general public.63
As the circus declined in the 1950s, many jobs had been mechanized or
popularized out of existence. The behind-the scenes obsession and celebrity-status of
circus women, however, remained an important part of the circus’s appeal. The 1950s
stereotype of the middle-class housewife did not escape the bounds of the circus.
Harkening to Josie De Mott’s parallels between circus women and their non-circus
counterparts, midcentury publications emphasized the multiple roles that circus women
played: performer, mother, wife, and “simple housewife” who performed while “gritting
[her] pretty teeth.”64
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Chapter Five
The Muse Brothers and the Sideshow
George and Willie Muse entered the cultural imagination before either brother
turned ten years old. The young boys had spent their lives sharecropping near Roanoke,
Virginia. Neighbors and other community members knew of George and Willie as the
boys who had albinism and a fiercely protective mother. This common knowledge proved
dangerous as a sideshow manager came to town in 1899 to procure laborers to work as
freaks. Although the details of their abduction remain speculative, their disappearance
from the small southern town loomed large in local histories.1
Their careers in the tented shows began immediately. Circusgoers came to know
them as Eko and Iko, who were billed under several different personas. In 1923,
audiences were delighted by the “two wild and uncivilized men from the jungles.”2
Throughout their decades on stage, the public read about the “fungus-haired,” “lionheaded,” and “flaxen-haired” “white savages” who hailed from Zanzibar, Ecuador, or
Mars.3 In the absence of a concrete description, newspapers referred to the brothers as
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“those strange people.”4 The brothers became most readily identified as Men from Mars,
a distinction given by the Ringling Brothers circus in 1932.
Although the 1932 season proudly advertised the Men from Mars as star sideshow
attractions, the press created other categorizations and labels. Time magazine gave the
opening stand a rave review and was especially impressed with the “subhuman animals”
such as Cliko the Bushman, the Ubangi women, the fat lady, and the Muse brothers.5
Newspaper op-eds, entertainment recaps, and other articles in major publications casually
spoke of sideshow performers as akin to the animals in the menagerie.6 The biographies
that accompanied sideshow workers exacerbated the public perceptions, further
reminding readers that there was something inherently different about these people.7
People also were drawn to the Muse Brothers because of their albinoism. Circus
proprietors and audiences had a long history of fetishizing black albinosim. Billed in
Barnum’s American Museum in New York City as “white Negros,” these early
performers remained nameless and found themselves displayed next to family members
who did not display the genetic trait. Along with the expected backstory of hunt and
capture that accompanied circus animals, these early sideshow performances included
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ascribed histories and identities. For Barnum’s early black albino performers, their white
skin and “decidedly Ethiopian” features were accentuated through the image and story of
family members that were “distinctly African” in color.8
The falsified biographies of the Muse Brothers were part of a larger practice in the
circus. Workers in all circus sectors performed tropes. Manual laborers played the role of
content workers who preferred the lure of behind-the-scenes show business to paychecks;
animals, who really did hail from the wild, often stood in front of name plaques that
contained fictitious stories of capture; big top performers often pretended to be part of
family units and circus dynasties; and sideshow performers stood on stage as something
unnatural. The public draw to sideshow workers such as the Muse Brothers, who
obviously could not really be from Mars, was the seemingly magical lure of the
sideshow. Circus proprietors openly advertised humbug, and circusgoers clamored to
witness it.9
Workers retained some control over their careers. They negotiated contracts, held
sway as celebrities, and had the power of mobility between circuses and across
entertainment venues. But the near-constant inability to control public image defined life
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in the sideshow. Their celebrity status depended on their ability to perform degrading
personas. Sideshow workers fought to gain control in alternative ways.
The circus had lots to offer audiences. They could catch glimpses of animals and
people who were billed as foreign, and therefore exotic. They could see daring feats of
strength and athleticism. And they could view child labor and coerced labor on stage.
Child performers, like George and Willie, were especially vulnerable to unfair labor
practices. This remained particularly true for young workers who came into the business
without guardians. They joined the ranks of other child sideshow performers such as
Charles Sherwood Stratton, who performed as Tom Thumb; and Millie and Christine
McKoy, the conjoined twins who performed under the single name, Millie-Christine.
The Muse Brothers’ battle over their careers played out in the courts in 1927
when they sued the Ringling Brothers for decades of unpaid labor as Men from Mars,
caged cannibals, and mandolin-playing sheep-headed men. By the 1940s, the Muse’s
lawsuit had filtered into their public persona. Newspapers reported on the “Ambassadors
from Mars” with the caveat that they “were actually Albino Negros who had been stolen
from their Negro Mammy when they were infants.”10
Their lifelong careers in entertainment, even after a legal settlement that resulted
in decades of recouped wages, signal their roles beyond exploited people. Sideshow
workers constructed careers, families, and identities through their work in circuses.
During the circus’s height, contemporary conversations about and by sideshow workers
created a complicated narrative that reimagined them as both workers and performers.
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The Muse Brothers demonstrate the lack of autonomy that sideshow workers had
over their image and bodies, yet the very real power they held as workers. Willie,
George, and thousands of other sideshow workers fought for better working conditions,
pay, and control. These workers were disproportionately exploited, relative to the rest of
the circus workforce. This exploitation exemplified the clearest instances of emotional,
physical and performance labor in the tented shows. The activism of sideshow workers
reflected the demographics of the workforce. They entered the sideshow at various ages,
from different classes, and from various parts of the world. Put simply, workers had
different lived experiences and different ideas of fair labor. And more than any other
circus worker, sideshow performers stood on the front line and interacted with curious
audiences. They performed exhaustive schedules onstage, found themselves at the center
of press attention, and could never escape the physical characteristics that made them
sideshow workers. And yet, as with animal acts, sideshow workers came up against larger
business shifts in the circus world that left them a dispensable part of the shows.
***
The Circus Midway
Circuses billed themselves as exotic and never-before seen.11 Townsfolk lined the
tracks to witness every moment of circus day. The lot set-up and free circus parade
brought all the circus workers under the gaze of the public. People anticipated the behindthe-scenes moments that newspapers talked about in detail. The well-rehearsed big top
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show, which usually played twice daily, was the biggest ticket item. The midway was
heavily populated by thousands of circusgoers throughout the day, as patrons yearned to
experience everything else the shows had to offer. As one newspaper claimed, “a circus
without a midway is like an omelette without eggs.”12
The hours between big top performances belonged to the sideshow. Convincing
“talkers” stood outside the sideshow tent and lured patrons in with promises of freaks,
prodigies, or oddities. Talkers were good salesmen, but they were also culturally astute,
often speaking several languages. Sneak peaks, called ballyhoos, were usually performed
by self-made freaks who stood alongside the talker, and gave customers incentive to
spend just a few cents to see the sideshow.13 If the talker’s quickly-spoken pitch did not
convince curious audiences, then illustrated banners that made the sideshow performers
appear larger than life often did the trick. To add to the festivities, a minstrel band played
tunes outside the tent before the show.14
Once inside the tent, circus patrons saw a version of what was advertised.
Circuses regularly exhibited the same staple performers. Dog-faced boys, frog boys, half
women, armless wonders, human pin cushions, and geeks often stood in for the true
identities of people with undiagnosed medical conditions or unique physical abilities. The
canvas tent, which was significantly smaller than its big top counterpart, usually had a
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strong musty odor and leaked anytime it rained. Performers stood on a stage a few feet
above audience members. Although sideshow sizes varied, the ten-in-one became the
most recognizable format, where ten sideshow workers would perform with an additional
talker alongside providing introductions, until the final “blow-off,” which cost patrons
extra money to attend.15
Freakshow formats became standardized in circuses. Even prior to this, sideshow
performers had stepped into a profession that had been blossoming for decades in
museums and other traveling shows. P.T. Barnum’s early sideshow in the American
Museum pressed a variety of workers into performance. Little people, missing links,
bearded ladies, and other stereotyped workes were billed as “curiosities” and would
continue to abound in sideshow performances through the mid-twentieth century.16
These workers entertained audiences in several ways. They performed tasks that seemed
impossible, such as armless men using their feet as hands. But they also gave personal
accounts of their lives and interacted with audience members by answering questions and
engaging in conversations.17
Life as a Captured and Contracted Performer
The appeal of sideshows and its long history extended far beyond U.S. borders.
American culture was exported throughout the world by the turn of the twentieth century.
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Entire circuses, individual performers, and state-sponsored artists frequented stages
around the world.18 Yet the display of human oddities was hardly an American
phenomenon. Human zoos had dotted the European landscape, particularly in Germany
and Paris since the 1870s. A similar cast of performers stood in front of European
audiences on stages and in reconstructed habitats.19
Like other global entertainers, individual sideshow performers entered a business
that required constant travel. Workers who hailed from places outside of Europe and the
U.S. performed exclusively in foreign countries. Despite this seemingly identical work
environment of onstage labor, their working conditions differed from performers in other
circuits. An entire business of procuring people emerged, particularly in Carl
Hagenbeck’s empire. Nubian exhibits were just one of many human displays across the
globe. Hagenbeck, P.T. Barnum, and other human exhibitors saw financial value in
contracting groups of people and offering audiences something that appeared to be
authentically tribal.20 Behind-the-scenes deals and networks of so-called “talent
managers” made the sideshow trade nearly seamless. An American-owned bar in London
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infamously attracted traders and procurers who did business dealings over British brandy
and water.21
The European grab for Africa captured land, resources, and cultural imaginations.
Sideshow exhibitors readily took advantage of the public interest in people from
colonized places and began exporting them to sideshows around the world. Rather than
rely on some physical oddity to acquire talent, colonized people performed as an
imagined identity of themselves. Barnum and other North American showman
understood that American audiences had an interest in seeing these performances, even if
African colonization was a European endeavor.22
Displaying people as curiosities was not an American phenomenon. Human zoos
and people shows abounded in Europe in the centuries prior to the circus’s golden age.
Along with his zoo and animal trading business, Carl Hagenbeck made substantial profits
and fame through his displays of people. His displays of “indigenous people,” beginning
with a group of Lapland families, piqued significant interest among European tourists.
Hagenbeck, like his American circus counterparts, emphasized the cultural and scientific
value of these displays, and deemphasized their exploitative nature.23 This European
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display of people ultimately declined when the actors refused to act, instead openly
engaging in Western behavior and dress.24
While spectacles such as “Cameroon shows” made their way across Europe,
Barnum was also capitalizing on African interest with his Zulu performers. These sorts of
African shows often presented offensively stereotypical performances of savagery.
Shows in Europe required Eskimo performers to paddle canoes, Middle Eastern
performers to be atop camels, and Native Americans to ride horses.25 Barnum followed
much the same model with Zulu performers. Zulus found themselves performing on
sideshow stages around the world to meet the demand of eager audiences. William Hunt
began displaying Zulu women in London just a few months after the Battle of
Islandowana brought international attention to the Zulu nation. Hunt later teamed up with
Barnum to bring the performance to an American audience. Dingando, Possoman,
Maguibi, and Ousan crossed the Atlantic in the late nineteenth century and began their
careers as the first Zulu performers in the U.S.26
People expected and demanded savagery from the Zulu performers. Like other
circus workers, their performance extended well beyond the few hours per day they spent
in front of paying customers. During a free circus parade in 1892, a young boy claimed to
have been bitten by a Zulu performer, who later reported to a judge under the name John
T. Lucus. According to reports, Lucas, who was “nearly nude with his face painted to
24
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represent a bloodthirsty cannibal,” attacked the child after enduring a horde of boys who
cast jeers, fruits, and vegetables.27
The near-riot was reported in several newspapers, as was Lucas’s decision to
break character and speak English when he was arraigned and charged with mayhem.
Lucas reportedly attempted to stay in his Zulu persona in the first few moments of his
arrest, but “finally talked freely” to explain how the circusgoers had provoked him. In
light of his revealed identity, papers began attaching other descriptors to Lucas that
signaled to readers that although he was black, he was not Zulu or even foreign. His
performance of savagery remained part of his intrinsic identity for audiences.
Newspapers claimed that his response to the hecklers left him rightfully charged with
practicing his “cannibalistic propensities.”28
The decision to employ Lucas, a fraud by the popular standards, was part of a
larger trend in circuses following the sharp rise of Zulu popularity in the U.S. and
Europe. Anthropologists, ethnographers, and the general public became fascinated with
the people who had defeated the British during the Battle of Isandlwana. The Zulu
identity became a popular performance and individual African American men began
taking employment with various sideshows as Zulus.29 Aside from Lucas, other Zulu
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imposters found employment at circuses where they performed similar cannibalistic
performances in cages.30
The cannibal persona resonated with audiences who sought first-hand experiences
of colonized people around the world. Circus proprietors capitalized on their popularity
and began employing a variety of workers who supposedly hailed from colonized places.
Like animals in the menagerie, these workers performed under headlines that emphasized
stories of capture and generalized identities. Images of cannibalism and savagery
abounded in these performances. The Wild Man from Borneo displayed animalistic traits
with surgically implanted horns and sharpened teeth. Calvin Bird’s real identity was a
Georgia native. This began circulating in newspapers only after he slipped away from the
show mid-season.31 Barnum’s success with his Zulu performers was a small window
into this business. He also hired workers from Fiji to perform as cannibals who
supposedly had been taken as war captives, held ransom by the local king, and graciously
rescued by Barnum for a mere $15,000. Their coming-to-America story, as told by
Barnum in the program sold at the shows, exalted the shows as benevolent protectors that
rescued the men from certain death.32
While the Fiji cannibals provided the racialized performance that audiences
sought, their travel-mate, a supposedly reformed cannibal woman from Fiji, reinforced
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gender roles and ideas of white benevolence. She also performed for audiences, but rather
than gnawing on bones, she read from a Bible in her native language. Her part in the
performance reminded viewers of their assumed responsibility to civilize and
Christianize. More important, it assured viewers that this sort of cultural imperialism
could be a cure for cannibalism. But in meeting the expectations of viewers that
colonized people were inherently different, shows continued to fabricate moments when
they reverted to savagery. After the death of one of the Fiji performers, Barnum’s circus
related that the remaining Fiji performers cannibalized their dead comrade.33

Though

exposed as humbug, the stories reinforced that performers could not escape the
dehumanizing identities prescribed by the circus.34
Not all sideshow workers hailed from real or imaginary far-away places, nor did
they depend on exotic otherness. Charles Stratton, who came to be known as General
Tom Thumb, found his start in Bridgeport, Connecticut. P.T. Barnum, who had already
reached some clout with his infamous Joyce Heth and Feejee Mermaid frauds, contacted
Stratton’s parents in the hopes that he could sign a contract with the five-year-old boy. He
stature was small, standing just over two feet tall. Stratton’s appeal did not come from an
upbringing that seemed exotic. Neither did he perform a particularly impressive set of
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skills, although audiences seemed to delight in his song and dance numbers.35 But like
the circus working-class, who found their everyday life and labor as part of the circus
performance schedule, Stratton’s public performance included more intimate details of
his personal life, like his wedding and marriage. 36
Most sideshow workers had to constantly contend with maintaining their persona
beyond the staged performance. Any moment in the public eye, which constituted all
hours between the train pulling into a town and leaving, required circus workers to be in
character. But for sideshow workers, this emotional labor was most grueling, as they took
jeers and stares in silence, maintaining their images as non-Western and non-English
speakers. Spectators wanted one thing from their seemingly uncivilized spectacles:
authentic savagery. This meant silence for sideshow workers, lest they appear too
educated and westernized. This also meant that their job required a constant performance,
both on and off the stage. Obvious transgressions, like John Lucas’s confrontation at the
parade, came under the purview of circus owners and local law enforcement. These same
performers also disrupted their public persona when they asserted their rights as workers.
Revolt of the Freaks
When the Barnum and Bailey Circus began a much-anticipated four-year
European tour in 1898 with their forty famed sideshow performers, the press predicted
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that the freaks might prove more popular than the big top performers.37 The Westminster
Budget claimed that the talent of these performers was proof enough that social statuses
were leveling and “freaks [were] with the rising tide.”38 Yet just three weeks later the
sideshow workers went on strike, led by the bearded lady and the mentalist. The Barnum
and Bailey Circus ground to a halt in London as it grappled with losing its popular
performers. On January 6, after a private meeting, the sideshow workers emerged united.
Annie Jones, veteran sideshow performer, delivered a fiery address to her comrades that
demonized the use of the word “freak” on the sign outside their tent.39 After two
meetings with the newly formed union, dozens of newspaper articles, and hundreds of
letters from the public, the circus caved to the demands of the sideshow. The signpost
was removed and all newspaper advertisements began using the word “prodigy” instead
of “freak,” reflecting the wishes of the performers.40
This unusual labor unrest, at least by the standards of folks outside the circus,
signaled the overlooked identity of the sideshow performers as workers. Media frenzy
captured the strike, which was dubbed “Revolt of the Freaks,” as an autonomous claim to
human rights. Rather than demand better wages and working conditions, which would
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characterize later labor disputes in the shows, these performers wanted a public
recognition of their financial value and human wealth to the circus. They renounced their
titles as freaks and demanded recognition as prodigies.41
The Revolt of the Freaks, as well as the sideshow strikes that punctuated seasons
in the years that followed, seemed at odds with the image that circuses projected about
their performers. Like other circus workers, sideshow performers were acting out a
unique persona and talent onstage, and they seemed content as the benefactors of
paternalistic business practices offstage.42 Newspapers surmised that workers like the
Truncate Artist “seemed content with his lot” because he spoke casually with the
audiences before the show.43

Working the Front Lines
While newspapers praised shows for employing the otherwise unemployable
sideshow cast, they also brought attention to the workers. As a result, sideshow workers
found themselves in a brighter spotlight than some of their coworkers who performed
short sets during the big top performances. In addition, sideshow workers were more
accessible to audiences. Thousands of people filled the big top tent that hosted several
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rings with multiple acts performing simultaneously. For audiences, the big top experience
entailed the smell, sights, colors, and performances. Close interactions with the
performers themselves, however, were not part of the experience. But for only a little
extra money, circusgoers could get closer interactions in the sideshow tent as part of their
circus experience.
With daily interactions between themselves and circusgoers on the circus lot,
sideshow workers had significantly more opportunities to supplement their income. Their
performances and life stories, whether fabricated or real, appealed to people. Circusgoers
more readily spoke about stories of capture and the personal trials of sideshow
performers than they did about the actual experience in the tent.44
One of the most sought-after souvenirs on the circus lot was the sideshow
postcard. These souvenirs had a portrait of the performer on the front and a short
biographical description on the back. The postcards served as revenue-generating
products, and an entire industry grew around sideshow performers. As with their career,
however, the performers held very little autonomy over their portrayal. Sideshow
performers frequented studios, like those set up by Charles Eisenmann.45 Their poses,
backgrounds, and clothing would have been indistinguishable from any other portrait in
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the late nineteenth century. But the financial value in the postcards rested in the features
that made the photographs different from ordinary postcards. Human skeletons modeled
in skintight clothing, tattooed ladies bared their drawn-upon arms and legs, and small
people stood next to full-sized furniture.46
Sideshow performers depended on being able to connect with circusgoers, even at
a dangerous price. Without the larger weekly payouts that big top contracts offered,
sideshow workers faced more dangers and less job security. When a woman identified as
the “electric girl” performed on sideshow stages, audience saw what appeared to be a
person who could conduct and control electricity. Circusgoers excitedly reported
receiving small shocks when they shook her hand. In reality, the women stood on a
dampened mat with a nearby battery providing the electric shock. 47
Like Electric Girl, many sideshow workers performed dangerous stunts in order to
maintain their identities. The circus world differentiated between natural freaks and selfmade freaks, although the former category was much more likely to include what the
press dubbed as “fake freaks,” such as John Lucas and the Muse brothers.48 These
falsified performances by self-made freaks hinged on a suspended sense of reality, where
people could conduct electricity or swallow swords. Billy Wells worked sideshow
circuits as a hard-headed man who allowed planks of wood and pieces of stone to be
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broken over his skull. He reportedly performed upwards of six times each day since his
feat was a guaranteed draw during the ballyhoo.49
The diverse array of self-made and natural freaks in the sideshow cast often
worked in solidarity, as demonstrated the Revolt of the Freaks. But they also lived in
more insular communities than their big top counterparts. This image of outsiders
banding together resonated with the public, which consumed stories of the communities
that sideshow workers built throughout the season and after their retirements. In Chicago,
an otherwise unassuming boarding house on West Madison garnered the nickname the
“freak boarding house.” An array of sideshow workers who held contracts with the
adjacent dime museum could often be seen eating together in the separate dining room.
This image of sideshow worker solidarity seemed to fit within the larger paternalistic
circus world identity.50
Despite the image of a united front, workers’ experiences varied, depending on
factors such as nationalities, gender, race, class. Transnational identity and experience
could help workers with employment. When the Ringling Brothers made a trip to Cuba at
the end of the season, they downsized and disposed of all members of the sideshow
except the snake charmer, who could speak Spanish.51
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Men and women in the sideshow often had markedly different experiences. While
both were exoticized as the “other,” women were also sexualized. Women were described
as “beauties,” and commentary often focused on their physical appearance.52 The
popular Ubangi performers, who worked over the course of several decades in the
Barnum, Ringling, and Barnes shows, demonstrated that even though national identity
dictated experiences, gender was also a marker in how sideshow workers labored. The
Ubangis supposedly hailed from a part of equatorial French Africa. Only later did a
Ringling press agent admit that he culturally "resettled” the performers in the most exotic
sounding locale that he could find.53 The men in the shows appeared unremarkable next
to other circus performers from colonized parts of Africa. But the women wore distinct
lip disks that made a prominent protuberance.54
The performance of the so-called “duck-billed savages” included a fabled
backstory that highlighted their degree of femininity. Similar to European billings of Sara
Baartman as the Hottentot Venus, the Ubangi women were advertised as beauties.55 The
accompanying context claimed that the disks, despite serving as a symbol of beauty
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within their “societies,” actually deterred sexual advances on Ubangi women.56 These
descriptions reinforced the exclusive connections between white Western womanhood
and beauty that audiences sought out in entertainment.57
Ubangi women appeared to transgress gender norms in their staged performances,
but their roles remained rigid. When the show began its 1930 tour at Madison Square
Garden, audiences hurried into the basement of the stadium to view the sideshow. The
Ubangi performers proved to be among the most popular. While the men did “little for
the act,” their female counterparts wore their now-iconic lip disks. Audiences may have
hoped to catch a glimpse of their off-stage personas, such as pipe-smoking by the women
or consuming their exclusive fish and rice diet, which newspapers detailed. Although
audiences expected Ubangi women to look and behave differently than themselves, they
also expected a certain image of non-Western womanhood. They may have been known
to smoke pipes, but they also fell under the “ownership” of King Nebia, who
accompanied them onstage.58
Media treatment of the Ubangi performers ran the gamut. Like other circus
performers, they were subjected to outlandish humbug that played on people’s underlying
assumptions about non-Western people. The New York Times reported that they appeared
awestruck by the cityscape, but could not bear the harsh weather outside the Congo.
According to the article, the group had requested permission to kill the circus elephants
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so that they could use their ears as drumheads. Their reported diet of fish, fruit, and rice
stemmed from their belief that they were related to chickens and buffalo, although they
had grown fond of North American cider. And their rampant polygamy only furthered the
public belief that “society” should continue to be applied to the performers with a
comedic gesture. The circus also applied typical advertising tactics, noting that this was
the last generation of lip-disk wearing Ubangis, and that American audiences had to see it
now before this culturally oddity was gone forever.59
Despite the varied reports of Ubangi activities and antics, “savage” was the one
constant descriptor. While concepts of fashion, hunting, diets, and marriage norms played
into the savage image, the workers’ willingness to push against the benevolent
paternalism of circus management also branded them as savages. In his memoirs written
thirty years later, Henry Ringling North noted that the women had not received pay for
their work because they were simply rented from their home state, and the chief hoarded
all the earnings. Throughout his recollections, North referred to the performers as
“naughty children.” He fondly recalled one woman who warmed up to him when he
spoke “primitive French.” He remembered instances when the workers became
disgruntled before angrily shedding their clothes on stage, but chalked it up to them being
“mad” or “annoyed” for no specific reason.60 In a similar vein, when the Chicago
Defender reported that Ubangi workers asserted their rights in the courts against their
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employer, the headline indicated that the king of the circus was being sued by “savage
troupers.”61
Patrons often considered their visits to sideshows as educational.62 Even in the
earliest days of Barnum’s sideshow attractions at the American Museum, shows and
displays claimed to educate as much as they did to entertain. The Ubangi performers
stood on stage with a white man playing an equally fictitious professor role. He told
audiences of their lives in Africa and spoke for them to reporters.63
A distinct medical interest also informed the sideshows. Audiences marveled at
people whom they claimed were medical deformities or wonders. A mix of live workers
and preserved remains became standard in sideshows. When a freak show set up at the
Indiana State Fair, the “ALL ALIVE!” banner garnered significant attention.64 Barnum’s
infamous Feejee Mermaid in the mid-nineteenth century stood as an early example of
taxidermized entertainment. But even through the twentieth century, people found
themselves face-to-face with a variety of preserved and faked remains. Pickled punks and
bouncers, an insider term given to preserved abnormal fetuses and their faked
counterparts, abounded on the midway.65
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When Eng and Chang, conjoined twins from Siam, died hours apart in their North
Carolina home, newspapers reported on the likelihood that one could have survived the
other, and the gruesome final moments before each twin died.66 When Krao Farini, who
spent decades in sideshows as a missing link, passed away from influenza in 1926, she
made the request to be cremated and avoid having her body on exhibition, as so many
other sideshow performers experienced after death.67
As illuminated by Farini’s request, most sideshow performers had little autonomy
over their own bodies. Although live workers from non-Western places filled sideshows,
their remains also became commodified on freak circuits, in museum cases, and on
scientific research tables. The stories of exoticized people, such as Sara Baartman and
Minik Wallace, demonstrated that circuses would continue to turn profits off sideshow
bodies. 68
***
The seemingly odd mix of authentically portrayed performances, outlandish
counterfeits, people with extraordinary talents, people with disabilities, human remains,
and animals fostered a contested workplace. Sideshow workers became among the first
circus workers to organize. Their own world under the sideshow tent remained an
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exclusive community within the larger circus world. Much to the amusement of the
public, they banded together on stage and off stage.
But the public also complained and worried about the future of this particular
circus tradition. The press had been lamenting for decades that freaks were becoming
scarce. Crediting better health, they worried that natural freaks would soon cease to exist
for their entertainment. But the sideshow’s decline in popularity did not reflect a scarcity
of sideshow performers. Although the golden age developed with the freak show as a
standard attraction, the circus had an uneven history with sideshow entertainment. The
sideshow skirted in and out of favor with an increasingly “sophisticated public.”69
Newspapers in the 1920s claimed that the heyday of freaks was over and that the true
stars like Zip and Jo-Jo the Dog-Faced Boy were a thing of the past. Sideshow fans
blamed highbrow tastes and yearned for the unregulated display of people that occurred
regularly just a few years earlier.70
As the golden age of the circus began to wane, it became more difficult to obtain
a living wage as a sideshow worker. Turn-of-the century shows actually profited from the
array of gratis performances that accompanied the ticketed shows. For sideshows, the
throngs of people that lingered on the circus lot from the arrival until the departure of the
train were potential customers. They could be convinced by barkers to spend just a bit
more money to see never-before-seen, last-of-its-kind, remarkably-odd attractions. When
parades became rarer and people began driving to the shows in cars, rather than spending
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entire days on the lot, the sideshow became a less-frequented attraction. While this had
less impact on big top performers, who still collected their weekly paycheck, sideshow
performers suffered from the decline in daily interactions with circusgoers.71
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Chapter Six
The American Circus Corporation and the Circus Business
At the end of the 1929 season, the last remaining Ringling brother, John, prepared
to make his usual circus debut at Madison Square Garden in the spring of 1930. The
thirty-day stand at the Garden was an annual tradition for New Yorkers. They saw new
and exciting acts before the show hit the road on a two-hundred-day tour. For circus
management, the opening grandstand was quite advantageous. The shows reaped
substantial profits in the first thirty days by foregoing any tents and reducing the
paychecks of workers. Ringling’s show had retained the nickname “the big one” for a
reason. The circus tycoon quietly provided funding for the new arena and his substantial
investments led Fortune magazine to declare him “the best millionaire alive.” The title
fit. Although the Garden was a coveted spot, Ringling seemed to always have dibs.1
But Ringling’s reputation was usurped by competition both in and out of the
circus world that year. Madison Square Garden had accommodated the Ringling show
each season by accepting an offer that gave the show complete control of the venue with
prime show dates and times. But the rising international popularity of boxing suddenly
came into direct competition with the tented shows. The Garden agreed to host the
Ringling opening, but only as a limited engagement. The circus could not have its
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traditional Friday night show. Instead, New Yorkers would see Friday night prized
fighting. The Garden regularly profited up to eight thousand dollars from these fight
nights. This decision to show Friday night boxing should have come as no surprise to the
only remaining Ringling brother. Since its 1925 rebuild, the Garden had earned the
nickname, “The House that Tex Built,” a nod to both the boxing-promoting genius
behind the new arena, Tex Rickard, and its ever-popular baseball counterpart in New
York City, Yankee Stadium. Without the Friday night shows, Ringling balked. He
declared that “boxing and circuses do not mix.” But Madison Square Garden
management still wanted the arena to be the opening stand for a major circus, and there
was never a short supply of circuses in the U.S.2
With a void in the schedule at Madison Square Garden, and a rare opportunity to
nearly double yearly profits, the American Circus Corporation (ACC) swooped in the
next day to sign a contract at the venue with two of its shows, the Sells-Floto and
Hagenbeck-Wallace circuses. Formed by smaller outfits as a means of protection against
the more powerful Ringling Brothers, the ACC brought together five medium-sized
shows to become a larger entity than its Ringling counterpart in 1919. The shows had
spent the decade acting independently from each other on the road while sharing
impressive winter quarters in Indiana. The conglomerate existed almost solely to stave
off Ringling influence.3
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Ringling reacted swiftly to this slight by his competition, but his ego was larger
than his bankroll. After a series of meetings with the ACC the following day, Ringling
offered a generous buyout, adding an additional 5,000 employees to the Ringling payroll
and 2,000 animals to the tented performance. Although Ringing was now the undisputed
circus king, the Garden still refused to give up Friday nights to the circus. The buyout of
almost the entire circus industry was still beyond his means. To make the purchase,
Ringling took a loan for $1.7 of the $2-million-dollar price tag. Brooklyn financier
William Greve, who had his hand in real estate, horse shows, and railroads, suddenly
became the part-owner of the Greatest Show on Earth. Now under the thumb of Prudence
Bond and Mortgage Company, the circus giant succumbed to becoming just another debtridden company in September 1929.4
The devastating stock market crash just one month later upended the circus
business. Ringling defaulted on his massive loan. Although proprietors, who had
considered themselves part of the circus world, had bankrolled the shows up to this point,
suddenly big banks owned the entertainment giant. When the loan went up for sale,
Coney Island tycoon Sam Gumpertz and the rest of the Allied Owners jumped at the
bargain price to own the entire circus industry. Gumpertz’s reputation at the time was
shockingly similar to Barnum’s legacy from decades prior; he unapologetically displayed
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“living curiosities” in his amusement park, Dreamland. The circus business, then, hardly
seemed like a leap.5
Although Gumpertz made his name in show business, the circus was still new
territory. His presence represented a shift away from traditional circus management. He
enacted several lasting changes at the top, including a new open shop agreement with
labor. But he also disrupted the image of the circus world. After a dispute with John
Ringling a few years later at Madison Square Garden, Gumpertz publicly ordered the last
original circus tycoon off the lot of his former show.6
Despite outward appearances, the circus’s move out of its insular business model
and into corporate America did not first happen with Gumpertz’s takeover. When
Ringling bought out nearly the entire circus field in 1929, critics called it a “chain store
system” of running the circus, but this astute label could have been applied decades prior.
The circus started as a burgeoning corporation in the nineteenth century. For Golden
Age-owners like Barnum and the Ringling Brothers, the circus business was a unique
game of mergers and acquisitions. Aside from the Ringling Brothers, which stood as the
last remaining nineteenth-century show to avoid a buyout or closure, hundreds of circuses
in the golden age enjoyed only a short shelf-life. Circus folks at the turn of the century
noted the shows’ “early tendencies to monopolize,” and the transient workforce was
accustomed to working under a new banner each year, whether through their own career
5
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move or a buyout.7 Early circus proprietors ran their businesses in step with other
American companies and their scrupulous tactics resembled those of other Gilded Age
robber barons.8 But this entertainment business, built on nostalgia, adopted labor and
business practices that turned self-destructive by the mid-twentieth century.
This long history as a corporate entity remained largely masked from workers and
audiences. With its company town inner workings, incredibly transient nature, and overt
paternalism by management, the circus fostered a high level of employee dependence.
However, the circus world identity became more irrelevant in the twentieth century as the
circus itself became a modern business, and employees began negotiating their role in the
changing workplace. And although circuses had been acting as businesses from the start,
they lifted the veil by the mid-twentieth century by adopting boardrooms, stockholders,
and investors. Although the press assured the public that the near monopoly of the circus
world under John Ringling would not affect the shows, it solidified the image of the
circus as a modern corporation. That new image led to the decline of the circus.9
***
The Early Years of the Corporate Circus
In 1855, P.T. Barnum published his first of many autobiographies. The middleaged showman had not yet entered the circus world, but he still had created a buzz around
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several other attractions that he deemed as oddities or wonders. Joyce Heth, the supposed
161-year old nurse of George Washington, toured throughout the Northeast with Barnum
while audiences gaped at the blind elderly woman and openly refuted the legitimacy of
the exhibit. Barnum relished in the attention. Heth, on the other hand, faced many of the
same workplace struggles that later sideshow workers would face. Funded through a
combination of personal loans and mortgaged properties, Barnum also signed a
performance contract with Jenny Lind, the famed soprano Swedish singer. Unlike Heth,
Lind performed to adoring American audiences in theaters across the country. Barnum
reaped substantial profits with his presentation of the European performer. Lind’s
decision to perform in the U.S. was lucrative for the singer and increased her visibility.10
Barnum’s autobiography also provided insight into the business side of his
exploitative and lucrative ventures. He did not create the business of displaying people,
performing under a big top tent, providing an exotic array of animals for the public, or
taking shows on the road. He did, however, revolutionize these existing platforms to help
usher in the golden age of the circus. Barnum credited the roots of this revolution to
showmen who came before him, such as Hachaliah Bailey. Barnum described Bailey as
“wealthy,” self-willed,” and a “showman.” Like Barnum, Bailey dabbled in varied
investments such as property, steamboats, and menageries. But he more famously made a
profitable business deal at a bar in the Bowery when he purchased and then exhibited Old
Bet, who was rumored to be the first elephant in the U.S. Building on his image as an
elephant entrepreneur, Bailey built Elephant Hotel in Somers, New York. Barnum later
10
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capitalized on the elephant’s fame by exhibiting her bones after a farmer in Maine shot
the animal. He also praised the hotel in Somers.11
But the three-story brick hotel with marble facade and a quaint statue of Old Bet
at its entrance served an even more important role in early circuses. Savvy businessmen
realized that they could turn a substantial profit by showing exotic animals. Bailey, too,
did not end his dealings in the exotic animal business after the death of Old Bet. Instead,
he acquired more elephants and partnered with several local investors. Ten years after the
hotel’s construction, Bailey, George Brunn, Isaac Purdy, Benjamin Lent, and more than
one hundred other men from the Somers area met there to create a menagerie monopoly.
Together they founded the Zoological Institute. They expanded their animal holdings
with a supposed royal tiger and other imported animals. But it was their frequent
meetings at the Elephant Hotel that solidified the sleepy farm town as the cradle of the
American circus.12
Like Ringling, the Zoological Institute partners made New York City a unique
stop for the circus. Rather than using the city as an opening stand, the early circus
magnates used New York as a winter quarters. The Bowery was part of the city, but it
was old farmland, with cattle and sheep still making regular appearances at the tavern. It
became home to the more exotic assortment of animals in the winter months. To house
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the menagerie collection, the partners built the Bowery Amphitheatre. The theater
continued to house exotic animals and host shows for the next two decades.13
As a capital stock company with dozens of animals, several different pieces of
land, an impressive amount of equipment, and headquarters in the Bowery, the group of
former farmers began priming the public for the golden age of the American circus. Their
partnerships, holdings, and business dealings represented a predecessor to circus
monopolies. While their previous careers included driving cattle across the state and
trading work horses, their new jobs brought them into the international markets of animal
capture, trade, and performance. The owners quickly recouped start-up costs associated
with the capture and shipment of the animals from Africa and Asia.14 Each owner toured
independently. Agreements between the men ensured that the shows would not come into
direct competition with each other by creating routes that did not intersect. By doing this,
the Zoological Institute maximized both profit and visibility. In its first year, the group
monopolized the entire field. Not a single menagerie show existed outside of the
Zoological Institute. The organization controlled the exotic animal trade. Audiences,
then, could expect to see exotic animals under several different company banners, while
behind the scenes the business acted as a single profit center.15
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But the Zoological Institute succumbed to the Panic of 1837. On August 22 of
that year, Somers residents witnessed a new sort of exotic animal show. The same
leopards, tigers, and camels that had toured the country in the Zoological Institute shows
suddenly sat on an auction block at the Elephant Hotel. Virginius and Siam, two
elephants that had followed in the career footsteps of Old Bet, joined the other animals in
the sale. At the same location that the group had formed a mere two years earlier, the
menagerie partners essentially liquidated their company. This sudden collapse and quick
rebuild into other trusts, monopolies, and partnerships became emblematic of the circus.16
Even though the Zoological Institution dissolved, the menagerie business
continued. The legacies of menagerie men from Somers lived on as Barnum and other
circus proprietors immediately filled the void in the traveling animal business. The
Flatfoot Party, the second generation of menagerie monopoly owners, acted similarly to
their predecessors. With many of the same members, they constituted a syndicate of the
most profitable menageries. Unlike the Zoological Institute, the Flatfoots faced slightly
more competition in their field as upstart circuses successfully attempted to operate
outside of the trust. Moreover, Flatfoot members began to migrate to the more profitable
world of the burgeoning circus by the mid-nineteenth century, partnering with owners
like James Bailey. Barnum first crossed paths with the syndicate when he worked as a
freelance advertising writer for the Bowery Amphitheatre. But he became intertwined
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with the group when he joined forces with James Bailey to form the Barnum & Bailey
Circus.17 Barnum’s move to partner with James Hutchinson, and more famously with
James Bailey, was part of a forced relationship. In 1880, the circus owners met in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Operating as separate entities had cut drastically into each
other’s profits. The men split the potential earnings, with the more famous Barnum
keeping half of the profits from each season.18
Corporatization in the Golden Age
The explosion of circus popularity led to hundreds of separate shows that
competed with one another. A “bigger is better” model emerged as showmen used bigger
animals, more performers, and multiple rings to attract audiences.19 Although the public
knew of show closures and buyouts, the circus world image shielded the shows from a
corporate image that included mergers. When rumors of a merger swirled in 1896, the
press quickly squashed them, claiming that such a move would be a “humiliating
confession” for shows that boast themselves as “peerless” and “unequaled.”20
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The key to gaining public acceptance, or simply ambivalence, for mergers was to
maintain the circus world image. Shows had managed to do that through the end of the
nineteenth century. Giant conglomerates often had a dominant presence or even complete
control, as the Zoological Institute did in the early part of the century. But when the
Ringling Brothers, Barnum & Bailey, and Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show teamed up to
coordinate routes and maximize profits, they disrupted the gratis performance owed to
audiences. The three companies did not split profits or combine performances. Instead,
they made informal agreements to alternate among U.S., British, and European tours.
They also acted as a powerful decision-maker in the circus world and attempted to
revamp traditions while maximizing profit.21 The circus parade, a free pre-show
performance that drew nearly entire towns, was becoming more expensive and less
practical as shows began to expand their size. To offer the parades, shows had to haul
equipment that served no other purpose. They devoted entire train cars to wagons that
were unloaded just to roll down the main street. The newly formed trust deemed this too
unprofitable.22
Public support for the newly formed corporate “octopus” waned when it cut into
the circus experience. The proposed end to the parade made circus suddenly seem like a
cold and “soulless” business rather than an all-inclusive source of entertainment.
Newspapers encouraged readers to engage in “vigorous protest” of the monopoly,
arguing that the parade was a necessity rather than a luxury. Audiences also seemed to
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fear potential ticket price hikes or more gratis performance reductions. The public
became angry that entertainment suddenly looked like other workplaces.23 These fears
were not completely unfounded. The new conglomerate collectively lobbied to make the
long-standing practice of unpaying audience members slipping under the canvas tent to
watch the show a misdemeanor. Criminalizing the practice added to the public perception
that the trust put profit ahead of performance.24
Merger rumors ran rampant, with varying amounts of truth. In 1906, a New
Orleans news outlet reported that a complete circus merger was being secured that would
bring all American circuses under the auspices of European animal trader and entertainer
Carl Hagenbeck. The $5 million deal never came to fruition and likely was never even on
the table, but the proposition seemed believable. Like the Hagenbeck rumors, the Sells
Brothers Circus and the Royal Circus attracted short-lived attention for a possible merger.
Even a motley crew merger of an investor, menagerie owner, and horse trainer was
rumored to counter the circus trust.25
Circuses capitalized on public disapproval and began marketing themselves as
“anti-trust” shows. The Great Wallace Shows did this most often and loudly over the
course of years. Advertisements not only presented the shows as “not in the circus trust”
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and “anti-Monopoly,” but they also informed the reader that their moral compass made
their performance superior. The Great Wallace Shows cited their anti-trust status in their
newspaper advertisements, and the John Robinson Circus, a slightly bigger show, gave a
newspaper interview that demonized the trust owners as money-grubbers. The
Hagenbeck-Wallace Combined Show separated itself from the trust shows by promoting
the free parade. Even as the trust has disbanded, the Sells Brothers Circus proudly
announced that it remained independent and fought off the trust despite the lost revenue.
But by 1905, the power of the trust had seemingly disintegrated as newspapers
announced that the “circus trust had given up trying to crush [independent shows].”
Newspapers went on to report sparingly of any sort of monopolistic control in the
remaining years of the decade.26
Creating the Greatest Show on Earth
The two largest shows wrapped up successful seasons in 1907. In October, the
Barnum & Bailey Circus ended its season in Dyersburg, Tennessee. The show had made
a significant profit, suffered only one disaster when a tornado crossed its path in North
Dakota, and traveled more than 16,000 miles. Just after midnight following the final
performance, the roustabouts packed the circus into five trains and began its nearly weeklong journey back to Bridgeport, Connecticut. Although papers reported that the shows
would immediately begin refitting for the next season, 1907 proved to be the final season
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for the show as an independent circus.27 That same week, the Ringling Brothers show
headed through Oklahoma to finish its season in Fulton, Kentucky, just a few weeks later.
That circus also enjoyed record crowds, even during a cold spring opening in New
England. Their six-month season included all thirty-three states and no major accidents.28
The Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey shows had spent much of their
existence prior to the trust avoiding crossed paths during the season while competing for
performers during the off season. When the Barnum show sailed for Europe in 1898 for a
five-year run, Ringling dominated the American circus landscape, largely because of
their unofficial deal. Both shows remained profitable when the Barnum show resumed its
U.S. tour in 1905. But the death of James Bailey in 1906 left the Barnum show in the
hands of his widow. In the fall of 1907. she released it to the Ringling Brothers for
$500,000.29
Although the circus world had contained these sorts of mergers since its
inception, and the Barnum and Ringling shows had unofficially dominated the circus
market hand-in-hand for years, this deal felt different. In the thirty years since the golden
age had begun, the circus market had been flooded with shows. Each time one of these
shows failed, their equipment, animals, and laborers were suddenly up for grabs. The
public and people in the circus world became accustomed to seeing circuses quickly
enlarge in conjunction with the failures of other shows. But the Ringling Brothers had
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just purchased the largest, most renowned, and most successful show in the U.S. The
press began referring to the new show as a monopoly.30
But the Ringling Brothers had not bought the entire circus world. They simply
owned the most impressive parts of it. Workers slowly became aware of its effects. In
1909, after several smaller circus mergers brought the circus field closer to its eventual
monopoly, the clowns were among the first employees to recognize the loss of job
security. They cited circus consolidation, which caused falling wages, in their attempt to
unionize. Laborers, however, initially did not notice the changes at the top, since
Ringling allowed the shows to run independently with their established names and acts.31
Even with the Ringling partnership, the Barnum show had stayed relevant in the
U.S. through the smaller stateside shows that it had enveloped over two decades. The
Adam Forepaugh Circus fell under the umbrella of the Bailey show following its
namesake’s death. Following circus tradition, the new ownership remained veiled, and
the show toured under its original name for years. After the Barnum & Bailey merger, the
show began to look different. The relatively small Wild West stock supplemented the
larger Buffalo Bill show and the Forepaugh show became a placeholder. But upon his
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return to the U.S., James Bailey realized a larger profit could be made by selling the
formally independent show, ironically to the Ringling Brothers.32
Although Barnum and Ringling were household names in the nineteenth century,
they were not alone. Nineteenth-century circuses often made unofficial regional claims.
The Al G. Barnes show was relatively unremarkable, except for its acquisition of the
famed elephant, Tusko. It gladly accepted the nickname “the western wonder” for its
dominance of the entire western U.S. and Canada.33 Benjamin Wallace dominated the
Midwest in the 1890s with his show, the Great Wallace Circus, and he practiced similar
business dealings to his larger counterparts. He changed the show names to create the
image of a new circus that still carried his illustrious name. By doing this, and engaging
in several buyouts to expand his show, Wallace fared well as a medium-sized show. His
1907 purchase of the German-based Hagenbeck Circus for nearly $50,000 made Wallace
a formidable competitor with the larger shows.34
Still, particular names resonated in the circus world. The fame of Barnum or
Ringling could not be appropriated by smaller shows, but names like Sells or Robinson
were regularly employed by upstart shows trying to make their shows appear longstanding. Often this practice went unchecked. But when show owner Frank Bostock
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began displaying his wild animals with the name Hagenbeck, he faced an injunction. The
German animal trader and trainer had a very particular reputation to keep. With a
seemingly endless supply of lions, tiger, elephants, and other wild animals, Hagenbeck
had the distinct advantage of training and selling the most docile of the groups. This
meant that animals in the industry with his name attached could often fetch higher market
prices. When Bostack employed the famous name, he ignored a notice that Hagenbeck
had released just months earlier, in anticipation of his European and U.S. tour. Claiming
that he would “protect [his] name, fame, and reputation and business interest,”
Hagenbeck sent a clear warning shot, breaking with tradition and essentially
trademarking his place in the circus world.35
Size, reputation, and name recognition did not always protect shows. Seemingly
unsinkable circuses often went bankrupt. Wallace’s Midwest powerhouse went under just
ten years after he made a $50,000 purchase to expand his show. Selling for just over
$36,000 to Bert and Mugivan Bowers, also circus owners, the show liquidated.36 This
was not unusual. Circus owners depended on the closure of other shows to enlarge their
own collection of animals, people, and equipment at something akin to wholesale prices.
But this particular sale marked an important merger of what would soon become the
American Circus Corporation (ACC).
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The ACC, called the Corporation Shows among circus folks, was not an anomaly
in the circus world. Formed in 1919 in response to the dominant presence of the Ringling
shows, the ACC acted much like its larger counterpart. It bought up failing shows, like
the Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, and allowed them to run autonomously in name.37 The
circus conglomerate had an edge on its Ringling counterpart, as its members had very
distinct regional identities. Although Ringling retained the title of “the big one,”
collectively, the ACC dominated much of the U.S.38
Everything, it seemed, was bigger and better in the Corporation Shows. Residents
of Peru, Indiana, delighted in the red, yellow, and blue wagons that made their winter
home in the small Midwest town. But the excitement of the wagons did not compare with
the thrill of seeing a herd of elephants taking their regular bath in the Wabash River or
dozens of giraffes peering above the rural landscape. The outfit’s nearly 5,000 acres
housed thousands of animals with the various Corporation Shows. Peru residents could
visit the circus city zoo every Sunday during the winter season. The immobile winter
quarters also brought an influx population of circus workers. At its height, the winter
quarters in Peru employed five hundred employees who repainted wagons and tended to
the animals from November until April. Although performers did not remain with the
show in the winter, residents could still catch glimpses of a gratis performance during the
off-season.39
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The corporate shows consistently attracted an impressive cast of performers.
Mickey King, the Flying Concellos, Emmett Kelly, and Clyde Beatty all started their
career with the corporate band of shows.40 In the 1920s, their popularity soared. The
Ringling show continued to attract sold-out crowds and the Corporate Shows remained
collectively powerful. Despite near constant changes and improvements each season for
the most popular shows, 1925 marked a watershed year in circus modernization as the
Ringling show moved from its iconic three rings to five rings. Like any change that made
the shows larger, it garnered praise from the press, which deemed it the greatest change
since the great Barnum and Ringling merger. Maneuvering around city ordinances that
limited the size of the big top tent, the Ringling show elevated the two new rings above
the regular three rings. Shows also bragged about upgrades designed to make their show
more appealing than their competitors. Even the purchase of new flat steel cars was
newsworthy for the Al G. Barnes show.41
As the circus moved into the twentieth century, it modernized like any other
company. But modernization meant the abandonment of some circus traditions. Tractors
replaced manual laborers and literal horsepower. A show closure in Europe in 1907 gave
the Ringling Brothers the chance to buy new herds of horses and elephants. They seized
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the opportunity. With five elephant herds, 350 horses, and more than 800 performers, the
show had reached a near peak. But this massive big top cast made the gratis parade
impractical. Even with its increased size, the circus kept the same schedule. Now, with
hundreds of additional animals and substantially more equipment, the shows still had to
unload and set up the lot in just a few hours. Moreover, the show made room for the new
animal acts by disposing of wagons that had been designated for the free parade.
Newspapers predicted that the departure of the parade would be permanent.42
Behind the scenes, circuses started to resemble modern corporations. Although
earlier shows netted huge untaxed profits, later circuses contended with the complexities
of large-scale business. For the Ringling monopoly, reporting income and paying taxes
cut into their lucrative, formerly off-the-books profits. Despite new government
mandates, the Greatest Show on Earth continued to operate like a circus world business.
John Kelley began his career with the circus in 1905 when he defended the Ringling
Brothers against a lawsuit from a Missouri town. He cooked books and engaged in
creative accounting to keep the shows profitable. Kelley reportedly saved the Ringling
dynasty upwards of $200,000 with fraudulent claims of depreciation. Most famously,
Kelley falsely reported losing the same rhinoceros for three straight years, claiming a
$35,000 loss each time. Although Kelley had a long association with the circus world, he
was a college-educated lawyer who championed the shows as a contracted employee. He
was not fully familiar with the inner workings of the show. When he claimed that the
Ringling Brothers had a performance with sixty stallions, a subpoenaed employee swiftly
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corrected the lie, telling the court that trying to put sixty stallions in the same act would
be the end of any circus.43
Behind-the-scenes changes in the circus world accelerated when John Ringling
purchased the ACC. The circus attempted to stay afloat during the Great Depression in
the months and years that followed. Like other businesses that grew by overextending
their pockets, the Ringling fortune was not immune to the Great Depression. The
Ringling Brothers Circus, as well as the rest of the circus industry, faced grim prospects
in the 1930s. Floundering ticket sales created an investment disaster for the circus giant.
At the end of the 1930 season, the John Robinson circus, which dominated the Southern
circuit, permanently closed. The Sparks Circus and Sells Floto Circus quickly followed
suit. In 1934, the mediocrely successful Hagenbeck-Wallace show found a sudden surge
in popularity. With so many closures, the circus business faced an influx of out-of-work
circus stars and animals. By 1937, the Al G. Barnes Show was the last circus standing
from the buyout.44
The Great Depression had a tremendous impact on more than just the Ringling
wealth. Even after the Ringling show controlled most of the circus industry, shows toured
as if they were still autonomous. But as shows proved unable to recoup yearly expenses,
Ringling quickly closed them. In 1937, the Great Al G. Barnes and Sells Floto Combined
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Circus, still under Ringling control, attempted to outlast its fellow ACC shows by
combining into a single touring entity. Although they could not claim a monopoly on the
circus world, they boasted of the largest assortments of both clowns and “ferocious jungle
beasts.”45
The circus world had operated on a series of mergers since its inception, but the
1929 buyout by Ringling elicited pushback from other owners. The Al G. Barnes show
noted that the Ringling circus was historically incapable of running multiple shows.46
The Zack T. Miller and the Miller Brothers 101 Ranch Show filed a damages suit against
the new circus kings, claiming that they had conspired to create a monopoly. The $1
million lawsuit critiqued long-standing circus business practices. The Miller show had
toured since 1925 and featured Tom Mix, a Western movie star. He remained a popular
star and therefore a commodity in the circus world. Although the Ringling show was
facing financial decline, they were still able to offer Mix a substantially higher paycheck
and entice him away from the smaller show. Miller also accused the Ringling show of
defacing his advertising and spreading malicious lies about the shows. Whether true or
not, these practices had occurred for decades in the circus world.47
Although monopolies seemed fundamentally part of the circus world, Ringling’s
1929 merger opened the door for outside influences. This began with creditors and
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investors, and the new management of amusement tycoon Sam Gumpertz. John Ringling
North, the son of the Ringling sister, still felt like an outsider to the circus world when he
took out a substantial loan and purchased the Ringling dynasty from Gumpertz and the
Allied company owners. And although he modernized the shows in much the same
manner as his uncles, he did so at a quicker pace that mechanized traditional circus jobs
out of existence.48
Although the strikes that followed permanently damaged the Ringling name, it did
not substantially cut into profits that season. With nearly 2,000 employees laid off, North
could still make financial gains with the new surplus of acts and equipment. He sent these
things to his other shows. Some shows added dozens of train cars, animals, and workers.
Shows were even rerouted to ensure the most profitable season. The Barnes Sells-Floto
show, which had dominated the Pacific Coast, immediately began its trek east to cover
lost Ringling dates.49
To the unassuming eye, these changes appeared to only add top-billing performers
to a smaller show. But workers with the Floto show felt much more substantial changes.
Since Ringling performers, appropriately nicknamed Big Show performers, possessed the
most fame and influence in the circus world, they replaced many of the Floto performers.
The entire opening act in the last Floto show on the West Coast was replaced
immediately before heading east with Ringling. The head bandleader for Floto was
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demoted to the aftershow and the more recognizable Merle Evans took over the top spot.
Ringling managers, including the sideshow manager and general show manager, also
usurped those spots with Floto. Even the cookhouse staff faced significant turnover.50
Although there were few shows that did not fall under the Ringing umbrella in
1938, they reacted accordingly to the troubles under Ringling’s watch. The Robbins
Brothers, a small independent circus, capitalized on the midseason closing of the Cole
Brothers circus by acquiring several train cars, livestock, and performers. They followed
this substantial growth with Florida shows that coincided with the Ringling-owned Floto
Circus. Aside from the very public buyout a decade earlier, audience members remained
unconvinced that the Floto show was independent as it rolled in with Ringling-plastered
equipment. In short, two large circuses closed midseason in 1938 and continued to reap
profits by parsing out equipment and manpower to the other circuses under their
respective banners.51
Within a few years, the shows still turned profits and played to “straw houses,” a
term used to denote sold-old shows with spillover audience members standing on
“hayloft luxury.” Even though the total number of circuses traveling that year had
reduced to just twenty-five, more than 12,000 people turned out at the midseason
Ringling shows in 1941. The Ringling show, with its 500 animals and 1600 employees,
remained popular and the well-planned big top performances still caught the public eye.
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But illicit glimpses of the circus remained more profitable. A LIFE magazine feature
recalled the memorable unscripted moments when Gargantua the Gorilla threw
regurgitated food at the cameras, a trapeze artist lost some costume padding in midair, an
elephant on the lot destroyed the food wagon, and two lions escaped and rolled around on
the grass. At the most memorable gratis performance in Lexington, Kentucky, elephants
had to rescue a fleet of tractors that had become stuck in the mud.52
Audiences still had a variety of gratis performances to enjoy during the years
following the strikes, but the spectacle of elephants rescuing modern equipment signaled
changes in the circus world. And even before North officially closed the curtain on the
golden age of the circus, his route plans showed a clear indication that things were
different. In 1950, he opted out of advance cars, a staple of early U.S. circuses. These
cars were armed with dozens of employees and thousands of bill posters to plaster
throughout towns days on the ahead of the circus. They trumpeted the upcoming shows
with poster bills. But North’s decision to abandon this tradition in favor of more costeffective radio advertising signaled a new age for the circus.53 Just one year earlier,
North attempted to recoup profits from a season that had clearly departed from the golden
age by organizing a second route rather than staying in winter quarters. With his sights
set on Havana, Cuba, North set sail with a substantially smaller show.54
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North’s modern vision continued beyond 1938. The next two decades included
color-coordinated acts, fewer rings under the big top, prerecorded music, and a gratis
performance led by Caterpillar tractors rather than horses and elephants. Even the
identities of performers signaled a new era. An industry built on diverse worker identities
began to strategically hire workers to avoid union wage scales. As a money-saving
measure, North hired foreign performers, called continentals. Workers reported falling
victim to “legal hocus pocus” that left them with low wages and little protection. With
North paying their bonds to the Department of Immigration, workers reportedly avoided
being labeled “trouble-makers.”55
With nearly the entire circus industry on his payroll, North singlehandedly
changed what circuses looked like in the United States. But given these changes, it still
came as a surprise to much of the circus world when North announced in 1956 that “the
tented circus is a thing of the past” as he packed up the big top for the last time and began
showing at indoor arenas and traveling by truck. In 1936, the press agreed that “a circus
without a tent just isn’t a circus,” but by 1956 North saw things differently.56
***
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Although mergers in the first few decades of the golden age created stronger and
more financially secure shows, later mergers destabilized the circus world. More stable
shows bought out equipment from folded shows, staying afloat longer. Ringling’s 1929
business deal, however, did not come at a wholesale price. Instead, he bought well above
market value to retain his undisputed title in the circus world. As the show began to pass
through the hands of various investors over the next several decades, each new owner
made ardent attempts to revive the debt-ridden symbol of American culture.
Even as circus proprietors often sought efficiency in many parts of the business
since the early years of the golden age, the work itself remained somewhat archaic,
particularly during the gratis performance. But audiences embraced this lack of efficiency
and tacitly required it. Modernization did not always trickle down from the larger shows
to the smaller ones. The Al G. Kelly and Miller Brothers Circus remained small from its
Depression-era opening through World War II. As a truck show, the Miller Brothers
Circus began with an inherent embrace of technology that disrupted the circus world. But
the show continued to innovate by adding more modern touches each season, including
enlisting an airplane for advertising.57
The story of the circus’s decline is not its move toward becoming a corporation.
Early shows were already behaving like corporations and embracing this sort of business
culture. Owners intentionally cornered markets and operated a series of insider
agreements to stave off competition. Instead, its decline is more closely linked to the
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increasingly public nature of behind-the-scenes circus activity that struck a chord with
audiences who were not accustomed to seeing the circus as a business. Although business
deals constantly made headlines and shows touted their annual profits, they seemed, at
worst, to be benevolent employers. Like later twentieth-century corporations, their appeal
depended on their non-corporate appearance. Circuses had to continually project an
image that reflected small-town, homegrown, family business.58 When the circus’s
corporate nature briefly showed during its golden age, people responded accordingly.
Audiences foreshadowed the later monopoly of tented shows when they grumbled, “it has
come to a pretty state of affairs when a man can’t go to a show without patronizing a
trust.”59
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Chapter Seven
White Tops and Circus Audiences
John Ringling North surely felt some anxiety as his circus headed into the second
month of shows in the 1938 season. Distrust had abounded among employees and circus
fans when North took over the family business just one year earlier. It had not abated.
North’s identity was as a usurper, an Ivy League graduate, a distant relative to the
Ringling success, and someone who did not understand the circus world.1
But North’s anxiety revolved around more than just distrust. In the opening night
of his second season, at Madison Square Garden before 20,000 fans, with help from the
American Federation of Labor (AFL), circus employees openly protested labor practices. 2
In the weeks that followed, they went on strike, sabotaged the lot set-up, and demanded
better pay. With still more than half of a season left, North shut down the show and
headed to winter quarters, laying off most of the workers.3 North faced the stigma of
being the first Ringling owner to end the season early because of labor strife. Still, the
disgruntled workforce had remained a manageable difficulty for North up to this point. At
first, both working and leisure-class circus fans shifted the blame onto the workers who
had protested. They used White Tops magazine as a platform and hastily formed the
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“Save the Circus” movement aimed at bringing the show back at any cost.4 English
circus fans, too, threw their support behind the American movement.5
Relationships between the circus and its working-class audience worsened in
1940, as the AFL persisted. The Save the Circus movement fizzled when the Ringling
show hit the road the next season. Labor organizers appealed to working-class
circusgoers in unions by presenting the shows as unfriendly to organized labor. With the
AFL sending letters to local unions days before the circus arrived, North suddenly faced
the consequences of his working-class audience crossing organized labor. The sly AFL
tactic affected more than just ticket sales. Decades of horizontal business integration
meant that North owned nearly the entire circus industry, but was still dependent on
contracted labor. In response to the AFL, North embarked on his own letter-writing
campaign to dissuade laundromat and printing press unions from breaking ties with the
circus.6
This shift in audience responses between 1938 and 1940 spoke to the diversity of
circusgoers. Although historians have rightfully pegged the circus as a working-class
form of entertainment, middle and leisure classes also frequented the big top shows
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during its entire history.7 Circus Day, an informal holiday afforded to big top shows,
meant that factories closed, schools released students, and almost entire towns could be
found on the circus lot during the performance.8 If companies did not comply with circus
day, they faced potential walk-outs from employees. Circuses performed to both
orphanages and dignitaries.9 Big top tickets were affordable and readily available to most
people. Even if the low prices were still beyond a potential circusgoer’s budget, the
“gratis performance” of tent set-up and parade offered a circus experience.10 Sawdust
rings, animal acts, and outdoor shows were more readily associated with working classes,
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but early circuses made ardent attempts to appeal to upper-class patrons with reserved
seating and high-paid performers. As time wore on, management attempted to mold the
shows into something that resembled even more legitimate theater, thereby alienating its
larger working-class base. But throughout the circus’s history, management depended on
reaching each of these classes to maximize profits.
The labor strikes during these years forced audiences into action against either
circus management or employees, solidifying the class divisions among audience
members. For middle and upper classes, the three-ring circus represented a uniquely
American form of entertainment that had cultural value. They saw the shows as a
benevolently paternalistic employer for otherwise unemployable people. But for the
working classes, the sudden presence of union activity in the late 1930s associated the
shows with their own workplaces and frustrations.
The audiences in both 1938 and 1940 affected the shows with their responses.
Although the two responses showed two very different sets of allegiances, both were
devastating to the circus working class. The middle and upper class response, particularly
through the Save the Circus movement in White Tops magazine, paid little attention to
the working conditions or larger complaints of the workers who had joined the strike.
Instead, its focus on the detrimental cultural effect of losing the circus dominated the
cultural conversation. Public sentiment followed suit; the AFL and the striking workers
were demonized for disrupting the American cultural tradition. The larger working-class
response of 1940 signaled the decline of the circus and acted as a catalyst for
modernization that would significantly alter the role of its workers This modernization,
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in turn, reduced the shows to a more ordinary form of entertainment that lost its cultural
value.
The complicated relationships between the audience and the circus are longrooted in its history as both a variety show form of working-class entertainment and a
democratic form of amusement. Like vaudeville and burlesque, the circus maintained a
large working-class audience and offered a sampling of different entertainments in a
single show.11 And unlike its one-ring European counterpart, American circuses offered
a variety of acts that performed simultaneously in three separate rings. This meant that
audience members saw a unique entertainment in these shows. Moreover, because the
performance itself was never simply relegated to the ring, audience members saw
workers “performing” during lot set-up. Often members of the audience pitched in,
making the circus a “democratic amusement.”12 Early circus performances, as well as
their predecessors were considered one of many interactive amusements available to
American audiences. Even though audience interaction with performers quickly declined
on vaudeville and burlesque stages, the circus retained this blurred line well into the
twentieth century.13 Rather than passive bystanders during the Golden Age of the circus
11
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and its decline, audience members directly affected the form and function of shows. Their
direct and indirect participation reveals that circuses reflected audience tastes. Even
though the shows exploited workers in various ways, working-class audiences spent
decades patronizing the shows because the shows masked exploitation as benevolent
paternalism. More important, circuses were workplaces that had an ambiguous labor
force of contracted employees and everyday townspeople that shaped their labor and
business practices.
***
Circus Roots in Barnum’s American Museum
P.T. Barnum’s American Museum, on the corner of Broadway and Ann Streets in
New York City, attracted passersby of all classes in the mid-nineteenth century.
Broadway had already established itself as a social and cultural capital for upper-class
members of society. As elite patrons made their way to Barnum’s museum, they passed
long-time establishments such as St. Paul’s Cathedral, as well as newer upscale venues
like Astor House. Nearby, City Hall and its adjacent park hosted a constant flow of New
Yorkers. But lower-class patrons also made an impressive walk to Barnum’s museum as
they often made their way down Ann Street. The oddly narrow and short cobblestone
road served as a direct route for the working-class patrons that frequented the museum.
Once they arrived at the building, they were treated to a barrage of posters lining the
white walls of the five-story building. Flags lined the roof and a lighthouse beam flashed
across Broadway.14 Armed with entertainment news and advertisements from local
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attractions like Barnum’s museum, patrons of all classes could plan their visits to view a
constant rotation of performers, exhibitions, and plays.15
Barnum’s museum attracted working-class patrons with both its exhibits and
prices. Although his twenty-five cent admission cost more than the typical dime
museums, it remained within most people’s financial means. The exhibitions rotated and
audience members saw a rotation of performers on stage. But as Barnum noted in his
guide book, the viewing of these performers came at no additional cost to museum
patrons.16 A flat-rate admission to the museum meant that working-class patrons could
pay a relatively small fee to view a variety of performances and exhibits, foreshadowing
much of the circus experience outside of the big top.
Although prices were conducive to working-class pocketbooks, Barnum
advertised a middle-class sense of respectability. Morality plays in the Lecture Room
provided patrons with a space to watch staged performances as well as “one of the most
spacious and well-ventilated” rooms in New York City. Creature comforts aside, Barnum
also guaranteed that patrons could enjoy the museum free of alcohol, profanity, and
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immorality.17 But performances often imitated working-class forms of entertainment as
minstrel shows frequented Barnum’s stage.18
The museum advertised itself as a safe place of entertainment for women and
families. Advertisements touted that women and children could enjoy entertainment at
the museum without fretting about safety.19 This appeal to families both set the circus
apart from other spaces of entertainment and set the stage for the unique circus audience
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While burlesque served as a purely
male working-class entertainment and vaudeville audiences became increasingly
feminized, circus performances remained geared toward families.20
As patrons meandered through the museum, they could both marvel at and
interact with an impressive collection of taxidermied animals, wax figures of world
leaders, Barnum’s infamous “happy family” exhibits of animals, and freak show
performers. During the Civil War, Barnum kept patrons interested with displays of
captured Confederate uniforms, flags, and weapons.21 This opportunity to see historic
17
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items resurfaced in the tented circus, particularly the battle reenactments in the Wild
West Shows.22 Although Barnum held genuine items in his museum, his greatest profits
came from his “humbuggery,” which his audience was encouraged to question and refute.
Welcoming this free advertisement through skepticism, Barnum encapsulated and
expanded “democratic amusements” through this audience interaction.23
Barnum’s museum set the stage for his later forays in the circus world, which was
already developing under James Bailey and J.C. Coup. Like later circus practices,
Barnum attracted a constant stream of crowds into his museum through a barrage of
advertising. The infamous “trickster” often wrote his own reviews for newspapers,
authored his own satirical pieces, and wrote fake stories of mermaid sightings to bring
attention to his own Feejee Mermaid oddity. The mermaid, which was a disappointing
display of a fish and monkey sewn together at the midsection, brought renown to the
showman.24 Through this sort of advertising, Barnum kept his exhibits newsworthy. By
the time the circus reached its height at the turn of the century, shows kept a staff to man
the advance cars and to print and post advertisements in order to fill seats.
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Taking the Show on the Road
Barnum’s early show business successes foreshadowed additional aspects that
were seemingly unique to the circus world. Although the American Museum remained a
stationary form of entertainment, Barnum also traveled with select exhibits. Joyce Heth
had toured throughout the Northeast with Barnum. Jenny Lind, the Swedish opera singer,
partnered with Barnum for a more expansive tour. This mobile entertainment, along with
its “middlebrow” designation, helped usher in the circus world. Additionally, exhibits
like the Feejee Mermaid blurred the line between science and entertainment. Later circus
showmen, including Barnum, attempted to do the same. Animals in the menagerie tent
stood in their cages next to plaques that told of their capture. Capture stories were often
grossly exaggerated and the accompanying information, like species and habitat, was
often blatantly wrong. But this inclusion of scientific thoughts and debate attracted both
educated and uneducated audiences, with the menagerie displays acting as a live museum
of natural history. Even if circusgoers did not pass through the menagerie tent before the
show, they were still exposed to scientific or educational programming through souvenir
books and programs that often contained the same information.25
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Through Barnum’s museum and early circuses, audiences learned to interact with
their entertainment. Circuses welcomed and cultivated this interaction under the big top
with clowning, as audiences found themselves participating in the short comedic acts.26
People not only cheered at amazing feats under the big top and gawked at sideshow
performers, but they also called out falsities and felt genuinely connected to their
entertainment. This interaction created a unique and long-lasting relationship between
workers and audience members. Circus audiences were uniquely part of the circus
performance, often as laborers. Although the early shows fit well within audience and
performer relationship norms, the continued interaction by audience members became
unique as the circus entered the twentieth century. Children earned free tickets when the
show came to their town by helping with menial set-up tasks. As The Washington Times
noted, ”nobody every wrote a circus story without a picture of impatient youngsters who
hand around to alleviate the thirst of an elephant or to hold the stake as the guy with the
hammer makes ready for spreading the big tent.27 Young men often worked in similar
deals with the circus as they provided extra grunt labor in exchange for a ticket to the
show.28
Sometimes, audience members made this relationship with the circus more
permanent. Many workers made their circus debut by running away and joining the
shows. This entry into show business was a typical story for a variety of workers. For the
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roustabouts and other low-paid workers, this accounted for its transient nature. Circuses
infamously brought on workers at midseason before leaving them stranded and unpaid as
the show moved to the next stop. This scrupulous money-saving tactic became widely
known as red-lighting in the circus world. Seasoned workers were privy to this tactic and
avoided the circus’s false promises of advance pay if they waited outside the train. Newer
workers, however, fell victim to the ploy.29
Performers had similar career beginnings. Aerialist Mickey King began her career
in 1923 when the Sells-Floto show stopped near her Massachusetts home. As an
eighteen-year-old onlooker, King turned her big top infatuation into a legitimate centerring career as the show made its way down the East Coast. King followed the career path
of thousands before her by running away to join the circus.30 Elephant trainer Lucia Zora
took a similar career path as she embraced her “wandering instinct” when the circus
stopped in New Orleans.31
In interview and autobiographies, women like King and Zora described a sense of
liberation and independence. But their transgressions also attracted significant criticism.32
Labor roles were gendered in the circus, but if a woman left home in search of a transient
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form of employment, it still countered gender norms. A performer’s workday did not
broach the level of grueling labor that workingmen faced in the shows, but it still required
a near constant work schedule. Practices, performances, and travel time required a
significant time commitment for circus workers. As a result, performers often took their
families with them on the road. This solidified the image of the circus as a form of family
entertainment, but it also opened the worker’s family life to criticism. Even with their
families in tow, the image of these runaway circus women aroused critics. A cheeky
cartoon published in Lilliput depicted a circus woman in an equestrian act with a
befuddled man running behind her with baby in his arms, screaming, “It’s you he wants!”
Similarly, a cartoon of a performing pair of acrobats flying through the air while
discussing the need to have a more monotonous marriage highlighted the public and
untraditional way of life for circus families.33
Many families performed together in the sideshow or under the big top. But in the
interest of maintaining that image, circuses also promoted unrelated people as family
acts. Unbeknownst to audiences, sibling and parent-child acts were often hastily formed.
Reaffirming the importance of image and everyday performance identity, these atypical
units masqueraded as biological families. Anne Carroll, who rose to prominence in
equestrian acts, debuted as the daughter of Professor “Pop” Carroll, whom she had really
just met. When a trapeze artist fell to his death in 1891, the Pittsburgh Daily Post
reported that it was one of the Hanlon Brothers. They quickly had to retract the headline
at the behest of the Hanlon family, reporting instead that the death was simply a pupil
33
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who had taken the family name.34 Without standardized circus schools to train new
workers, the image projected by these invented families supported the mentor-protégée
relationships that existed in every act.35
Shows made other deliberate attempts to promote themselves as safe spaces for
audiences of all ages. Behind the scenes, they enacted strict regulations that policed the
behavior of its workers when in the public eye. A small pamphlet printed for Ringling
Brothers employees spelled out both rules and “suggestions” for worker behavior. Made
with the intention of showing the “town folks” that “circus folks [were] real men and
women and ladies and gentlemen as well,” this pamphlet made explicit demands of circus
workers in public spaces. During the very well-attended parades, workers were forbidden
from engaging in conversations or arguing with other employees, wearing unbuttoned
coats, or smoking. Because performance spilled beyond the few hours in the big top and
sideshow tents, shows felt compelled to police workingmen as well, particularly through
a dress code.36
Even if audience members did not act as sources of labor, they could still find
themselves unintentionally interacting with the shows. With a dangerous and often
undertrained group of animals in such close proximity to audiences, injuries were fairly
common. Chains, cages, and tents often could not hold animals that weighed thousands of
pounds. A small dog caused an elephant stampede in Edmonton, Canada, when it rushed
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the herd during lot set up.37 In 1891, children in the audience found themselves pinned
under an onslaught of runaway animals at the Prof. Williams and Company Circus when
the tent gave way to a storm. Patrons at other shows faced horses who broke away during
the performance and elephants who refused to follow the parade route.38 This mayhem
became a common scene for circus audiences since the traveling circus cities were
always on the move.39 Mishaps like those at the Prof. Williams show generally did not
affect either profits or attendance. If the animals were recaptured, the show could regroup
and move on to the next town.
As Ringling Brothers employee Dexter Fellows stated, the danger in wild animal
acts affected audiences more than trainers.40 Animal handlers, often undertrained, were
responsible for wheeling the cages into the ring for performances. A single slip or
misplaced cage could result in the quick escape of a four-hundred-pound cat. In the
nineteenth century, publicity of these sorts of accidents provided the circus with a
welcome stream of headlines and attention. But audience safety became more important
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in the twentieth century. The thrill of a loose wild animal diminished, as people preferred
viewing acts from a safe distance.
Unscripted performances outside of the big top, circus parades, and the rest of the
gratis performance made the circus a form of entertainment that unabashedly pandered to
the working class. As entire towns shut down for newly minted Circus Day holidays,
everyone could participate in some way. This free performance began as the train pulled
into a town and people lined the tracks to watch the show unload. In these moments,
manual laborers became performers. Elephants, which would don feather headpieces in
the tented show later in the day, wore harnesses and pulled tents into place under the
summer sun. Audience members who missed the eventful unloading and lot setup could
still experience the free parade, which often made its way down the main street of the
city. Although many owners saw the gratis performance as an opportunity to advertise for
the upcoming show later that afternoon, patrons saw it as an intrinsic part of the circus
day experience.41
Audiences remained vested in circus animals even when they were not running
amok or meandering through towns. Animals drew crowds, and circus proprietors were
eager to display the “biggest” or “one of a kind” beasts for the public gaze. These early
displays of exotic animals invoked a particular reaction from audiences. Even prior to
P.T. Barnum’s outlandish claims of mermaids, cannibals, and missing links, audiences
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had found themselves viewing the “first of its kind” in the United States.42 This sort of
advertising about the uniqueness of certain shows made animals an important and
necessary draw. Audiences frequented parades, lot set-ups, and the menagerie tent to see
glimpses of the animals outside of their center-ring performances. But audiences still
valued center-ring performances, especially the dangerous wild cat acts. Dating back to
Isaac van Amberg’s 1883 decision to put his head in a lion’s mouth in front of an
audience, audiences expected to see trainers climb into the cat cages and demonstrate
their dominance over the ferocious animals.43 Trainer Lorraine Wallace engaged in
“hand to claw” combat with her Tiger, Rajah, during each show. Rather than encourage
the audience to take the performance at face value, the Al G. Barnes show instead
publicly offered $1000 to any person that could prove the tiger had been made safer with
dulled claws and teeth.44
Pushing Back Against Coerced Labor
In big top performances, among menagerie collections, and in the gratis
performance, circuses pandered to audiences’ wishes for animals. With a wild assortment
of animals and very little knowledge of husbandry or behavior, the circus often backed
itself into a corner when it came to handling the larger creatures. Elephants were
considered the most dangerous animals in the shows, and stories of males “gone rogue”
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punctuated circus folklore. The shows had a vested interest in countering this image and
instead presenting the giants as friendly and genial. When elephants inevitably escaped,
damaged buildings, injured other animals, or killed trainers, circuses had to explain away
the behavior as an anomaly. Sometimes, shows blamed the behavior on circumstantial
accidents, thereby pacifying the audience’s curiosity on how seemingly gentle giants
could revert back to their wild instincts. But outside of the circus, nineteenth century
audiences also enjoyed watching punishments as a form of public entertainment. When
elephants rebelled in public, killed multiple trainers, or simply brought a higher profit
through death, the circus willingly killed the animals. Echoing the rituals of lynchings,
shows offered public executions of “guilty” elephants to welcoming audiences.45
Despite the public executions, circuses also portrayed themselves as champions of
animals rather than dealers and traffickers. Circus management tried to avoid abuse
allegations by portraying the shows as part of the animal rights movement. In 1903, the
Barnum & Bailey show noted in its brochure that James Bailey was an active member in
the Society for the Prevention of the Cruelty of Animals.46 Circus workers in the U.S.
and beyond fought hard against allegations of animal abuse and neglect.47 Joseph
McCaddon, Frank Bostock, and August Kober were part of the “revolution in animal
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training” at the turn of the century that amounted to little more than increased advertising
of kind and gentle methods.48 Aside from portraying themselves as outstanding animal
keepers, circuses also claimed dominion over their menagerie. Under the auspices of
biblical imagery, the Sells-Floto Circus urged audiences to honor the “courage of men
who go into jungles, into tropical heat, into freezing cold; who face disease and death to
bring out for your edification the wild creatures over which man is given dominion by
God.”49
But critics wondered whether circus animals were healthy and content. Handlers
and trainers in the circus asserted dominance over the dangerous animals with
recognizable tools that audiences had come to expect. But in conjunction with notions of
evolution that were prevalent by the nineteenth century, a new strain of animal activism
emerged that decried the whips, chains, and elephant hooks. While dogs and horses could
be trained behind the scenes with these tools, elephants and wild cats required a constant
air of authority, according to trainers. People began seeing animals as genetically more
connected to humans and rights movements surfaced as a result.50
Criticism against animals in the entertainment field was not relegated to the
United States. In 1921, witnesses, interest groups, and politicians took turns discussing
the matter in front of the newly formed Select Committee for Performing Animals. With
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pamphlets directed to the public that included a series of eye-witness accounts of abuse,
as well as legal backing, European activists made compelling cases.51 These critiques
moved beyond training methods. Simply owning the animals and “divorcing [them] from
their natural habitat” brought significant unrest from English audiences. Britons
organized the Jack London Club, the Performing Animal Defiance League, and the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. This European activism was more
comprehensive than its American counterpart. Rather than just protesting training
methods, British activists sought to curb abuse out of the ring, as well. Legislation
regulated the transportation of circus animals and their accommodations.52 This meant
that shows had a vested interest in maintaining an offstage performance to appease their
harshest critics.
European zoo mogul Carl Hagenbeck ran into animal activism when he partnered
with American circus owners. Trying the traveling shows, quite unsuccessfully, in the
U.S and Europe, Hagenbeck slowly slipped out of the circus world. Behind the scenes, he
lacked any enthusiasm, reportedly calling the shows “rabble” and the workers
untrustworthy “gypsies.” But he continued to train wild animals and got ahead of abuse
scandals by becoming a proponent of kindness training. Unlike circuses in the U.S.,
which had a limited selection of animals to display, Hagenbeck could choose the most
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docile animals to train. Since the 1860s, Hagenbeck had become known as the greatest
supplier of animals for zoological gardens and menageries. He sold an incredible
volume.53
Hagenbeck faced criticism for capture stories associated with his more impressive
animal trade. Exotic animal catchers spilled gory details and fibs in the late nineteenth
century. Newspaper accounts, memoirs, and trade journals happily published stories and
pictures of mass animal graves and captured elephant calves standing over dead mothers.
The public seemed to relish this sort of adventure narrative. But increased animal
activism and direct criticism changed the image of animal catchers from brutes to deeply
loving conservators.54
Activists viewed animals as innocents under the care of negligent workers. But
circuses did not consistently bill animals as simple-minded or innocent. In 1923, the Al
G. Barnes Circus, self-billed as the world’s greatest wild animals show, spoke about their
animals in seemingly contradictory ways. Although it admitted a “lavish display of
animal beasts,” and touted its “savagery,” it also used the term “animal actors.” The
Barnes show more famously presented “mixed cat” shows, which forced multiple cat
species into a single performance. In billing, the show referred to these cats as
“educated.” Likewise, the rare performance of Lotus the Hippopotamus garnered the
description of both “subjugated” and “educated.” Perhaps as a way to counter the
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intensified animal activism of the 1920s, Barnes and other shows described their animals
in terms that invoked volunteer work.55 Ringling representatives echoed similar
sentiments, claiming that the lions who snarled furiously at the trainers holding whips
were simply “good actors.” Similarly, The Great Carno Circus in England assured
audiences that its lion performances showed that “when humanely and kindly treated,
[circus animals] respond to anyone who understands them in the same way as does any
domestic animal.”56
Criticism against animal workers peaked in the 1920s in both the United States
and Europe. Ringling, the largest U.S. circus at the time, famously ditched its big cat acts
after years of significant audience pushback.57 The show cited new refined audience
preferences for the dispersal of the formally popular acts, noting that “wild animal
trainers were never swamped with fan letters anyway.”58 In Europe, government
committees and legislation resulted in the same sort of acts.59 Yet these similar
movements showed the larger divides between circuses in the U.S. and abroad. The move
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to abandon big cat acts in the U.S. was not an evolution, as suggested by the Ringling
Brothers, but instead represented an abandonment of circus traditions. The show both
caved to “refined” audience demands and alienated a larger less cultured audience base.
While the U.S. self-regulated its shows and quickly evolved to meet consumer demands
of upper class patrons, European shows changed with government-imposed regulations.
The circus suffered when the press joined the ranks of animal activists. The circus
depended on the press for marketing. When Ringling dumped the big cat acts, reporters
praised the show for allowing “cold hard business sense to gallantly come to the aid of
sentimentalists.”60 The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, another large show, responded to
public sentiment by emphasizing cruelty-free training methods.61 In England, the press
rallied around circus protesters and demonized the use of animals in the shows. When a
1921 sea lion performance in London claimed to demonstrate animals’ intellectual
superiority over women, a local newspaper admonished the absurd suggestion. Instead,
they echoed popular sentiments among activists by calling the learned tricks and humanlike behavior “violations of natural instincts.”62
Criticism against the circus world was not isolated to animals. The American
Humane Society, an organization associated with curbing animal abuse, also investigated
more than 50,000 cases of child abuse throughout the U.S. in 1887. As other critics noted
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as well, the circus used children manual laborers, as well as big top performers.63 Even
prior to his circus debut, Barnum enlisted children, like five-year-old Tom Thumb, to
appear on his sideshow stage in the American Museum. During U.S. tours in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, circuses did not face legal objections to this sort
of labor. Workers often described their childhood entry into the circus world in the
familiar running-away-to-join-the-show trope. Felix Adler, the waterboy-turned-acrobatturned clown, joined the circus world part-time at the age twelve with his father’s
blessing. Other children, like Frank Morgan and Honora Shannon, found an early circus
career after their parents sold them into the shows.64
The air of benevolent paternalism in U.S. shows often masked the circus as a real
site of child labor. Although these children worked in the public eye, their performance
seemed less like a job than their counterparts in mills and factories. General audiences
rarely spoke out against the clear labor abuses by the shows. But circuses in the U.S. and
abroad sought out children as performers, often exploiting their youth and inexperience
as workers. By 1910, a peak year in the golden age, the entertainment industry
collectively employed nearly two million adolescents.65
Critics argued that with little autonomy over their own lives, young workers must
be performing under coercive circumstances. Exposés accused shows of forcing children
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to smile and thereby perform some sort of emotional labor to keep audiences unaware of
unsavory conditions. Larger protests against child labor, which drew substantial
membership and attention in urban centers such as New York City, made great strides in
regulating the general workforce. An 1876 law in New York criminalized dangerous
work for children under the age of sixteen. But legal challenges came from factory
workers rather than circus workers. Even when circuses heard allegations of child abuse,
they faced few, if any, repercussions. Because legislation remained at the state level,
circuses could evade the laws by avoiding those particular states. Moreover, as a place
associated with leisure rather than labor, the circus was largely overlooked by these
reformers.66
European circuses more strictly regulated child labor. Even as the Golden Age
began to flourish in the United States, child labor in European circuses was suddenly
circumscribed. Progressive reformers wrote muckraking pieces for readers, detailing the
horrors of a transient lifestyle and the dangers of the job.67 Famed English feminist
Millicent Garrett Fawcett and social reformer Ellen Barlee campaigned against child
performers in places such as the circus ring or sideshow stage, citing immoral
workplaces, unpaid labor, and sexual exploitation.68 Exposés from spectators also
exposed the circus as an unsafe workplace for children. An 1885 letter to a London
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newspaper described behind-the-scenes practices that included incessant whipping of
exhausted young acrobats who forced smiles.69 England passed the Dangerous
Performances Act in 1879, banning circus workers under the age of fourteen from
engaging in acts deemed especially treacherous. England continued to strengthen its child
labor laws, particularly in entertainment and performance workplaces, making parents or
guardians responsible under a summary conviction for a child that performed in a banned
act. Employers faced assault charges if children were injured.70
Circuses brought audience members face-to-face with the gruesome hazards of
the show’s workplace.71 Often, they welcomed dangerous acts that risked the lives of
animals and people. Although audiences protested big cat acts until they were finally
disbanded in 1925, they encouraged dangerous acts that involved more domesticated
animals. Horses abounded in both gratis and big top circus performances. Aside from
performances in the ring, horses also starred in Wild West Shows and on the hippodrome
track. Audiences delighted in “lofty hurdling” and “hazardous high-jumps.”72
People, too, were encouraged by audience cheers to perform even more daring
feats. Newspapers reported performers’ death nonchalantly, as in the case of Ava Gilbert,
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a twenty-six-year-old flying ring performer who fell from thirty-five feet, breaking her
neck and dying minutes later in front of the audience.73 Charles Blondin, who famously
traversed Niagara Falls on a tightrope, remained a crowd favorite in the nineteenth
century circus. His daredevil act notoriety drew crowds. Only when he appeared above
the audience with his infant daughter in tow did the previously cheering crowd object.74
Critics blamed audiences for patronizing these daring stunts. Even as early as
1870, newspapers readily published pictures and descriptions of the gruesome deaths of
both men and women in the ring.75 After a series of deaths in 1908, including the first
performance of the hoop-the-hoop with an automobile, the Pittsburgh Dispatch compared
these deaths in the ring to the barbarism of gladiator fights. It suggested that seeing the
automobile as a mechanical success would be far more impressive. And if the car was the
feature of the act, why should it be manned? The paper answered its own question:
because people wanted to see something dangerous and deadly.76 Shows understood this
audience desire and called the acts names such as “dip of death.”77
The European press was more graphic and condemning. French magazine Radar
published a full-page illustration by famed artist Rino Ferrari depicting the death of lion
tamer Naraya Swami in England. Swami, who performed in Rindland’s Circus with three
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lions, took his bow after his lions had been escorted off stage. But an open cage door
allowed Leo, the large male lion, access to the center ring. In front of thousands of circus
fans, Leo mauled his trainer, leaving him for dead. A cartoon provided similar
commentary with a cage full of lions and decapitated trainers with the caption: “Whistle
up another trainer: We must get this head-in-the-lion act just right by Tuesday.78
Audiences and Labor Activism
Despite outcries against labor exploitation of children and animals, audiences
rarely addressed the plight of underpaid workers and their role as circus employees. By
the time labor strikes intensified in 1938, shows already had a long history of dealing
with unrest among its working class. Strikes and union formation by clowns, sideshow
workers, big top performers, and animal trainers happened with little audience fanfare.
Newspapers often reported the stories as a sort of novelty.79
Strikes and union formation remained constant throughout the Golden Age, but
rarely disrupted the shows. Audiences, then, hardly acknowledged working-class
complaints. Like the general absence of child labor critiques, audiences praised the
benevolence of circus paternalism and failed to see the shows as sites of unfair working
conditions. But when circus workers collectively organized with the AFL in 1938,
audiences could no longer ignore growing tensions. As circus fans entered Madison
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Square Garden on April 12, 1938, they expected the self-proclaimed Greatest Show on
Earth to live up to its illustrious name. With nearly 2,000 employees, a whole host of
exotic animals, a star-studded cast of performers, and more than fifty years of experience,
the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus had become the most exciting show
in the world. But circusgoers instead witnessed picket lines containing animal handlers
and other inadequately paid laborers, while elephants and lions remained caged behind
the stage. The strike by nearly the entire workforce burdened audiences into choosing
sides.
Throughout the circus’s Golden Age, audiences had witnessed a seemingly
complacent workforce that was fortunate enough to have free food and housing. The
circus, it seemed, was a generous employer for people who were hard-pressed to find
alternative employment. The circus perpetuated this idea by cultivating a circus world
identity that felt inclusive and tight-knit to employees. When audiences came to the
circus lot they appeared to see a well-run city with little to no internal strife.80 Upon
entering the big top tent, circusgoers could peruse their programs that previewed the
show, provided performer biographies, and detailed the day-to-day and off-season lives
of workers.81 Audiences also knew of the circus world through nearly constant reporting
in newspapers.82
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When the 1938 strikes hit, these audiences reacted based on their class identity.83
Middle-class circusgoers felt betrayed by the circus’s working class and blamed the
outrageous wage increase for the early closure. Although they did not fill most of the
seats under the big top tent, this loud minority still had influence. The Save the Circus
movement, led by Frank Magin, drew a substantial following in more than 600 cities and
reached a large fan base through White Tops magazine. But it also reached the general
public with significant support from advertising firms and the press who saw the decline
of the circus as a more immediate danger than an underpaid working class.84
The movement attracted substantial attention and shifted the conversation away
from worker rights. In her syndicated newspaper column, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt
lauded the efforts of middle-class circusgoers to maintain the “healthy interest” of the
circus.85 Although Roosevelt more famously supported the labor movement and
working-class unions, she saw the battle in the Ringling Brothers show as a threat to a
more important form of entertainment.86 Other circus fans explicitly blamed “labor
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promoters” in the AFL for corrupting the circus world. Because the strikers had “the best
of everything—accommodations, food, [and] hospitalization…..the lowliest workmen to
the highest paid performers” owed loyalty to their employer. People surmised that the
foolish workers had learned that to side with outside labor was to lose the paternalistic
protection of the circus.87
Circus fans stayed connected to their favorite pastime through regularly held
events. The Save the Circus activists began co-opting these events to increase awareness
about the perils of losing the shows. When the Circus Fans Association held their annual
meeting in 1938, activists took the opportunity to increase their membership and reach
out to already avid, albeit less politically active, fans. For the middle-class activists, the
circus was in immediate and grave danger. They promoted their cause as an attempt to
save something that was distinctly American. But they also understood the changing
landscape of American entertainment and urged people to band together to save the
circus, lest it share the same fate as “the small-town opera house and vaudeville too.”88
As the movement intensified in the winter of 1938, these activists sought to
mobilize a large swath of circusgoers beyond the movement’s middle-class origins. In an
effort to ensure that the shows would go on the road the following spring, activists
reached out to anyone who could possibly put pressure on the shows. In the tiny town of
Merengo, Illinois, school-aged children welcomed the activists who showed a movie,
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presented pictures of circuses getting ready to start their tours, and encouraged students to
write letters to the shows and sign a petition to President Roosevelt to make sure the
golden age did not end due to labor disputes. They worked hurriedly through the winter
months, staging “Circus Fans’ Night” for families at armories and sending representatives
to schools across the country.89
The movement applauded its success as the Ringling show returned for the 1939
season.90 But as the 1940 season opened, circusgoers and newspapers wondered what the
new show would bring. North brought a renewed excitement to the shows. He
reintroduced big cat acts after a massive purchase of leopards and jaguars upon viewing
an impressive display of these cats in Europe. With this deviation from the typical lion
and tiger acts, North successfully promoted the new cats as “never before seen” and
“world’s first” performance of its kind. This return to big cat acts brought new wonder
and danger for the shows. Audiences and press wondered aloud: Would Indo the
Siberian Leopard attack his fellow big cat performers like he had just done days earlier?
Would he again attack his trainer?91
With another ardent attempt to organize the circus world, Ralph Whitehead and
the AFL protested again outside of Madison Square Garden. Working-class members of
the audiences responded to this wave of AFL-led labor disputes. Whitehead targeted
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union members, who heavily patronized the shows, and portrayed the circus as unfriendly
to organized labor. Boycotts from local unions began as the Ringling Brothers pulled into
each town. Although the boycotts did not have the same national draw or organization as
the Save the Circus Movement, they still presented a constant headache for the shows and
had the ability to inspire circus workers to join the picket line again.92
The circus struck back in self-destructive ways. The resulting backlash led
directly to its decline. Rather than patronize the disgruntled fan base, the Greatest Show
on Earth attempted to dump its working-class appeal. North’s highly publicized moves
tried to make the shows more appealing to upper-class patrons. He hired Charles le Maire
as a design consultant, color-coordinated all of the acts, swapped the white top tent for
dark blue canvas for better lighting control, and added box seats. North preemptively
praised his own decision, telling that public that, “With all due respect to my uncles, the
circus could not expect to go on forever in the same old way and be successful.”93
Audiences noticed big and small changes, noting that even the smell of the circus had
changed.94
***
As circusgoers used their rights as a democratic audience to critique or lament
certain features, they shaped how circuses looked. While elephants became a necessary
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staple of early shows and late nineteenth-century menageries seemed incomplete without
a spectrum of exotic animals, post-Golden Age circuses increasingly disassociated
themselves from animal acts. New circuses, like Cirque du Soliel, did not resemble its
Golden Age counterpart at all, while old favorites like the Al G. Kelly & Miller Brothers
Circus ditched the acts, citing higher insurance premiums. When circuses invoked the
same sort of language that Barnum used in the nineteenth century, like the image of
happy families of caged animals, audiences disdained the blatant propaganda.95
Even though child laborers had fewer advocates than their animal counterparts,
persistent outcries against their exploitation also changed the nature of the circus. By the
1950s, new child labor legislation had become much more specific and affected how the
circus could utilize its labor force. In 1953, new child labor provisions in the Federal Fair
Labor Standard Act further circumscribed the circus workforce by prohibiting youth from
operating motor vehicles. As modernization had taken hold in circuses and literal
horsepower was replaced with mechanized vehicles, shows became vulnerable to this
new protective legislation. And with this new national legislation, circuses could no
longer evade state protective laws be rerouting their season. Moreover the circus now
faced direct and pointed warnings from the U.S. Labor Department. With stricter
enforcement, circuses experienced loss of labor throughout the season as shows were
found guilty of engaging in the practice and immediately lost their child laborers.96
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Audience praise or distaste for certain acts also had tremendous impact on the
shows. They had the biggest effect in the day-to-day lives of workers through their
overwhelming support or condemnation of certain acts. Circus owners kept their ears to
the ground and responded when acts appeared to become stale. Although particular acts
could have short shelf lives, workers simply revamped their performance. In an attempt
to appeal to audiences and therefore stay relevant, performers constantly competed for
poster headlines and center-ring performance spots. While dangerous acts were expected
circus staples in the nineteenth century, they had fallen out of favor by the twentieth
century. High-wire walker Harold Alzana ended his successful career because, according
to the star, the shows were unwilling to pay enough for high risk acts that audiences no
longer demanded. Circus publications seconded this notion, asking if perhaps circuses are
cruel to human performers and calling for increased safety. The sideshow, too, declined
due to increased audience disapproval. By the mid-twentieth century, grotesque displays
that had garnered significant income for circuses became stale. As one circus owner put
it, that sort of sideshow attraction was a better fit for “carnivals and lower-class patrons.97
The audience’s understanding of working-class labor in the shows proved to be
the most influential factor in the decline of the circus. Employer paternalism, which
promulgated the myth of a benevolent circus world, allowed working-class audiences to
support the shows, despite their long history of cultivating underpaid and overworked
employees during its golden age. But as the circus faced organized labor during the
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heyday of unions, circus fans were suddenly in the crossfire between their work and
leisure identities. At least part of this decline occurred at the hands of John Ringling
North. Despite the money and business sense that he brought to the shows, circus workers
and devout fans realized that he did not even pretend to be part of the circus world. He
stayed in boardrooms rather than joining his employees on the lot. For the first time,
audiences realized that the circus world had unspoken class divisions.98
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Conclusion
Life After the Circus World
When William F. O’Hara passed away in his Bridgeport home in 1947, the local
newspaper noted that the 79-year-old man had been a valued member of the Connecticut
community where P.T. Barnum had begun his circus career nearly a century ago. O’Hara
was a local business owner who ran a movie theater and restaurant. He also had spent
twenty-five years in the big top shows.1
His career began at the age of fourteen, working “an assortment of jobs” in the
Barnum show before taking a paycheck as an elephant trainer. Like other circus workers,
O’Hara navigated various positions within several shows throughout his career, including
the Adam Forepaugh Circus. But his greatest legacy in the circus world was not the work
that provided him a paycheck. Instead, it was O’Hara’s role as a founding member of the
Benevolent Order of the American Tigers, which made him a voice for circus workers. 2
The Benevolent Tigers formed during the 1898 European tour, and workers
proudly noted its quick popularity and well-attended events. The organization’s annual
dinner in 1901, held at the Continental Hotel in London, was a glamourous event. As
members walked into the hotel dining room around midnight after a Thursday evening
show, they found tables pushed together to form a “T” shape. Flags from the home
countries of the members, including the United States, Austria, England, and Germany,
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brightened the tables and demonstrated the diverse membership that the organization
attracted.3
But the Tigers did more than throw lavish parties. Founded in the aftermath of an
accident on the circus lot that left one roustabout physically disabled and financially
strapped, the Tigers served as a fraternal society and proto-union for circus workers
across all departments and shows.4 Leadership sprung up from well-known performers
and lesser-known workers. Buffalo Bill regularly attended the meetings. Charles Tripp,
the armless wonder, served as a high-ranking member.5 Upon the circus’s return to the
United States, three circus workers filed a charter with the State of Connecticut. They
aimed to “support the social and material welfare of [their] members.” For circus
workers, this meant that the newly formed organization would fill gaps in benefits that
their otherwise paternalistic employer provided. The organization paid for or defrayed
funeral and disability costs for members.6
The Tigers also acted as a cohesive organization within the circus world. Workers
could jump between circus outfits within a single season and still retain membership in
the circus world through the Tigers. Sideshow workers joined en masse, particularly prior
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to the organization of their own union.7 Within a few years of its formation and after
much debate, the Tigers opened membership to women. 8
Membership in the Tigers reflected the cosmopolitan workforce that labored on
the circus lot. Famed performers hailed from cities around the world. In the 1915 season,
nineteen languages reportedly could be heard on the circus lot at any given time, and the
press jokingly referred to the shows as a mobile Tower of Babel.9 Upon joining the U.S.
shows, these globetrotting performers spent most of their careers traveling among small
rural communities across the American countryside. Manual laborers were usually U.S.born, but on the European tours or the quick trips to the Caribbean that shows made at the
end of a season, they also became seasoned travelers.
Following their careers within the circus world, workers faced the challenge of
integrating into society. To reinforce their small-town appeal to audiences, circuses
emphatically claimed that their performers preferred life outside of bustling cities.10
They spun tales of former circus stars spending their fortunes and remaining days on
ranches. This played into another popular claim that “nine out of ten are filled with the
desire to own a farm.” Still other newspapers, like the Chicago Tribune, boasted of their
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freak population and claimed to be an urban mecca for sideshow workers. According to
the newspaper, these “industrious” people were especially desirable citizens because they
had grown accustomed to the highly regulated and disciplined circus life. Berlin was
another retirement destination for sideshow performers, who frequented a local beer
saloon owned by a former circus worker.11
But workers most often retired to familiar communities. Gibsonton, Florida, a
town just a few miles south of Tampa, has held a place in the imagination of circus
workers as a final retirement home since the early years of the circus’s decline. When the
major circuses still showed under a big top tent and traveled the rails, the town’s
population would ebb and flow, growing substantially during each off-season. The town
was conveniently located on a railroad stop near Sarasota. Circus people encountered
familiar faces as they worked on circus equipment, stopped for breakfast at the local
diner, or dropped by the post office. But it was not just the faces that seemed so
welcoming. Counters at public spaces were low enough to accommodate the population
of little people. Restaurant chairs varied in size to cater to the “world’s tallest man” or
“world’s fattest lady.”12
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Gibsonton also appealed to workers for much more practical reasons. The town
held the distinction of being the only city in the U.S. that had a “residential show
business” classification. In practical terms, this meant that, like life on the circus lot, there
seemed to be no distinction between home and work. Animal trainers kept their tigers and
elephants just feet away from their doorstep. Concession stands and circus wagons were
just as likely to be seen in front yards as were vehicles.13
Despite the uniqueness of Gibsonton, the town was only one example of how the
circus changed the American vista throughout the Golden Age. During the decades that
circuses dominated the cultural landscape, shows spent the offseason in winter quarters.
These few months each year in Baraboo, Bridgeport, Peru, or Sarasota gave a skeleton
crew of workers a stationary, yet temporary home, while contracted performers made
ends meet on vaudeville and theater circuits. A passerby might see an elephant plowing a
field in Bridgeport, Connecticut or a herd of giraffes peeking above a fence in Peru,
Indiana. But by the 1940s, circus attendance had declined, workers had unionized, and
insurance premiums had cut into circus performance and profits. Gibsonton created a
world for circus workers that resembled close-knit kinship formed over decades in the
tented shows. By protecting their community roots in the small Florida enclave, circus
workers stayed part of the circus world, even as the shows declined.
***
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The history of the circus is the history of industrialism, transnational workplaces,
and technological innovations, and cosmopolitan workforces. The circus’s fall from
cultural relevance by the mid-twentieth century is intrinsically linked to the rise of other
forms of entertainment. Circus, vaudeville, and other live entertainments took a backseat
to television. Yet despite these obvious changes in front of the curtain, it was the behindthe-scenes business practices, labor, and modernization that chipped away at the status of
the circus. People in the circus world often interpreted these changes as indications that
the shows were slipping. Even in 1907 “old-timers” were lamenting about the circus of
old; they complained that the canvas used to be whiter, or that the show used to fit under
a single tent.14 But each time that the circus updated itself, it lost part of its appeal. When
tractors replaced roustabouts, part of the circus mystique disappeared.
By the 1960s, the animal trade business was unrecognizable. In early years,
traders were experts in animal shipping. A voyage to the U.S. took weeks and often took
a toll on the animals. Successful traders knew which animals would survive the trip and
bring profits in the U.S. based on their age and origins. This knowledge served as a
necessary job skill. Lutz Ruhe, a German immigrant who emerged from a nineteenthcentury canary-trading family, spoke to this change in a 1975 interview. The Ruhe family
began importing larger exotic animals over the next few decades; it had a corner on the
market through the first half of the twentieth century. But when shipping methods
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changed from boats to jet planes, their family skills and knowledge were no longer
necessary to their success.15
Changes in labor and regulation acted as a significant factor in the decline of the
tented shows. The careers of Eph Thompson and Adjie Costello, with their elephants and
lions in tow, represented the type of labor-driven migration that declined with changes
within the circus and pressure from the outside. Acts such as Clyde Beatty’s big cats
provided a thrill that was unseen in earlier decades. But increased pressure to protect
employees’ lives from dangerous stunts, and to protect their own business from lawsuits,
left smaller shows with the inability to afford insurance premiums.16 Animal acts, which
had seemed so indispensable at the turn of the century, were abandoned as archaic relics
of the old tented shows.
As the circus boasted of never-before-seen performances, people, and animals, it
also promoted itself as a glimpse into the past. In attempts to capture bygone eras, the
circus remained economically vested in old-fashioned ways of looking at the world. The
Pawnee Bill Wild West Show purchased a herd of bison in 1901 that were reported to be
one of the last.17 As much as tented shows offered first glimpses of exotic otherness, they
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also used marketing ploys that promised last-of-its-kind animals and people. Circusgoers
flocked to see the “last” hippopotamus, giraffe, or reenacted buffalo hunt.18
These contradictions played out most prominently in the sideshow. By the 1960s,
state laws began addressing the ethical implications of sideshows, particularly their use of
child labor. North Carolina legislated the issue in 1969 by banning the display of children
in sideshows. The law, dubbed an “the anti-freak bill,” created a misdemeanor offense for
displaying children who had evident disabilities.19
Circus workers and traditionalist circusgoers dubbed the new law a “repressive
measure” that took direct aim at circuses themselves. These critics pointed to the trend
that would follow—increased legislation across multiple states that forced circuses to
phase out their sideshows, rather than simply reroute their shows to avoid the laws.
Amusement Business, a highly circulated magazine among circus folks, claimed that the
“Save the Freak Shows” column had attracted a greater outpouring of letters than any
other feature.20 Sideshow workers sought partnerships with several unions and civil
liberties organizations as the legislation mounted against their careers.21
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The language of these bills, as well as the counterarguments, laid bare some
underlying assumptions about the role and purpose of circus workers. Sideshow
performers had claimed some degree of autonomy over their own careers, particularly
during decades of peak popularity when their roles were highly visible. As a workplace,
the sideshow had the most enmeshed variety of manual, performance, and emotional
labor that the circus had to offer. When laws began to address exploitation, they undercut
much of the activism that sideshow workers had started as legitimate performers
asserting their own humanity. While the counterarguments acknowledged the role of
these performers as workers collecting paychecks, it ignored the low or absent pay that
had plagued the sideshow tent.
The circus business lifted the voices of sideshow performers who had made a
substantial living in the tented shows, arguing that they proved such displays were
humane. The debate mirrored larger changes in American culture, especially in regards to
people with disabilities. Discussions of the welfare state and the disability rights
movement proliferated on both sides. During the Revolt of the Freaks in London,
sideshow performers had leveraged their rights as workers, much to the amazement and
dismay of outsiders. But when the circus business faced lost profits with the sudden end
of sideshows, their freaks were suddenly cast as workers, not performers. As sideshow
operator Harvey Boswell claimed, the law was “attempting to put hundreds of people out
of work.” In the same vein, performer Mary Blackmon called the new laws a form of
discrimination.22
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By 1950, many circuses were nearly unrecognizable, in comparison to their
nineteenth-century counterparts. The West Brothers provided several signposts of these
changes. In a Billboard advertisement for workers, the circus described itself as “indoor.”
It also sought only acrobats for the upcoming season. No longer did circuses put a
dizzying amount of effort into the menagerie and animal performers.23 As the circus
began to decline, their privileges did as well. By 1950, shows could no longer assume full
rights to a town and expect schools and businesses to shut down. Instead, as the Ringling
show found on its tour, red tape prevented them from even using circus staples like the
calliope wagon without a police permit.24
The demise of the gratis performance was the most important signal that the
Golden Age had ended. Even as the circus responded to labor unrest by mechanizing its
workers out of a job, circusgoers still clung to the appeal of the gratis performance, or at
least what was left of it. Addressing “New York City youngsters” just days before the
1938 season opener, a Pennsylvania paper emphasized the part of the show that “doesn’t
cost a pretty penny.”25 By the time the big top folded in 1956, the gratis performance
was minimal and unrecognizable. Men driving the tent stakes into the ground, elephants
hauling equipment into place, or even a parade that shut down a town’s main street
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proved to be absolutely necessary for the circus to remain a central part of American
culture.26
Shifting postwar labor and business practices were not bound to U.S. circuses. In
Germany, the annual meeting of the most powerful circus managers, who collectively
formed the International Arbeitsgemeinschaft Fuhrender Circuseigentumer, met in 1950
to discuss several seemingly troubling trends. Like their U.S. counterparts, German
circuses had experienced a substantial increase in the entertainment tax. They also
encountered similar fights against unions and worker autonomy, as their insurance payout
to employees for accidents doubled. In response, circus magnates leveled complaints
against these changes by sending resolutions to the German government and the
organizing body of circus musicians, GENA.27
Insurance costs, protective legislation, labor organizing, and freedom movements
all penetrated the walls of the circus world. As an enterprise dependent on cheap
unregulated labor, the circus could not survive or stay in step with modern industrial
relations. Now families could no longer be contracted under a single income, circuses had
to account for workers trampled by elephants, and circusgoers began to champion human
rights over the desire to stare at Frog Girl and Lobster Boy. Cheap labor became
expensive labor.
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Although the circus also resembled other businesses of postwar corporate
America, it was also uniquely transnational and global. In the early years, the relatively
few shows in a season and fewer miles traveled meant that shows performed largely for
audiences on the Northeast coast.28 But shows themselves had always contained workers
and animals from around the world. Even in the nineteenth century, the circus business
had to contend with borders in ways that other corporations had not yet encountered.
But as circus management transferred to the Feld brothers, the circus became an
almost indistinguishable part of the fabric of corporate America. John Ringling North’s
1956 decision to move to indoor arenas had reportedly been made on the
recommendation of Irvin Feld, a promotion savant, who promised a savings of thousands
of dollars each week of the season. Brothers Irvin and Israel Feld and Roy Hofheinz, who
was most readily associated with the construction of Houston’s Astrodome, made a
substantial $8 million offer to North’s debt-ridden show in 1967. Given the waning
popularity of the shows, North could not resist. Although the Feld brothers had been
working closely with the circus since the 1950s, their ownership role resembled that of
Sam Gumpertz, who had taken brief ownership of the shows without full immersion into
the circus world. Following the precedent set by John Ringling in 1929, the new owners
sought financial backers, investors, and creditors to complete the sale.29
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Within two years, the official ownership changed hands from a family to an actual
company, as the Mattel Corporation offered $49 million for the Greatest Show on Earth.
Like North, the Feld brothers could not resist. More famous for its Barbie dolls than live
entertainment, Mattel changed the circus world from the inside out. The company went
public in 1968; investors bought stock in the traveling shows. But Mattel also changed
how the circus functioned on a day-to-day basis. While previous shows had operated
under the bigger-is-better model, Mattel split the Ringling show into two touring units.
Although they increased profits by making two circuses out of one, the tactic made the
shows even less culturally relevant. They tried to tap larger cities to attract a segment of
the population. But the Golden Age had prospered under different terms: one larger-thanlife show that completely dominated small town across America.30
But nothing felt more out of step with the circus world than when Mattel
announced its own Florida-based theme park. Appropriately called Circus World, the
new Mattel entity was expected to outperform Disney World, which was just twenty
miles away. The newly-minted circus conglomerate could not have been more wrong.
Attendance was staggeringly low at the $100 million stationary circus. It floundered for
years and did not draw even half as many visitors as nearby Sea World. Even after a $20
million revamp, the park could not turn a profit. It moved through several hands before
closing permanently in 1986.31
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Circus World, the amusement park, was a financial and cultural failure in the
years after the circus industry had declined. It attempted to capture the magic that existed
in the imaginations of people all over the country. But Americans had no nostalgia for a
modern amusement park built outside of a Florida swamp. The shows had been traveling
cities that delivered culture to people’s doorsteps during annual Circus Day holidays. The
most memorable parts of the circus were free and unscripted. Circus World could not
recreate the alluring free performance of manual laborers setting up tents, big top
performers making their way to the cook tent for a quick breakfast, or elephants linked
tail-to-truck in their procession across the circus lot. As the saga of Circus World
demonstrated, the Golden Age of the circus could not be recaptured.
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